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1. INTRODUCTION
This report sutnmarizes the research carried out at Georgia Tech. Most of the achievements in
this research have been described in research papers that are included in Appendix A. Here, the
major highlights of this research study are summarized.
The primary objectives of this study were to
1. Carry out large-eddy simulations of combustion instability in a ramjet to understand the
physics of the nonlinear processes
2. Develop, implement and demonstrate the capability of active control methods to control the
combustion instability
This study has successfully achieved all the objectives of this study. The basic simulation model
was extended for general applications, the simulation code was implemented on a massively
parallel processor and two active control techniques: acoustic feedback control and secondary
fuel injection control, were investigated. However, the primary focus for active control in this
study was on secondary fuel injection technique since it had been demonstrated in past
experimental studies that this method is more practical. Numerical simulations of fuel injection
control was carried out and in addition, a theoretical model for secondary fuel injection control
was developed along with a method to couple the theoretical model to the simulation model.
Finally, to implement a robust controller, a fuzzy logic based controller for fuel injection was
studied using a simplified problem geometry. To investigate the effects of three-dimensionality,
full 3D LES of combustion instability was also carried out.
In the following, the development in each of the above mentioned areas is briefly summarized
along with the list of relevant publications. Most of the publications noted are included in
Appendix A.
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2. PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION OF THE LES CODE
Combustion instability in ramjets is a complex phenomenon that involve nonlinear interaction
between acoustic waves, vortex motion and unsteady heat release in the combustor. To
numerically simulate this phenomenon, very large computer resources (both time and memory)
are required. Although current vector supercomputers are capable of providing adequate
resources for simulations of this nature, the high cost and their limited availability, makes
practical use of such machines less than satisfactory. To investigate the use of massively parallel
systems for unsteady simulations, a large-eddy simulation model for combustion instability was
implemented on the Intel iPSC/860 and a careful investigation was carried out to determine the
benefits and problems associated with the use of highly parallel distributed processing machines
for unsteady simulations. Results of this study along with some of the results of the simulations
carried out on the iPSC/860 are discussed Weeratunga and Menon (1993).
It was demonstrated that it is possible to realize a highly scalable, distributed memory, data
parallel implementation for a class of explicit time integration schemes used in unsteady
combustion simulations. The geometry-tailored, two-level data partitioning strategy adapted to
deal with L-shaped computational space appears to have resulted in an efficient implementation,
in spite of it's added complexity. The implementation is general enough to be portable to any
MIMD parallel computer that supports processor-to-processor communication primitives. This
includes most of the current and emerging highly parallel MIMD computers as well as networks
of workstations supporting distributed computing software such as the Parallel Virtual Machine
(PVM). The MIMD parallel computers appears to provide a scalable, yet reasonably low-cost
alternative to traditional vector supercomputers for simulation of unsteady flow phenomena,
except in the crucial area of external 1/0 performance. Further improvements in the
computational and the inter-processor communication performance envisaged for the future
generations of the highly parallel computers will make them attractive tools for carrying out 3-D
unsteady flow simulations. The additional computations associated with computing fluxes for
hexahedral cells is likely to improve the computation to communication ratio over that
encountered in 2-D computations and lead to enhanced scalability. However, to realize this
promise, the above mentioned hardware performance improvements will have to be
accompanied by rapid improvements in the external 1/0 performance to produce systems that
are well-balanced in all relevant aspects of performance.
Subsequent to this implementation, the LES codes were ported to the currently available
massively parallel systems such as: the Intel Paragon, Cray TID, IBM SP-2 and the SGI Power
Challenge. Both the 2D/axisymmetric and a full 3D LES codes were ported using both vendor
supplied parallel compilers (NX on the Paragon, MPL on the SP-2, PFA on the SGI) and a
system independent compiler: Message Passing Interface (MPI) that is now supported on all
parallel machines. Simulations codes implemented using MPI can be ported from one machine
architecture to another without any changes and thus, provides a significant flexibility. The
results of these implementation and performance of the codes on these machines are
summarized in a recent paper, Menon (1996). Results of the timing studies demonstrate that
even when the code is highly optimized, different system hardware capability and performance
must be taken into consideration when carrying out LES to minimize the execution time.
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Relevant Publications/Presentations:

l.Weeratunga, S. and Menon, S. (1993) "Parallel Simulation of Unsteady Combustion in a
Ramjet Engine", AIAA 93-1914, presented at the 29th AIANASME/ASEE/SAE Joint
Propulsion Conference and Exhibit, Monterey, CA.
2. Menon, S. (1993) "Parallel Computations of Unsteady Combustion" invited seminar presented
at the Sandia National Laboratory, Combustion Research Facility, September, 1993.
3. Menon, S. and Weeratunga, S. (1994) "Parallel Simulations of Combustion Instability in a
Ramjet", Proc. High Performance Computing 1994 Conference, La Jolla, CA.
4. Menon, S. (1996) "Parallel Simulations of Unsteady Turbulent Flames", to be presented at the
1996 EUROSIM International Conference on HPCN Challenges in Telecomp and Telecom:
Parallel Simulations of Complex Systems and Large-Scale Applications", 10-12 June, Delft,
The Netherlands.
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3. SECONDARY FUEL INJECTION CONTROL OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY
The low frequency, large-amplitude pressure oscillations characteristic of combustion instability
in a ramjet engine was numerically simulated using the LES method. Many features of the
numerically simulated instability are in very good agreement with experimental observations.
Simulations for different reference Mach numbers were carried out to differentiate between
acoustic and coupled acoustic-convective modes. Analysis of the results showed that depending
upon the flow Mach number, both the inlet duct acoustics and a coupled acoustic-vortex mode
can excite the combustion instability in the combustor. Similar observations have been made in
experimental studies.
Active control technique that uses secondary fuel injection as the controller was then
investigated to suppress the instability. This method was chosen because previous experimental
investigations have shown that this is a practical system for hot environments and also has the
ability to increase the net thrust of the device. Secondary premixed fuel was injected upstream in
the inlet duct and also at the base of the dump plane. The phase of the injected fuel (relative to
the pressure nuctuation phase) was chosen based on cross correlation analysis and using
theoretical considerations. Pulsed secondary fuel injection was investigated in more details. The
results show that when the inlet duct acoustic mode is exciting the instability, the active control
method decreases the rms fluctuation level of the pressure oscillation by 35 percent ( 10 dB) but
leaves the dominant frequency unchanged. When the. instability is being driven by the
convective mode, active control results in a similar reduction in the fluctuation level and also
completely suppresses the dominant frequency. However, two new frequencies: an inlet duct
acoustic resonant mode and a convective mode, are excited that are not controlled. These results
are consistent with recent experimental observations and suggest that to successfully control
combustion instability for a wide range of flow conditions, a dynamically adjusting controller
will be required.

Relevant Publications/Presentations:
[1] Menon, S. (1992a) "Active Combustion Control of Combustion Instability in a Ramjet
Combustor using Large-Eddy Simulations," Combustion Science and Technology, Vol. 84, pp.
51-79.

[2] Menon, S. (1992b) "A Numerical Study of Secondary Fuel Injection Technique for Active
Control of Instability in a Ramjet," AIAA Paper No. 92-0777.
[3] Menon, S. (1994) "Secondary Fuel Injection Control of Combustion Instability in a Ramjet,"
Combustion Science and Technology, Vol. 100. pp. 385-393.
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4. THEORETICAL MODELS FOR ACTIVE CONTROL
(a) Optimization of a Secondary Fuel Injection Controller
Past studies of active control of combustion instability in a ramjet using secondary fuel injection
controllers have shown that, in some cases, even when the amplitude of instability frequency is
reduced, additional new frequencies can be excited which are not controlled. This phenomenon
has been observed in the experiments, and has led to the investigation of advanced adaptive
controllers that employ neural net algorithms. Numerically, such controllers are computationally
very expensive to train and therefore, an alternate approach is sought. The approach developed
here employs a theoretical model for the dynamic behavior of nonlinear oscillations with
distributed feedback actions. The theoretical model is used to analyze the simulation data
(without control) and an optimization procedure is used to establish a criteria for selecting
controller gains in terms of time-delays and locations of sensors and actuators. The theoretical
analysis show that the limit cycle behavior of the LES-computed pressure oscillation during
combustion instability can be reproduced quite well and further, that the theoretically devised
controller can successfully suppress the amplitude of the oscillation. This theoretically derived
control algorithm was then implemented into a LES model using secondary fuel injection. The
results show that the numerically simulated controller was able to suppress the tms fluctuation
of the pressure oscillation by about the same amount as predicted by the theoretical model.

(b) Fuzzy Logic Controller for Reheat Buzz
To develop a more robust dynamically adjusting controller, research has been carried out to
detetmine if new methods based on neural network and fuzzy logic can be utilized for control of
combustion instability. To investigate fuzzy algorithms, a model simulation was carried out
using a simplified device to demonstrate that a nun1erical model of a fuzzy controller is capable
to achieving control of the pressure oscillation. Fuzzy control has been applied in the past to
control a variety of non-linear systems and has been shown to be quite effective than
conventional control. Large-scale systems such as textile processing and refuse incineration
plants (see references noted in Menon and Sun, 1996) were successfully controlled using fuzzy
control algorithms. Fuzzy control system can be considered a real-time system that is
implemented in a heuristic and a modular manner to achieve the control objectives. The control
algorithm attempts to mimic the operator (human) expertise and thus, does not lend itself to be
expressed in conventional PID-parameters or differential equations. Therefore, this controller
must be expressed in situation/action rules. The primary benefits of a fuzzy system is that it can
be implemented using expert knowledge thus providing a higher degree of automation. Since the
fuzzy system is not based on precise rules it provides a means for robust control. Advanced
methods involve training the fuzzy control system using neural networks and then implementing
it to control nonlinear systems. These issues are related to adaptive fuzzy controllers and have
not yet been addressed in the present study.
The combustion instability problem of interest here is the result of fluid-combustion interactions
and is also a highly nonlinear system. Past attempts to control the instability using detetministic
controllers (discussed above) have had only limited success. In particular, the use of secondary
fuel injection controllers have resulted in the shift of the system instability frequency to new
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values thereby requtnng adaptive controllers. Adaptive controllers based on neural network
have proven successful in the experimental studies but the training required to implement the
neural network was considerable. In addition, neural network based controllers have to be
trained and implemented on the actual system thereby making a priori development of the
control system difficult. On the other hand, fuzzy systems are based on an imprecise rule base
and it is feasible that the training required to develop the rule base does not have to be as
extensive as required for neural networks. Furthermore, the fuzzy control system has a possible
advantage that the system could work just as well on non-linear systems that exhibit similar
instability (even without training). Fuzzy controllers for combustion instability problems have
not yet been investigated in detail. In the present study, the feasibility of a simple fuzzy rule
based controller is investigated using a simplified reheat buzz device. that exhibits the
characteristics of combustion instability due to fluid motion - acoustic wave - unsteady heat
release interactions.
The demonstration of fuzzy control is carried out using a device used by researchers at
Cambridge University (see references in Menon and Sun, 1996) to investigate reheat buzz and to
devise an active control method. In their study, various control methods were tested: unsteady
mass injection, unsteady secondary fuel injection, etc. They were able to demonstrate that
although unsteady mass injection was successful, unsteady secondary fuel injection provided a
more robust control. Their numerical studies employed a one-dimensional model that closely
mimic their experimental device. Using linearized analysis, they were able to show that the
model predictions were in good agreement with their experimental data. In the present study, the
same device and numerical model are employed with active control using fuzzy control
algorithm to demonstrate the viability of fuzzy controllers to achieve active control.
The results (described in the draft paper Menon and Sun, 1995 in Appendix A) show that the
fuzzy controller is capable of achieving adequate control using even very simple rule base. More
refinements are required to adapt this controller to an actual combustor; however, the results
obtained so far clearly demonstrate that this method is feasible. Note that, the rule base required
for the fuzzy controller can be easily programmed into a memory chip (as demonstrated in past
studies) and thus, is cost effective.

Relevant Publications/Presentations:

[1] Menon, S. and Yang V. (1993) "Some Issues Concerning Active Control of Combustion
Instability in Ramjets", AIAA 93-0116, presented at the 31st Aerospace Sciences Meeting,
Reno, NV.
[2] Menon, S. andY. Sun (1996) "Fuzzy Logic Control of Reheat Buzz," to be presented at the
32nd AIAA/ASMFJASEFJSAE Joint Propulsion Conference, July 1-3, 1996, Orlando Florida.
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5. STRUCTURE OF PREMIXED FLAMES IN DUMP COMBUSTORS

5.1 Effect of Curvature and Strain on the Premixed Flame Structure:

Large eddy simulations of spatially propagating premixed flames in a three-dimensional dump
combustor have been conducted at relatively high Reynolds numbers. A thin flame model is
used to simulate the propagating flame front and the propagation speed is estimated using the
subgrid turbulence intensity. Analysis of the simulations show that various statistics, such as
flame front shape factor, stretch effects, vorticity/strain rate, and strain rate/surface normal
alignments, agree reasonably well with data from constant density, direct numerical simulations
of passive scalar and premixed flame propagation in simpler, temporally evolving low Reynolds
number flows. This suggests that the general characteristics of propagating scalars in turbulent
flows are relatively independent of Reynolds number and further that these features can be
captured using relatively coarse grid LES at high Reynolds numbers. However, detailed analysis
showed that in spatially developing flows, there is a significant dependence on the spatial
location for some statistical properties. As the flame propagates downstream the probability
density of the shape factor showed a decreasing probability for cylindrical shaped flames and
the strain rate/flame normal alignment showed a transition from the alignment seen in shear
driven flow to alignment seen in isotropic turbulence. Strain rate (in the plane of the flame) was
maximum near the flame holder (the rearward facing step) and decreases in the downstream
direction with the pdf becoming more symmetric similar to isotropic flows. The implication of
the observed spatial dependence for investigating flame stretch effects and therefore, flame
extinction is discussed.

5.2 Fractal Nature of Premixed Flame:

A computational method that provides a one-dimensional stochastic representation of turbulent
convection and laminar flamelet propagation in turbulent premixed flames has been used
investigate the structure and propagation characteristics of the wrinkled flan1e. An earlier study
of the structure of the turbulent flame brush is extended and generalized to include thermal
expansion (i.e., heat release). In this broader context, the issues of fractal dimension and
dynamic range of fractal scaling are revisited. A new viscous length scale is identified that
collapses the data and help explain the observed dependence of the fractal dimension on u'/ SL.
Here, u' is the turbulence intensity and S L is the laminar flame speed. These and other
properties of the time-varying structure of the flame brush were analyzed in order to assess the
reliability of extrapolations from moderate-Re laboratory configurations to high-Reconditions.
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Relevant Publications/Presentations:

[1] Smith, T. M., Menon, S., and McMurtry, P. (1994) "The Structure of Premixed Flames in
Isotropic and Shear Driven Turbulent flow Fields," AIAA 94-0677, presented at the 32nd
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, NV.
[2] Menon, S. and Kerstein, A. R. (1994) "A Computational Model to Predict the Fractal Nature
of Turbulent Premixed Flames," AIAA 94-0678, presented at the 32nd .A.erospace Sciences
Meeting, Reno, NV.
[3] Smith, T. M., and Menon, S. (1994a) "The Structure of Constant-Property Propagating
Surfaces in a Spatially Evolving Turbulent Flow," AIAA 94-2391, presented at the 25th AIAA
Fluid Dynamics Conference, Colorado Springs, CO.
[4] Smith, T. M. and Menon, S. (1994b) "Simulation of Premixed Flrune Propagation and
Turbulence Interactions in a High Reynolds Number Spatially Evolving Flow", presented at the
1994 Meeting of the Division of Fluid Dynamics, American Physical Society, November 20-22,
1994, Atlanta, Georgia.
[5] Smith, T. M., and Menon, S. (1995) "The Structure of Premixed Flames in a Spatially
Evolving Turbulent Flow," submitted to Combustion Science and Technology.
[6] Menon, S. (1996) "Large-Eddy Simulations of Combustion Instability in a Dump
Combustor'', to be presented at the Sixth International Conference on Numerical Combustion,
SIAM, New Orleans, March 4-6, 1996.
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6. FULL 3D SIMULATIONS OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY
A full 3D code was also used to carry out a relatively coarse grid LES to evaluate importance of
the 3D effects. High resolution 3D LES is not possible due to the increased computational cost;
however, even the coarse grid simulations clearly show the 3D effects. A recent study (Smith et
al., 1994) has shown that even when the flow field is highly 3D, the vortical structures has a
tendency to roll up into coherent 2D structures. In fact, recent analysis shows that the flame
structure is highly 2D even when the flow is 3D. This has some important significance, since it
suggests that 2D simulations should be sufficient to simulate reacting flows. In retrospect, the
good results obtained in this research clearly lends support to these results.
Here, a brief summary of these results is given. Detailed analysis of this data is still underway
and will be reported in the near future. The primary objective of the 3D simulations was to
determine if the earlier axisymmetric simulations results are reliable concerning the physics of
the low-frequency, large-amplitude pressure oscillation and its relationship to the vortex motion.
Earlier studies (Menon and Jou, 1991) has shown that during the combustion instability a large
vortex-flame structure propagates through the combustor at the dominant frequency. Analysis
and comparison of these results with past experimental data showed very good agreement. For
reference, Figures 1 and 2 show respectively, the computed flame structure (using axisymmetric
LES) and the experimentally observed flame motion observed during combustion instability in a
dump combustor. The computed vorticity contours in the dump combustor are shown in Fig. 3.
As can be seen there is very good agreement between the computed flame features and the
experimentally observed flame. Further analysis (in Menon and Jou, 1991 - noted above)
showed that there is also good agreement between the simulated results and the experimentally
measured data on the phase relationship between the pressure and axial velocity fluctuations.
Since the axisymmetric simulations does not allow for the 3D vortex stretching effects, it was
not possible to confirm if this feature is important. To determine this, full 3D LES was also
carried out. In the following, some of the 3D results are shown and discussed.
Figures 4a through 4c show respectively, x-y planes (at quarter-span, mid span and three-quarterspan) of the flame structure during the full 3D LES. The corresponding Z·-component of the
vorticity are shown respectively in Figs. 5a-5c. These results were obtained from a 3D LES
carried out using a grid resolution of 192x64x32 with periodic boundary conditions in the
spanwise (z) direction. The one-equation model for the subgrid kinetics energy is used to close
the subgrid stresses and energy flux. The time sequence shown in figures 4 and 5 is for a single
wavelength of the pressure oscillation. Comparison with the earlier results obtained using the
axisymmetric code shows remarkable agreement in the large-scale structures and the
correspondence of the flame front with these large structures. However, the 3D data is much
more richer in the finer details such as the wrinkling of the flame front, and the presence of
smaller vortical structures in the combustor. Significant 3D (spanwise variation) of the flame
and vortical structures can be seen in these figures. However, in spite of the 3D effects seen in
these figures, the large vortex-flame structure propagates through the combustor at the
frequency of the instability. This characteristic behavior is quite similar to the vortex-flame
propagation seen in the axisymmetric simulations carried out earlier. The vortical contours
shown in Figs. 5a-5c also show significant 3D vortex stretching effects and the breakdown of
the large structures near the diffuser.
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The 3D nature of the flame structure in the combustor is shown in 3D perspective of the flame
in Figs. 6a and 6b which show two characteristic snapshots of the flow field shown in Figs. 4
and 5.
The properties of the flame front can be analyzed as done earlier to evaluate the structure and
the propagation characteristics of the flame. Some results, including comparison with the earlier
3D simulations (without heat release) are presented below for completeness. Figures 7a-7h show
some of the typical results obtained in the present simulations. The data from one entire
oscillation is averaged and presented. Figure 7a shows the pdf of the shape factor for the whole
domain and also for four locations (separated by a distance equal to the step height) in the
combustor. The shape factor was computed using the definition given before (Smith and Menon,
1995) and is the ratio of the smaller radius over the larger radius of curvature of the flame. As
earlier (for no heat release), the shape factor has a maximum value close to zero (which
corresponds to a cylindrical flame) with vanishing probability for saddle (-1) and spherical (+I).
This suggests that even when heat release is included, the flame tends to become cylindrically
shaped surface and this result agrees quite well with previous results obtained in flows without
heat release. This cylindrical nature of the flame sheet is due to the intense vorticity that wraps
the flame around it, increasing the curvature of the flame and the tangential strain in the plane of
the flame. As shown earlier, the vorticity aligns with the intermediate principle strain rate while
the normal to the flame aligns with the most compressive strain rate. Figure 7b shows the
probability density for the alignment of the intermediate strain-rate with vorticity as obtained
from the present simulation. The observed alignment is maintained in the entire domain.
Figure 7c shows the alignment of the three principle strain-rate with the flame normal and
Figure 7d shows the alignment of the flame normal with the most compressive strain rate. These
figures again corroborate the earlier (no heat release) data that the flame tends to wrap around
the intense local vortical structure and forms a cylindrical shape with the orientation of the
normal to the flame in the direction of the most compressive strain-rate.
Figure 7f shows the probability density for the normalized mean curvature (as defined in Smith
and Menon, 1995). In order to be consistent with earlier data, the negative of the mean curvature
is plotted (negative indicates that curvature concave with respect to the unburned fuel is
positive). The data is quite similar to that obtained in the earlier no-heat release simulations.
Figure 7g shows the probability density of the normalized tangential strain rate in the whole
domain and at 1the chosen locations. The pdf of the tangential strain rate in the plane of the flame
is normalized by the Kolomogorov time-scale and the pdf data indicates the mean strain rate is
slightly positive. This is in good agreement with the earlier data and in other no-heat release
studies. Mean positive straining indicates that on the whole the flame is being stretched. Finally,
Fig. 7h shows the stretch probability which is a result of the curvature and tangential strain in
the plane of the flame. There appears to a spatial dependence of the stretch and the mean
probability is slightly positive. This means that, on the average, the laminar :flame speed will be
reduced by the stretch effect. The stretch effect is highest near the step and decreasing
downstream. This indicates that there is a possibility of flame extinction near the step.
To directly compare the cases with and without heat release, Figures 8a-8f show some
characteristic flame structure properties averaged over the whole domain. It can be seen that on
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the average, both simulations show very similar results. Of particular interest is the observation
that flame maintains a cylindrical shape with an alignment such that it always wraps around the
vortex structures. The effect of heat release is to increase somewhat the mean tangential strain
rate in the plane of the flame and hence the stretch effects.
In conclusion, the 3D LES of the combustion instability with and without heat release shows
that the earlier results (obtained using axisymmetric LES) were quite accurate regarding the
fundamental nature of the combustion instability in the combustor. The instability results in the
formation of a large vortex-tlame structure that propagates through the combustor at the
instability frequency. The 3D effects are confined to the later stages of the vortex-flame
evolution especially near the diffuser where the vortex breaks down. Thus, it appears that to
understand the primary coupling between unsteady heat release, vortex motion and acoustic
oscillation in a dump combustor, a more (computationally) cost-effective axisymmetric LES is
sufficient. This result is further explained by investigating the structure of the 3D flame front
and by determining the orientation of the flame-vortex structure. Results shows that in most
cases, the flame tends to wrap around the most intense local vortex shape. Thus, in the near field
of the dump plane, the flame wraps around the large spanwise structures (that are likely to be
axisymmetric) while further donwstream the flame tends to wrap around su·eamwise structures
(that are 3D). Thus, axisymmetric LES data is likely to contain adequate physics of the flamevortex propagation in the near field but will not be able to capture the 3D nature near the
diffuser. However, since the combustion instability is kn~wn to be due to the formation of the
large structures, the results obtained using axisymmetric LES can be used to understand the
physics of this interaction.
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LIST OF FIGURES
Figure 1. Flame propagation in an axisymmetric ramjet combustor during unstable combustion.
Red indicates the flame, Cyan indicates the premixed fuel and yellow indicates the burnt product.
Figure 2. Vortex-Flame evolution in a two-dirnensional dump combustor during unstable
combustion. Flow visualization from Smith and Zukoski (1985) shown inverted.
Figure 3. Vortex motion in an axisymmetric ramjet combustor during unstable combustion.
Results for the same oscillation shown in Figure 1.
Figure 4. Flame propagation in a three-dimensional ramjet combustor during unstable
combustion. Results for a full oscillation. Flame is indicated by the red regions.
(a) x-y plane at quarter-span (z) plane
(b) x-y plane at mid-span (z) plane
(c) x-y plane at three-quarter-span (z) plane
Figure 5. Vorticity contours in a three-dimensional ramjet combustor during unstable
combustion. Conditions and snapshots correspond to the figures shown in Figure 4.
(a) x-y plane at quarter-span (z) plane
(b) x-y plane at mid-span (z) plane
(c) x-y plane at three-quarter-span (z) plane
Figure 6. Three-dimensional perspective of the flame structure in the three-dimensional ramjet
during unstable combustion. Figures correspond to snapshots shown in Fig. 4.
Figure 7. Structure properties of the flame front in the three-dimensional ramjet combustor.
Analysis involved averaging snapshots over a full unstable oscillation (shown as whole region)
and also averaging locally to obtain spatial evolution information. Four axial locations
(separated by a distance each of step height) is also shown. All results are for the heat release
case.
(a) Probability density of the shape factor.
(b) Probability density of the alignment between the intennediate strain rate and vorticity.
(c) Probability density of the alignment between the three component of the strain rate and the
flame normal for the whole domain
(d) Probability density of the alignment between the strain rate and the flarne normal for the
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whole domain and local regions.
(e) Probability density of the alignment of the two principle radius of curvature.
(f) Probability density of the negative mean curvature.

(g) Probability density of the normalized tangential strain rate.
(h) Probability density of the normalized stretch.
Figure 8. Structure properties of the flame front in the three-dimensional ramjet combustor.
Analysis involved averaging snapshots over a full unstable oscillation. Comparison of the noheat release and heat release cases
(a) Probability density of the shape factor.
(b) Probability density of the alignment between the intermediate strain rate amd vorticity.
(c) Probability density of the alignment between the strain rate and the flame normal for the
whole domain and local regions.
(d) Probability density of the normalized tangential strain rate.
(e) Probability density of the normalized negative mean curvature.
(f) Probability density of the normalized stretch.
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Abstract

Large eddy simulations of spatially propagating premixed flames in a three-dimensional
dump combustor have been conducted at relatively high Reynolds numbers. A thin flame model is
used to simulate the propagating flame front and the propagation speed is estimated using the
subgrid turbulence intensity. Analysis of the simulations show that various statistics, such as
flame front shape factor, stretch effects, vorticity/strain rate, and strain rate/surface normal
alignments, agree reasonably well with data from constant density, direct numerical simulations of
passive scalar and premixed flame propagation in simpler, temporally evolving low Reynolds
number flows. This suggests that the general characteristics of propagating scalars in turbulent
flows are relatively independent of Reynolds number and further that these features can be captured
using relatively coarse grid LES at high Reynolds numbers. However, detailed analysis showed
that in spatially developing flows, there is a significant dependence on the spatial location for some
statistical properties. As the flame propagates downstream the probability density of the shape
factor showed a decreasing probability for cylindrical shaped flames and the strain rate/flame
normal alignment showed a transition from the alignment seen in shear driven flow to alignment
seen in isotropic turbulence. Strain rate (in the plane of the flame) was maximum near the flame
holder (the rearward facing step) and decreases in the downstream direction with the pdf becoming
more symmetric similar to isotropic flows. The implication of the observed spatial dependence for
investigating flame stretch effects and therefore, flame extinction is discussed.

1. Introduction
A propagating surface is a ~easonable representation of the flame sheet in premixed
combustion when the flame thickness is much smaller than the smallest turbulent scale. The flame
sheet is convected by the flow velocity while undergoing propagation nonnal to itself at the local
propagation speed. The effect of turbulence is to wrinkle and stretch the propagating surface,
thereby, changing its flame speed and possibly causing local extinction. In constant density flows,

a number of studies have been made aimed at characterizing the

propertic~s

of the propagating

surface such as its local curvature (which is a measure of local wrinkling) and its relation to the
strain and vorticity fields in the turbulent flow. In temporally evolving flows, such as, isotropic
and shear driven turbulence, Ashurst et al. ( 1987) showed that the vorticity vector tends to align
itself in the direction of the intermediate strain rate even if the strain rate is compressive while the

normal to the propagating surface aligns itself in the most compressive strain rate direction.
Alignment of the surface nonnal with the most compressive strain rate implies that the surface is
undergoing extension most of the time, and if this extension reaches a critical value for a long
enough period of time, the flame extinction could occur. Further, Ashurst et al. (1987) showed
that the most likely shape of the propagating surface is cylindrical in such flows and analysis of the
alignment of the surface show that it is a direct result of the modification of the propagating surface
by the local vortex structure. In a recent study, Smith et al. (1994) showed that similar results are
obtained in forced and decaying isotropic turbulence and in temporally evolving mixing layers.
These results showed that as vortices undergo stretching and the core becomes intense, the flame
surface tends to wrap around on the outside of the vortex core.
Understanding the role of flame stretch (which is the combination of strain field in the
plane of the flame and curvature) in quenching turbulent premixed flames is a major area of
research. It is known that in laminar flames, severe stretch effects can cause extinction. Curvature
and strain rate affect flame propagation differently. Locally, curvature correlates with flame speed
for diffusionally neutral mixtures (Lewis number= I), however, the curvature is nearly symmetric
in isotropic turbulence and therefore integrates to zero. Experiments have shown that curvature can
increase the local laminar flame speed by a factor of 6.25 (Echekki and Mungal, 1990). Globally,
the spatial average flame speed correlates with the tangential strain rate (Rutland and

Trouv~,

1993). At this point there is no clear explanation of how flame stretch contributes towards the
extinction of a turbulent premixed flame. Since flame stretch and Lewis number detennine the
laminar flame speed and have been shown to play a direct role in premixed flame extinction,
understanding the mechanism of flame extinction in turbulent flows must first include an
understanding of flame stretch effects in turbulent flows.
All the above noted studies of the properties of propagating premixed flames in turbulent
flows were carried out using direct numerical simulations (DNS) of low Reynolds number,
incompressible, temporally evolving flows. The evolution of the propagating surface in a spatially
developing turbulent shear flow is of considerable interest since such flows form the basis of fluid
dynamics/combustion coupling in realistic combustors. Of particular interest here is to detennine
bow the correlation of the surface curvature with the vorticity field and the strclin field evolves in
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such flows. These issues are investigated in this paper by employing large-eddy simulations
(LES) of relatively high Reynolds number flows past a rearward facing step in a rectangular
channel. This configuration is typical of flame holders in combustors as in ramjet engines. Only
cold flows are studied here; the effects of heat release will be discussed in a Jfuture paper.
2.

Simulation Model

2.1 Equations of LES

The equations describing the conservation of mass, momentum and total energy are given
by the full three-dimensional, unsteady, compressible Navier-Stokes equations. In LES, the flow
variables are decomposed into the resolved scale and subgrid scale components. The large scales
are computed explicitly while the effects of 'the subgrid scales on the large scales are modeled.
Dynamics of large scale structures (which contain most of the energy) is dictated by the geometry
of the flow and the Reynolds number, while the small scales (which primarily dissipate energy
transferred from the large scales) are relatively unaffected by the geometry except near walls.
Following Erlebacher et al. (1987), the flow variables are decomposed into the resolved
(supergrid scale) and unresolved (subgrid scale) components by a spatial filtering operation such
that f

=1+ f"where the Favre f1ltered variable (with tilde) is defmed as 1=P!
p

and the bar

represents spatial flltering given by

pf = Jpf(x)G(x- x',A)d 3x'

(1)

D

Here, G is the f1lter kernel, D is the domain of the flow and A is a characteristic grid size. The
filtering operation is normalized by requiring that

JG( x - x', A}13x' =1.

(2)

D

Flltering reduces the high wave number content in the flow variables and separates the resolved
scale component from the subgrid (unresolved) scales. In this study, a box filter is employed
which is appropriate for fmite volume schemes. Contrary to the more traditional Favre temporal
averaging, j ~ j and in general, ]" ~ 0. Applying the f1ltering to the Navier-Stokes equations
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results in the following LES equations:
(3a)

i!puj
a- [--- ~ . - -'f..]+--=
arij's 0
pu.u.J +pCJ
iJt- +ax.
IJ
IJ
ax.

(3b)

I

J

J

(3c)

In the above equations, p is the density, E is the total energy per unit mass, pis the pressure, u;
(i=l,3) are the velocity components, 'r;i and q; are respectively, the viscous stresses and heat

conduction and ~~s ,Ht1s and

~~s

are the subgrid stresses that have to be modeled. The above

equations are supplemented by the filtered equation of state

p = pRT

and other relevant

thennodynamic relations. The flltered viscous stresses and heat conduction teims are defmed as:

(4a)

and

aqi =-A. at.

ax.

(4b)

ax.

I

I

where J1 and A. are respectively the filtered coefficient of molecular viscosity and thermal
conductivity. In this study, the Sutherland's law of viscosity is used to determine molecular
viscosity and I= J1 cp I Pr' where Pr is the Prandtl number and cp is specific heat at constant

pressure (assumed to be a constant in this study). The flltered total energy per unit volume is given
by

_E_

__

1 -- _

1 P[

__ )

+ -p
P = pe + -pu.u.
2
2 u.u.- u.u.
I

Here,

I

I

I

I

I

(4c)

e=CPT is the internal energy per unit mass and the last tenn in Eq. (4c) is a contribution

due to the unresolved kinetic energy, hereafter referred to as the subgrid kinetic energy and is
defmed as k =
u;u; - ii;u;].

Y2 [
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The exact subgrid terms are given by;
(5a)

(5b)

cr;r~ = (ui-rv -

ii/rij].

(5c)

In order to solve this system of equations, models must be found for the above noted
subgrid terms ~~~, H;'~, and uij'~. In addition, it is necessary to o.btain the sub grid turbulence

intensity to evaluate the flame speed model (which is discussed in the next section). Subgrid
models for compressible flows are still relatively new (Erlebacher et al. 1987, Squires and Zeman
1990, and Moin et al. 1991) and no best choice exists. In this study, we employ the one-equation
model for the subgrid kinetic energy proposed by Menon (1991). The equation is given by

(6)

Here, P" and D" are the rate of production and dissipation of subgrid kinetic energy, respectively.
An advantage of this model is that unlike in algebraic eddy viscosity models (e.g., Smagorinsky's
model), the production .and the dissipation of the subgrid kinetic energy need not be in equilibrium.
The above model however, neglects the pressure dilatation term that appears in the original exact kequation for two reasons. First, it is still unclear how to model the pressure dilatation in terms of
the resolved flow field variables, and second, at low fluctuating Mach numbers, its influence may
be negligible. The production and dissipation of the subgrid kinetic energy are modeled
respectively as:
..~.~
P~c =- C~-"v

aui

(7a)

iJx _
J

(7b)

s

where A, is a characteristic grid size and v, is the subgrid eddy viscosity given by v, = Cvk 112 A 1 •
The three constants appearing in the above equations have been prescribed as
c~ =I.O, cc =o.916, cv =o.0854.

(Yoshizaw~

1993):

A new dynamic k-equation model is being studied (Kim and Menon, 1995; Menon and Kim,
1995) as a possible replacement to the constant coefficient model described above. The dynamic
approach use,s a new method for local evaluation of the coefficients so that the algebraic identity of
Gennano et al. (1991) is no longer necessary. The dynamic model has been shown to perfonn
significantly better than the constant coefficient model and the Gennano et al. 's eddy viscosity
model for incompressible, homogeneous isotropic turbulence, Taylor-Green flow and temporal
mixing layers (Menon and Kim, 1995). However, since the model is still undergoing evaluation in
compressible flows, in the present study, the original fonn of the model, Eq. (6) is used.
The k-equation is solved simultaneously with the rest of the flow equations. With k and v,
detennined, the subgrid stresses are evaluated as:

r'' =-2p-v
IJ

- =1
where S;i
2

I

(s. _.!.sLL8·
3-1)· )

(8a)

IJ

(au.
au.Jis the resolved scale stress tensor and H;'' is given by
~ +T
oX·J

oX.I

at _ au J

ail

_
H ;s,s =- c ~P
v,-;- =- c ~P_ v, (cp-;- + ui-;-j
ox;
oxi
ox;

and

C~

=lfPr,.

Pr, is the turbulent Prandtl number and

cr:.,•'
v

=u. v .
J

~,,

(8b)

cr;'s is modeled by:
(8c)

Note that in Eq. (8a) no attempt has been made to separate the Leonard and Cross tenns from the
subgrid Reynolds stresses since it has been noted earlier (Speziale, 1985) that in doing so, the
modeled LES equations no longer satisfy Galilean invariance. It should also be noted that third
order conelation arise as a result of this modeling approach but are neglected! here. To account for
the subgrid kinetic energy behavior in the near wall regions explicit wall damping similar to that
used by Piomelli et al. (1988) is employed. This results in the following fomt for the characteristic
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filter width near the wall:

(9)
where ( A/l,A~, )
y+ = yu, I

113

v, and

is the characteristic grid size based upon the local cell volume, A+= 26,

u, is the friction velocity.

2.2 Flmne Propagation Model
To simulate the propagating surface, the thin-flame model of Kerstein et al. (1988) is used
in which a progress variable G is defmed that is governed by the equation :

(10)

where u is the fluid velocity and uF is the local propagation speed. This equation is solved
simultaneously with the LES equations. This equation describes the convection of a level surface,
described by G = constant, by the fluid velocity while simultaneously undergoing propagation
nonnal to itself at a speed uF. In the flow field, the value of G is in the range [0,1] and in flame
front modeling, G exhibits a step function like-behavior, separating the burnt region from the
unburned region. G is assigned the value of unity in the unburned region and zero in the burnt
region with the thin flame identified by a ftxed value of Gin the range [0,1]. Since no heat release

is included in the present study, any value of G = constant can be used to identify the flame front.
Thus, the physical interpretation is that an evolving G-level for any level G represents the
simulated propagation of the constant property surface of that level. Thus, statistics from all values
of G =constant can be combined; in effec4 each simulation corresponds to a family of simulations
parameterized by G.
The second term on the right hand side of equation ( 10) does not apJPear in the original
equation, however it was added here in order to avoid false minima from occwring in the flow. A

false minima is not physically meaningful and results from a lack of resolution of the scalar field.
Ashurst (1993) and Smith et al. (1994) both added a similar term to the above equation in their
simulations of isotropic turbulence. The constant CG= 4 was used in all simulations reported here.
It was determined by analyzing the simulation data that this tenn does not affect the key results of
this study and further that, in most of the simulated cases, less than 10% of the grid points
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exhibited this false minima.

In LES of premixed combustion, uF is considered the turbulent flame speed u, averaged
over a characteristic volume. The turbulent flame speed is not known

e:~plicitly

and must be

modeled. We employ the RNG model ofYakhot (1988):

(11)

Here, SL is the laminar flame speed and u'

=...fik is the subgrid turbulence intensity. Thus, the

solution of the one-equation model for the subgrid kinetic energy is necessary to obtain the
subgrid intensity to close Eq. (11). This is another reason for the choice of the sub grid model in
the present study. Yakhot (1988) found that Eq. (11) correlates quite well with various
experimental observations. The laminar flame speed SL contains information about the chemical
kinetics and molecular diffusion and, once the local subgrid turbulence intensity is determined, Eq.
(II) can be used ·to fmd uF for a given fuel mixture. Equation (11) is a nonlinear equation and
direct application requires an iterative procedure. Therefore, to reduce computational cost, a look-

up table is frrst generated and then used in the simulations.
The numerical method solves the unsteady, three-dimensional compressible filtered NavierStokes equations, the one-equation sub grid model, and the flame propagation model using a finitevolume scheme based on the unsplit explicit MacCormack predictor-corrector method. The scheme
is formally second-order accurate in space and time. Details of the algorithm are given elsewhere

(Menon and Jou, 1991) and are therefore, avoided here for brevity.

3.

Results and Discussion

To address the issues of in~rest here, various simulations (with different grid resolution
and Reynolds number) were carried out. Grid independence studies performed earlier showed that
most of the large scale features are relatively independent of the resolution used in the simulations
analyzed here. However, since the flame front model is for an infinitely thin flame no grid
resolution (however fine) will be able to resolve this front. Analysis of the earlier DNS data
(Smith et al., 1994) showed that improved resolution would resolve the flame front more crisply;
however, the statistics obtained from the simulations are not changed significantly. This is
panicularly true for no heat release cases where any level surface can be considered a flame front.
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Two simulations are analyzed here in detail for flow past a rearward facing step in a
rectangular channel with a choked downstream nozzle. Such a configuration is characteristic of
ramjet dump combustors that have been studied extensively in recent years (Menon and Jou, 1991;
Menon, 1992; Menon, 1995). Boundary conditions demonstrated earlier in this configuration
(Menon and Jou, 1991) are used for these simulations. At the inlet, the total pressure and total
temperature are specified and the transverse and spanwise components of the velocity are set to
zero. One-dimensional characteristic equation for the properties carried by the backward running
acoustic wave is solved for the axial velocity. Previous analysis (Menon and Jou, 1991) has
shown that this type of boundaty condition does not generate spurious acoustic waves at the inlet.
At the combustor supersonic nozzle exit, all characteristics are outgoing and therefore, all flow
variables are extrapolated. Symmetry conditions are imposed on the centerline and periodic
conditions are imposed in the spanwise direction. Viscous no-slip boundary conditions are used at
all the adiabatic walls of the combustor. Figure 1a shows the computational domain and Figure 1b

shows the 96 x 48 x 16 grid used for these simulations. The grid is clustered near the wall and in
the shear layer region in order to capture the coherent structures in the shear layer. The grid
clustering near the inlet wall allows approximately 12-14 grid points in the boundary layer. The
two simulations discussed here correspond to a reference inlet Mach number of .32 and Reynolds
number based on step height of 5000 and 50000, respectively.
Typical features of the flow field are discussed here in order to highlight the distinguishing
characteristics of this flow filed. The shear layer separating from the step rolls up into spanwise
coherent vortices due to shear layer instability. Figure 2a shows a constant span wise vorticity
(coz) surface in the combustor for the Re=50000 simulation. Only the region between the rearward
facing step and the diffuser is shown in this figure. lbe spanwise vortices undergo a pair/merging
process as they propagate downstream and also undergo vortex stretching due to the three
dimensional nature of the flow. Three dimensional effects also result in the formation of
streamwise counter-rotating vortices (co~) that fonn in the braid region between adjacent spanwise
vortices and are highly coherent rod-like structures. Figure 2b shows a constant streamwise
vonicity surface for the same snapshot shown in Fig. 2a. It is well known that the formation of
coherent stream wise vonices in shear layers is due to the excitation of secondary instability and the
effects seen here are very similar to results obtained in low-Re DNS of temporal mixing layers
(Metcalfe et al, 1987). Further downstream, vortex stretching effects break down the coherent
spanwise structures. Interestingly, the streamwise vortices maintain their coherence, and the braidlike structures persist all the way into the choked nozzle. The acceleration in the nozzle further
stretches these structures. Near the step, the streamwise vortices are aligned in the axial (x)
direction and exist in the braid region between the coherent span wise structures. However, as the
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shear layer approaches the diffuser and the spanwise structures loose their coherence, the
streamwise vortices begin to orient more randomly. These randomly oriented vortex-tubes are
quite similar to those seen in DNS of homogeneous isotropic turbulence (Snlith et al., 1994). The
implication of this transition from spanwise vorticity dominated shear flow very near the step to
more randomly oriented streamwise vorticity in the farfield will be discussed in more detail below
when analyzing its effects on the flame front
The effect of this intense vorticity on the flame front is to wrinkle the surface and as a
result, the flame develops regions of high curvature. Figure 2c shows a constant G-level surface in
the shear layer. Since the present study is without heat release any level surface can be used to
represent a flame front. For following discussion, a level surface in the range .45 < G <.55 is
used to represent the flame front. The influence of both spanwise and stream wise vorticity can be
seen on the curvature of the surface. The flame curvature is much larger iin the regions where
streamwise vorticity dominates suggesting that the smaller rod like streamwise vortices tend to
wrinkle the flame more efficiently.
To further understand the effects of spanwise and stream wise vorticity on the wrinkling of
the flame front, two dimensional images from both simulations were analyzed. Some
representative results are discussed below. Figures 3a and 3b show respectively, a 20 plane of zvorticity magnitude (spanwise vorticity), and the subgrid kinetic energy, in the combustor region
from the Re = 50000 simulation. These figures are taken from the same snapshot as in the
previous Fig. 2. A single G contour, again in the range .45 < G < .55, is also plotted in the
figures (the dark line). These images show how the curvature of the flame front is evolving in the
streamwise direction. Initially, the spanwise vortices shed at the comer of the step dominate the
shear layer and the rollup process creates a highly wrinkled flame that is wrapped around the large
spanwise vortices. However, as the flame/shear layer convects further downstream, two effects
are at work. First, the flame propagation effect, due to the flame burning normal to itself at the
local flame speed u1 , cause~ the negative curvature to decrease and the positive curvature (defined
concave to the fresh mixture) to increase. The second effect is due to the changes in the shear layer
as noted earlier in Fig. 2. As the spanwise vortices loose their coherence, their ability to wrinkle
the flame front weakens and thus decreases the local burning speed. Thus, both these effects cause
a reduction in the flame curvature and therefore, further downstream of the stept the flame becomes
more planar in this (x-y) plane.
The subgrid kinetic energy field shown in Figure 3b demonstrates the subgrid model
behavior. The subgrid model predicts that significant subgrid kinetic energy is present in the shear
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layer and is closely associated with the large vortical span wise structures. Since Eq. ( 11) predicts
an increase in the flame speed with increase in subgrid turbulence intensity, this suggests that in
regions where the flame is highly wrinkled by the structures, the flame speed is also enhanced.

This observation is consistent with experimental observations (e.g., Smith and Zukoski, 1985; Yu
et al., 1991) and shows that the present implementation of the subgricl model is capable of
reproducing experimentally observed features in the reacting flow. Another interesting observation

is that significant kinetic energy is seen near the diffuser wall. Again, it has been observed in
experiments (Smith and Zukoski, 1985; Yu et al., 1991) that as the large structures breakdown
intense small scale mixing occurs with an associated increase in turbulence intensity. Thus, if any
unburned fuel mixture is present in these regions then significant combustion can occur. The
simulation results appears to qualitatively agree with these observations.
Figures 4a-4c show respectively, the flame front and the streamwise vorticity at three
different (y-z) planes as a function of axial location. The axial locations are chosen to highlight the
ability of the stream wise vortices to wrinkle the flame in the (y-z) plane. Due to the formation of
the counter rotating stream wise vortices the flame is drawn up between two vortex cores and the
curvature is significantly increased. As the shear layer evolves downstream, initially, all the
stream wise VQnices are concentrated

in the braid region of the shear layer (Figs. 4a and 4b) and the

flame is wrinkled by this strong vorticity. However, further downstream (Fig. 4c) as the spanwise
vorticity breaks down (see Figs. 2a and 3a) the shear layer becomes dominated by the more
randomly oriented streamwise vorticity. These vortices occur in regions further away from the
chosen G=constant level surface. Note that, in reacting flows, only a smgle (pre specified) level
surface is identified as the flame front. Therefore, the ability of the randomly oriented stream wise
vorticity to wrinkle the flame front is significantly reduced. This behavior is also indicated in the
present non-reacting simulation since the chosen level surface is no longer wrinkled by the
streamwise vortices further downstream (Fig. 4c). Thus, as the flame propagates downstream the
flame sheet curvature is again decreased (as was seen also in Fig. 3a).

In order to quantify the observations made from the flow visualizations, probability
densities (pdfs) have been calculated from a series of instantaneous snapshots. Each pdf is
computed from an ensemble of twenty snapshots at time intervals of roughly 1/3 of the flow
through time after the flow field has reached a quasi-stationary state. The spatial locations for the
pdfs start a small distance downstream of the step comer and end at the point where the diffuser

begins. This region is the true domain of the combustor. All statistics have been volume weighted
to account for the variation in the cell volumes in this domain of interest. Volume weighting
simply means that equal cell volumes contribute equally to the statistical quantities.
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One measure of the structural shape of the surface is the ratio of the smaller principle radius
of curvature to the larger one. The radii of curvature of the scalar are detennined from the
eigenvalues of the curvature tensor (Ashurst, 1993):

(12)

where g = fVGf. This nine element tensor has two real eigenvalues ~ and .~and one eigenvalue
equal to zero. The ratio of the smaller radius divided by the larger, hereafter referred to as the
shape factor is bounded by ±1. Pope et al. (1989) used this defmition to characterize the shape of
material surfaces in isotropic turbulence.

The value -1 corresponds to a saddle point, 0

corresponds to cylindrical and +1 to spherical. The probability density of the shape factor from
each of the twenty realizations, encompassing the entire combustion chamber and over a range of
G, .2 ~ G ~.8, was calculated and an ensemble pdf was obtained. Figure 5a shows this pdf. The

maximum occurs very near zero indicating a high probability of cylindrical shapes with vanishing
probability for spherical or saddle points. Data from incompressible direct simulations by Ashurst
et al. (1987), Pope et al. (1989), and Smith et al. (1994), obtained in simpler flow fields such as
isotropic turbulence and temporally evolving mixing layers are also shown in this figure. There is
very good agreement between all these widely different simUlated flow fields indicating that even in
the spatially evolving shear layer studied here, the probability density indicates that the propagating
surface tends to be a cylindrical shaped surface. This result suggests that even though the spatially
developing shear layer shows a significant transition from span wise dominated structures near the
step to streamwise dominated structures further downstream, the flame front always tends to wrap
around the most intense local vortical structure. This feature is further discussed below.
Figures 3 and 4 showed that the shear layer is dominated by the (organized) spanwise
sttuctures near the step and (more randomly oriented) streamwise structures further downstream.
However, we also saw that close to the step, strong counter-rotating stream wise vorticity is fonned
in the braid region between the spanwise structures and as a result, the local flame curvature
becomes quickly controlled by these smaller streamwise vorticity (see Fig. 4). Furthennore, Figs 3
and 4 showed that these streamwise structures become more randomly oriented further
#

downstream. Therefore, it is clear that even though, on an average, over the entire combustor
volume the pdf of the shape factor shows a high probability for cylindrical shape, there is likely a
local (spatial) variation in the shape factor due to the spatial evolution of the flow field. To
demonstrate this spatial dependence, the probability density of the shape factor was computed at
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different stream wise locations. In Fig. 5b, the shape factors computed for the entire domain and at
four streamwise locations are shown. The four streamwise locations chosen are spaced apart
approximately twice the step length with the first location chosen near the step. The spatial
probability densities were computed from the same twenty snapshots used for the pdf of the entire
domain of interest. The probability for cylindrical shape decreases in the downstream direction and
iDcreases for saddle point, while the probability for spherical shape remains nearly zero. This
indicates that the ratio of curvatures (which equals the ratio of radii) is increasing in the
downstream direction. This is consistent with the earlier observation that near the step the flame
curvature is dictated frrst by the coherent span wise structures and then by the strong stream wise
vortices in the shear layer and further downstream the curvature decreases when the streamwise
vortices become more randomly located (Fig. 4). A similar result was obtained when the Re=5000
LES data was analyzed (and therefore, not shown).
The mean curvature is defmed as C =~ (~ + h,). The mean curvature pdf for the entire
domain and for the same four axial locations are shown in Fig. 6. In order to be consistent with
published data, the negative of the mean curvature is plotted. The negative sign is due to the
defmition that curvature concave with respect to the unburned fuel is positive. The data has been
nonnalized by the Kolmogorov length scale to compare with other published data. The pdfs are
nearly symmetric having very small mean values, however, the mean value is decreasing in the
downstream direction. This result is consistent with earlier observations.
As noted earlier, the cylindrical shape of the flame sheet is due to the propensity of the
flame to wrap around the locally most coherent vorticity. This results in an increase in the flame
curvature. In addition, tangential strain in the plane of the flame is also increased. Ashurst et al.
(1987) showed that the vorticity aligns with the intennediate principle strain rate while the normal
to the flame aligns with the most compressive strain rate. The principle strain rate directions are the
eigenvectors obtained from the strain rate tensor. If a,/3 and rare the three principal strain rates,
then results for incompressible flow (Ashurst et al., 1987; Smith et al., 1994) show that they
appear in a ratio: a:/3: r =3:1:-4. Here, the negative sign indicates compression. However, in
compressible flows, this ratio will not be satisfied if there is significant variable density effects.
Figure 7a shows the alignment between the intermediate strain rate (/3) and the vorticity from
incompressible DNS data obtained by Ashurst et al. (1987) for shear driven turbulence, from the
3D mixing layer and the forced isotropic turbulence simulation data obtained by Smith et al. (1994)
and from the present Re =50000 LES simulation. liigh probability of alignment is expected when
the flow field is organized. Thus, although all cases shown in Figure 7a exhibits similar trends,
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since the temporal mixing layer is the most organized flow it shows the highest probability of
alignment followed respectively, by the present LES, the shear driven turbulence and forced
isotropic turbulence.
Due to the spatial evolution of the shear layer seen in the present simulations, a spatial
dependence of the alignment between the vorticity and the strain field is also expected. To
determine this spatial dependency, the alignment between the intermediate strain rate (/3) and
vorticity was computed over the entire domain and at the same four locations as before and shown
in Fig. 7b. The alignment decreases with increase in distance from the step and this result is again

consistent with the observations noted earlier for the shape factor and the evolution of the vorticity
field As the organized structures in the shear layer breaks down into randomly oriented structures,
the alignment also weakens. This trend is also consistent with the results of Ashurst et al. (1987)
where it was detennined that this alignment was larger in shear flows than in isotropic turbulence.
Another interesting observation can be made from the present simulations by examining the
alignment between the most compressive strain rate ( y) and the flame normal n = VG/IVGI where
n is the unit normal in the direction of the flame propagation. Ashurst et al. (1987) examined this
alignment for both shear driven turbulence and isotropic turbulence and showed that in shear
driven turbulence, the alignment peaked at an angle of roughly 30 degrees, while for the isotropic
case the angle was nearly zero. This can be understood by realizing that when the flame
approaches a stretched vortex, its gradient is increased by the compressive strain rate and rotation
thereby increasing the alignment. Clearly. this is more likely to happen in flows dominated by
coherent structures such as a shear layer than in isotropic turbulence. In Fig. Sa, the results for the
LES at Re = 5000 are shown along with the data for shear driven turbulence (Ashurst et al., 1987)
and in Fig. 8b, the data from the Re

=50000 LES simulation and from the DNS of isotropic flow

is shown. The low Re LES data compares well with the shear driven turbulence result of Ashurst
et al. (1987) while theRe= 50000 LES case contpares well with the isotropic turbulence result.
This is understandable when the flow fields of the LES at the two Reynolds number are examined.

In the low Re case, the coherence in the shear layer is maintained nearly all the way into the
diffuser (since the shear layer is more stable) while in the high Re case, breakdown of the shear
layer and formation of more randomly oriented vorticity occurs before the diffuser is reached.
Thus, the low Re LES data has a characteristic behavior similar to shear driven turbulence whereas
tbe high Re LF...S shows similarity with the isotropic data.

The spatial evolution of the alignment between the compressive strain rate ( r) and the flame
normal n, further explains the above observation. In Fig. 9a, this alignment pdfs over the entire
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domain and at the same four stream wise locations are shown for the Re =5000 case. These results
clearly demonstrate the evolution of the alignment in the downstream flow direction. The
alignment resembles the shear driven pdf of Ashurst et al. (1987) near the step (where the flow
field highly organized), however, further downstream there is a tendency for the alignment to
transition to the behavior seen in isotropic-like flow. This is consistent with the observation that as
the diffuser is approached, the coherence of the shear layer decreases and smaller more randomly
oriented vortex tubes appear. However, since the low Re flow is more stable, this transition is just
beginning to occur by the fourth x-location and therefore, the pdf averaged over the entire domain
resembles the pdf obtained in shear driven turbulence. In the high Re case, the transition to the
alignment seen in isotropic flows occurs much earlier since the breakdown of the shear layer into
randomly oriented vorticity occurs much more rapidly. This is reflected in the evolution of the
alignment in the downstream direction and is shown in Fig. 9b.

At the first x-location, just

downstream of the step, the alignment is still similar to that seen in shear flow, however, by the
third and fourth x-locations, the alignment has become similar to that seen in isotropic turbulence.
The tangential strain rate (in the plane of the flame) is found by solving the relation
=
t 1 • e · t 2 = V · u- n · e · n, where t 1 and t 2 are two orthogonal vectors in the plane of the scalar
=

surface and

e= ~(Vu + VuT] is the resolved scale strain rate tensor.

The pdf of the tangential

strain rate in the plane of the surface is shown in Fig. 1Oa. The tangential strain rate is nonnalized
by the Kolmogorov time-scale and the pdf data indicates that the. mean strain is slightly positive.
The data are in good qualitative agreement with the laminar flamelet modeling of Cant et al. (1990)
and the material surface curvature analysis of Yeung et al. (1990). Mean positive straining
indicates that on the whole the flame is being stretched but the data also show that compression of
the flame surface can occur as indicated by a non-zero probability of negative tangential strain rate

as shown in Fig. lOa for theRe= 50000 simulation. The pdf for the entire domain and at the four
x-locations are shown in Fig. lOb. The probability density becomes more symmetric downstream,
similar to isotropic flow, and the probability for high strain rates is decreased. This suggests that
the flame experiences much higher strain rates near the step and the strain rate decreases

downstream as the flame becomes less wrinkled.
The data from the LES can now be used to estimate the flame stretch which is defined as

the rate of change of a Lagrangian flame surface element A . Mathematically, flame stretch can be
expressed in tenns of the local tangential strain rate, curvature and flame speed (Candel and
Poinsot, 1990):
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K=-1 d(oA) =[V·u-n·;·n-~J.
OA dt

R

(13)

where R =1/~ + 1/~, is the sum of the principle radii of curvature. Positive stretch tends to
reduce the flame speed while negative stretch tends to increase it. Though the effect· of flame
stretch on the flame speed is not included in these calculations, examination of the flame stretch a

priori can provide useful information. Figure 11 shows a plot of the probability density of flame
stretch from the Re =50000 simulation for the entire domain and locally at the four axial locations.
This figure shows that a spatial dependence does exist, which is consistent with the spatial
dependence of the strain field and curvature seen earlier. The mean probability in all cases is
slightly positive. This means that on average, the laminar flame speed will be reduced by the
stretch effects in this flow field. The flame stretch is highest near the step (location 1) and is
correlated quite well with the positive straining seen near the step (Fig. lOb) . Thus, near the step,
increased stretch effects will markedly reduce the flame speed and therefore, increase the
possibility of flame extinction. Further downstream the stretch effect decreases and therefore, there

is less likelihood of flame extinction due to stretch effects.

4. CONCLUSIONS
A study of premixed flame propagation in three-dimensional spatially evolving turbulence
at two different Reynolds numbers has been conducted using LES. A one-equation model for the
subgrid kinetic energy is used to determine the subgrid terms in the momentum and energy
equations. In addition, the same subgrid model is used to obtain an estimate for the local subgrid
intensity which is required for closure of the thin flame model used to simulate the flame front. The
dynamics of the separated shear layer was examined and results show that near the step, the shear
layer is dominated by coherent span wise vortices that undergo a pairing/merging process as seen in
experiments and in DNS studies. Furthermore, due to the natural excitation of the secondary
instability, counter-rotating streamwise vortices are formed in the braid region between the
spanwise structures quite similar to the behavior seen in earlier DNS studies of temporal mixing
layers (e.g., Metcalfe et al., 1987). Further downstream, the spanwise coherence is lost as the
shear layer breaks down and more randomly oriented (and relatively smaller) vortical structures
appear. The behavior of the turbulent flame is seen to be consistent with experimental observations
and demonstrates that the present subgrid closure has the ability to qualitatively reproduce the effect

of turbulence on the flame. The thin flame (here for tracking purposes is chosen to be an arbitrarily
pre-specified level surface) tends to wrap around the locally most coherent structure. Thus, very
close to the step, the flame is wrapped around the spanwise vortices however, further downstream,
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the flame curvature is detennined by the stream wise vonices.
Statistics from these simulations for the flame shape factor, the flame curvature, the
vorticity/strain rate alignment, the strain rate/surface normal alignment, and the stretch rate have
been compared with data from constant density DNS of passive scalar and premixed flame
propagation in relatively simple flows (Pope et al., 1989, Ashurst et al. 1987, Ashurst, 1993, and
Smith et al. 1994). Very good agreement with these earlier studies was obtained for most of the
_ volume averaged statistical properties. However, a significant dependence upon the spatial location

has been found for some statistical properties. The probability density of the shape factor shows a
relatively decreased likelihood for cylindrical shaped flames moving downstream. This was shown
to be a consequence of the inability of the randomly orientation vortices to wrinkle the flame front

(which is a pre specified level surface and propagates normal to itselO. An interesting result
obtained from these simulations is that in the downstream direction, the strain rate/flame nonnal
alignment shows a transition from alignment seen in shear driven turbulence to an alignment seen
in isotropic turbulence. This behavior was shown to be a consequence of the breakdown of the

shear layer into randomly oriented vortex tubes as the shear layer evolves in the downstream
direction. In the low Re case, this behavior was less pronounced since the shear layer was more
stable when compared to the high Re case.
Strain rate (in the plane of the flame) has been found to be highest near the step and
decreasing in the downstream direction, the pdf becoming more symmetric, similar to isotropic
flows. The flame stretch pdf calculated a priori showed a positive mean value at all locations
examined but was highest near the comer of the step. This has important implications in flamelet
modeling, for it is known that the flame stretch together with the Lewis number can greatly affect
the laminar flame speed and in extreme cases may cause local extinction. The present results
suggests that this more likely to occur in regions close to the step where the flarne front is stretched
by both the spanwise and the stream wise vorticity in the shear layer. The effect of flame stretch and

thenna1 expansion due to heat release is currently being investigated and will be reported in the near
future.
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LIST OF FIGURES
Figure 1. Three-dimensional dump combustor: a) characteristic geometry amd dimensions, and
b) two planes of the 96 x 48 x 16 grid (every other horizontal (y) line shown).
Figure 2. Thl'ee-dimensional isosurface of the flow field: a) spanwise vonicity, b) streamwise
vonicity, and c) G-field.
Figure 3. Spanwise vorticity, subgrid kinetic energy and G-surface: a) spa.nwise vorticity and
G-field in a z-plane, and b) subgrid kinetic energy ~md G-field in the same z-plane.
Figure 4. Spanwise vorticity and G-field in three x-planes: a) plane 1, b) plane 2, and c) plane 3.
Figure Sa. Probability density of the shape factor for data by Pope et al. (1989), Ashurst
(1993). Smith et al. (1994), and LES at Re = 50000.
Figure Sb. Probability density of the shape factor for LES at Re
domain and four x locations.

= 50000

over the entire

Figure 6. Probability density of negative mean curvature for LES at Re = 50000 over the entire
domain and four x locations.
Figure 7a. Probability density of the alignment between the intermediate strain rate and
vorticity for data by Ashurst (1993), Smith et al. (1994), and LES at Re = 50000.
Figure 7b. Probability density of the alignment between the intermediate strain rate and
vorticity for LES at Re = 50000 over the entire domain and four x locations.
Figure 8a. Probability density of the alignment between most compressive strain rate and the
flame nonnal for data by Ashurst et al. (1987) and LES at Re 5000 over the entire domain.

=

Figure 8b. Probability density of the alignment between most compressive strain rate and the
flame nonnal fc>r data by Ashurst et al. ( 1987) and LES at Re = 50000 over the entire domain.
Figure 9a. Probability density of the alignment between most compressive strain rate and the
flame nonnal for LES at Re 5000 over the entire domain and four x locations.

=

Figure 9b. Probability density of the alignment between most compressive strain rate and the
flame nonnal for LES at Re 50000 over the entire domain and four x locations.

=

Figure lOa. Probability density for the tangential strain rate for data by Cant et al. (1990),
Yeung et al. (1990). and Smith et al. (1994), and LES at Re = 50000.
Figure lOb. Probability density of the tangential strain rate for LES at Re
domain and four x locations.
Figure 11. Probability density of flame stretch for LES at Re
four x locations.
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SHORT COMMUNICATION

Secondary Fuel Injection Control of Combustion
Instability in a Ramjet
S. MENON School of Aerospace Engineering, Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0150
( Receired Oct. 2. 1993: in final form March 28. 1994)
ABSTRACT -Combustion instability in a ramjet combustor has been numerically simulated using
a large-eddy simulation (LES) technique. Low frequency.large amplitude pressure oscillations characteristic
of combustion instability is simulated in the combustor. Analysis of the results show that both the inlet duct
acoustics and a coupled acoustic 1vortex mode can excite combustion instability in the combustor. Similar
observations have been made in recent experimental studies. Active control techniques that use secondary
fuel injection as the controller have been investigated to suppress the instability. The results show that when
the inlet duct acoustic mode is exciting the instability. active control decreases the rms fluctuation levels by
around 35 percent (IOdB) but leaves the dominant frequency unchanged. When the instability is being
excited by a convective mode. active control results in a similar reduction in the fluctuation level and
completely suppresses the dominant frequency. However, two new frequencies. a convective mode and an
inlet duct acoustic resonant mode. are excited that are not controlled. These results are consistent with recent
experimental observations and suggest that. to successfully control combustion instability for a wide range of
flow conditions. a dynamically adjusting controller will be required.

INTRODUCTION
Combustion instability in a ramjet engine is an extremely complex phenomenon
involving nonlinear interactions among acoustic waves, vortex motion and unsteady
heat release. TypicalJy, the instability manifests itself as a large-amplitude pressure
osciiJation in the low-frequency range (100-800 Hz) and is very difficult to controL In
recent years, both experimental (e.g., Schadow et al., 1987; Smith and Zukoski, 1985;
Dowling, 1989; Langhorne and Hooper, 1989; Yu eta/., 1991) and numerical (e.g.,
Menon and Jou, 1991) investigations have been conducted to determine the mechanism
of the combustion instability. Attempts to control combustion instability using both
passive and active control techniques have also been carried out in the past. This note
summarizes the results of a numerical study of active control technique using secondary injection of the premixed fuel as the controHer. More details of these results were
presented earlier (Menon, 1992b).
2 THE SIMULATION MODEL
The simulation mode] used in this study was developed through a series of numerical
studies described elsewhere (Menon and Jou, 1990; Jou and Menon, 1990; Menon and
Jou, 1991 ). The equations are the fu]J compressible Navier-Stokes equations for385
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FIGURE I

The ramjet combustor.

mula ted in the axisymmetric coordinate system. The numerical technique is an unsplit,
fourth-order-accurate, finite-volume scheme based on the MacCormack method. The
modeled ramjet combustor consists of an axisymmetric inlet duct connected to an
axisymmetric dump combustor by a sudden expansion. A convergent-divergent nozzle
is attached downstream of the combustor. The flow through this nozzle is choked, and
the outflow at the downstream computational boundary is supersonic. Figure 1 shows
the typical ramjet configuration used in these studies.
Premixed combustion in the ramjet is modeled using the thin flame approach. This
approach is valid as long as the flame thickness is much smaller than the smallest
turbulent length scale (i.e., the Kolmogorov scale). The rationale for this modeling
approach and the issues related to its implementation in the simulation mode] was
discussed extensively, elsewhere(Menon and Jou, 1991). Within the thin flame approximation, a model equation for premixed combustion is considered in which the local
flame speed explicitly appears. If the local flame speed uF is known, a progress variable
G can be defined that is governed by the equation (Kerstein et al., 1988; Menon and Jou,
1991):(cG/ct) + i1·VG = - uFIVGI, wherei1is the fluid velocity. This equation describes
the convection of the flame by the local fluid velocity and the flame propagation into
the unburnt mixture through a Huygens type mechanism, uFIVGI. Here, by definition,
G = l corresponds to the premixed fuel state, G == 0 corresponds to the fully burnt state,
and the flame is located at a prescribed G = G0 level surface, where, 0 < G0 < 1. For
laminar premixed combustion, the local flame speed uF is the laminar flame speed S L
which contains the information on the chemical kinetics and the molecular dissipation.
When applied to turbulent flows, the local flame speed uF is taken to be the local
turbulent flame speed ur, where uris a prescribed function of local turbulence intensity
u' and the laminar flame speed Sv To determine the flame speed, the subgrid turbulent
kinetic energy is computed explicitly using an algebraic model proposed by Squires and
Zeeman (1990) and described in more details in Menon (1992b). The subgrid model is
also used to determine the subgrid stresses and heat flux terms appearing in the LES
equations.
The effect of heat release in included by using the heat of formation of the fuel in the
definition of enthalpy as described in Menon and Jou (1991). The heat of formation of
the fuel determines the amount of heat released during combustion and, thus, is
a function of the equivalence ratio for a given fuel. The product temperature can then be
estimated for a given heat of formation. To determine the functional relation,
Ur = ur(S L• u') the relation developed by Yak hot (1989) is employed. This relation has
been shown to reduce to the linear scaling, ur/SL ~ (l + u'/SL) when u'/SL » 1 limit, and
to the C1avin-Wi11iams relation ur/SL ~ (1 + (u'/SL)P), where p = 2 when u'jSL <limit.
However, recently (Kerstein and Ashurst, 1992) it was shown that for low u'/Sv the
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Clavin-Williams expression may be incorrect and a new scaling was proposed with
p = 4/3. Therefore. in this study, the turbulent flame speed is determined by using th~
linear scaling, with p = 1 for u'/SL > 1 and the modified Clavin- Williams relation, with
p = 4/3 for u'/SL < 1.

3

SIMULATION OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY

In general, combustion instability in a combustor depends upon various parameters,
such as the system geometry, the flow parameters, the fuel type, and the equivalence
ratio as discussed elsewhere (Menon and Jou, 1991). The results discussed here were
obtained using (unless otherwise noted) identical configurations, grid resolution
(320 x 64), heat relase, and flow conditions.
Earlier (Menon, 1992b), the effect of the grid resolution and the new subgrid kinetic
energy model was discussed in detail. These studies showed that the low-frequency
oscillations in the combustor is relatively insensitive to the disipation mechanism
modeled by the subgrid model. This was consistent with the earlier results obtained
using simple eddy viscosity model (Menon and Jou, 1991). Analysis of the subgrid
kinetic energy field indicated that a significant amount of subgrid kinetic energy is
associated with the large vortex. Since an increase in subgrid kinetic energy implies an
increase in the turbulent flame speed (which is a measure of the turbulent reaction rate),
this suggests that significant reaction processes occur around large vortices. Similar
observations were made in earlier experiments (e.g., Smith and Zukoski, 1985: Yu eta/.,
1991 ).
Figure 2a shows the characteristic pressure trace at the base of the step for a simulation with a reference Mach number (based on inlet conditions) of 0.32, and Figure 2b
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FIGURE 2 The pressure time trace and spectra at the base of the step. (a) Pressure time trace. Mach 0.32;
(b) Pressure spectra, Mach 0.32; (c) Pressure spectra, Mach 0.17.
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shows the corresponding spectra. A low frequency osciJJation with a peak-to-peak level
of around 30 percent of the mean pressure is seen. Recent experiments (Gutmark eta/.,
1992) in a test rig with nearly identical dimensions observed similar fluctuation levels in
the combustor. The amplitude of the 234Hz pressure oscillation in the inlet and in the
combustor was computed and the axial variation of the amplitude normaJized by the
pressure amplitude at the base of the step was analyzed (Menon, 1992b). The axial
variation of the ampJitude suggests the presence of standing half-wave acoustic mode in
the combustor. A simple determination of the acoustic frequency by using the relation
f = a/2Li with Li = 0.711 m and using the speed of sound a based on the temperature at
the inlet gives the same frequency. Thus, it appears that the inlet duct acts as
a long-wavelength acoustic resonator. The amplitude is a maximum in the combustor
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and the level is nearly unchanged in the entire combustor. The simulation results are in
qualitative agreement with experimental observations of Yu et al. (1991 ).
Experiments have also suggested that the instability mechanism may not be purely
acoustic in nature and there may be a convective component to the instability which is
related to vortex motion in the combustor (e.g., Schadow et al .. 1987; Dowling. 1989;
Yu et al., 1991). Numerical studies of cold flows (Jou and Menon, 1990) in ramjet
combustors have also shown that a coupled acoustic-vortex mode can exist in ramjet
combustors. The frequency determined, based on this coupled mode oscillation, is
different from that of a pure acoustic resonant mode. To determine if the instability can
have a convective component, simulations at different Mach numbers of 0.17 and 0.45
were performed. Since only the axial velocity was changed to obtain different Mach
numbers, only the convective component of the instability (if it exists) would be
affected.
Figure 2c shows the pressure spectra at the base of the step for Match 0.17
simulation. It can be seen that with the decrease in the Mach number the dominant
frequency decreased to around 87Hz. A higher harmonic of this oscillation at 178Hz is
also seen in the pressure spectra. The peak··to-peak pressure fluctuation level remains
relatively unchanged from that seen in the Mach 0.32 simulation. Decrease in the
instability frequency with the decrease in the inlet velocity has also been observed in
experimental configurations (Dowling, 1989; Yu et al., 1991). The acoustic oscillation
at the 234Hz frequency seen in the Mach 0.32 simulation, is no longer dominant in the
combustor; however, the pressure and the axial velocity spectra in the inlet do show the
presence of this frequency (not shown here, but discussed in Menon, 1992b). When the
Mach number was increased to 0.45, the instability frequency remained at the inlet
acoustic mode value (not shown here, but discussed in Weeratunga and Menon, 1993).
These results clearly indicate that both the convective and the acoustic resonant modes
are present in the flow field but, only one mode may dominate depending upon the flow
conditions and the geometrical properties of the device.
Using a criterion established on the basis of experimental data (Yu eta/., 1991), it is
possible to estimate the frequency of a coupled acoustic-convective instability. For
a coupled acoustic/convective mode to exist, the instability period is the sum of two
time scales: a time scale associated with the motion of the vortex/flame stru<:ture in the
combustor and, a time scale associated with the time required for a pressure wave to
travel from the sonic throat (which acts as a downstream acoustic boundary) to the
upstream inlet duct boundary and back to the dump plane. The frequency for a coupled
acoustic/vortex mode (if it exists) based on the above criterion for the Mach 0.32 case.
was found to be around 115Hz. while for the Mach 0.17 case it was around 90Hz.
Clearly, the numerically computed frequency of 234Hz for the Mach 0.32 case is not in
the range for a coupled mode; however, the frequency of 87Hz obtained in the Mach
0.17 simulation is dose to the frequency obtained from the simple model.

4

ACTIVE CONTROL OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY

In the present study, a technique that involves manipulating the unsteady hf:at release
in the combustor to control the low-frequency oscillations is investigated. In this
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technique, the control system uses additional heat release to modify the acoustic energy
balance in the combustor. Although various control simulations were carried out here,
we will discuss particular simulations that uncovered some interesting behavior. The
secondary premixed fuel is typically introduced one step height upstream of the step.
Note that, when secondary fuel is introduced in the inlet, the primary and the secondary
fuel streams are both (cold) premixed fuel and the net effect of secondary injection is
a modulation and an increase of the total mass flow into the combustor. The
implementation of the injection conditions and its comparison with experimental
approach was discussed in Menon (1992b) and, for brevity, will not be repeated here.
To develop a control strategy, we followed a technique similar to that used earlier for
acoustic feedback control (Menon, 1992a). First, a cross-correlation analysis between
the (earlier recorded) pressure fluctuation at the base ofthe step and the pressure signal
at a chosen sensor location (at present, the sensor signal is the wall pressure near the
downstream diffuser) is carried out to determine the time delay for peak negative
correlation. Then, the time-delayed pressure signal from the sensor is used to modulate
the secondary fuel flow rate. A general fuel injection controller is defined such that:
mm = Gaps.(t- t), where, tis a prescribed time-delay, mSt!C is the secondary mass flow
rate, Ps· is the unsteady pressure at the sensor location and Ga is a transfer function that
may or may not be a constant. An estimate for Ga from linearized analysis was recently
obtained (Fung et al., 1991) which showed that Ga can be related to the heat content of
the fuel and the mean inlet speed of sound.
Figure 3a shows the pressure spectra at the base ofthe step during an active control
study of the Mach 0.32 instability. For this simulation, the controller was used with
a time delay of 2 msec and the secondary fuel injection was carried out whenever
Ps·(t- r) > 0. Thus, the controller modeled here was a pulsed unsteady injection system
and the secondary mass flow rate was estimated to be approximately 10 percent of the
. reference mass flow rate at the inlet. The control simulation was initiated by restarting
the uncontrolled simulation (Figure 2) at an earlier time. The results show that the
pressun! oscillation is controlled with around a 35 percent reduction in the rms levels
(around10d8). A recent experimental study (Gutmark et al., 1992) also showed that
a reduction of around 22 percent in the pressure rms level could be obtained using a fuel
modulation controller. The dominant oscillation frequency seen in the controlled
simulation is still present in the spectra. This suggests that the inlet duct acoustics are
still controlling the combustion instability. A low frequency of around 75Hz is also
seen in the spectra. At present, the source of this mode of oscillation cannot be
determined since this simulation has not been carried out long enough to obtain
sufficient data to spectrally resolve this low frequency.
The same control strategy was then used to control the Mach 0.17 using a time delay
of 6 msec (which was chosen based on cross-correlation analysis of the 87Hz oscillation). Figure 3b shows the pressure spectra for this case. On comparing this data with
the uncontrolled case, some interesting observations can be made. The amplitude level
again was decreased by around lOdB (Menon, 1992b). However, in this case, the
dominant frequency around 87Hz is no longer present indicating that the controller is
effective in reducing the fluctuation level, as well as, in suppressing the original
dominant mode of oscillation. However, the spectra shows that two new frequencies
have been excited. The appearance of new modes during control was also reported in
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FIGURE 3 The pressure spectra at the base of the step during active control; (a) Pressure spectra, Mach
0.32; (b) Pressure spectra, Mach 0.17.

past experimental studies (Langhorne and Hooper, 1989; Gutmark et al., 1992). The
two new frequencies are at 122Hz and 258Hz. The latter value is close to the 234Hz
mode seen earlier and appears to suggest that the inlet acoustics are again starting to
dominate the pressure oscillations. The introduction ofthe secondary fuel increases the
inlet mass flow and, also, results in an increase in the axial flow velocity. It was observed
earlier that for higher axial velocities, the instability mode is dominated by the inlet
acoustic model. This again suggests that for a given configuration, there may be a range
of flow velocities for which the coupled acoustic/convective mode may control the
instability. This issue is currently being investigated in more detail and wi11 be reported
in the future.
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The fact that the original frequency is controlled. but results in the excitation of new
frequencies that are uncontrolled , indicates that a fixed time-delay controller cannot be
used to inhibit convective/acoustic coupled mode of instability. In the exp<!rimental
study (Gutmark et al., 1992), a dual-channel controller capable of actively controlling
multiple frequencies is being investigated. A similar controller is currently being
investigated numerically, and the results will be reported in the near future.

5 CONCLUSIONS
A large-eddy simulation model has been employed to investiga~e combustion instability and secondary fuel injection controllers in a ramjet combustor. Many features of the
numerically simulated combustion instability are in good agreement with experimental
observations. Simulations with different reference Mach numbers were carri€!d out to
differentiate between acoustic and couple acoustic/convective modes. Analysis of the
data suggests that the inlet acoustic mode determines the oscillation frequency in the
combustor when the inlet Mach number exceeds 0.32. However, for a lower Mach
number of 0.17, a different oscillation frequency was excited which simple analysis
indicates to be a coupled acoustic-vortex mode of oscillation.
To control the observed instability, a controller that used a time-delayed pressure
signal from a sensor to specify a pulsed secondary fuel flow rate was investigated in
detail. When the inlet duct acoustic mode was exciting the instability in the combustor,
the controller was effective with a 10 dB decrease in the rms fluctuation level but left the
frequency unchanged. In the case of a convective mode of instability, the control
method effectively suppressed the original dominant mode of oscillation bur. excited
new frequencies that were not controJied. The simulated behavior of the instability and
its response to the secondary fuel injection control are qualitatively similar to recent
experimental observations. A more general controJier that uses a dynamically adjusting time-delay is now being evaluated to determine if multiple frequencies can be
controlled. The results of this study will be reported in the future.
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ilta llmdll .. J I"" IDWirdllblllft ~ ud il wilbia 2L
from lhc baudlry, alaik
calb 11'1 nmowd from
61 ri&ht ~rep. ud • ..... ...._ olubun& Clllb are
lddld
Wt laciiiMiry.

...._fl._.

flaB.

1111....,.-. il a W... fl._.. cnatiaa by nar-

-a -...., ud ,...._ a•ihi'lliae fl......., ._ID lam-

._ ,.......n-

Slllil&icl . . plblnd . . . . . llaCil&icaJ1
a-du ..-.aM llilre . . buld aa IUDI ie
...............y lllnO¥W ..... (Mied - . . bn0¥Cr lime
Ll, • .a-.d 1D nuielll n'"erinll. followed by a coq.rllllc ...... ol ... ....,tltlioD. 'nail dua-p&heriq ialerval il
......_ • 4ie-imjeu• lhl 911lilali¥e llnMiwal prapeni• &he
......... Md ID ellimNe ....,u&iu lib .., ucl D with NUOD·
lllle .-.al ....-._ • Uaa8ld ie tile ..tittiiUCiy (Meeoa
... ~m~a.. 1992).

-.dJ •

1t ·,.

wbiJ.

fl

• ccq 'Ctliau MCIIt . . . •wnl ...e-eddy lW1tO¥Cr
li-.. 1rc ....-far nlauliaa ol illilill craeaeau. 1e uperime•llllbldia. ilil aAea ialeuibM 1.0 adaiew~Wi~Uca~ly lleady propeplioD. 1bia il u lllldiaiouJ onmplin•i•a 1aaar wiab nprd co
CICIIIplriloa ot .......... &o the coqMed ruuJu pruelled bere
•· for lbll ..aa. 10 lbc poaulaled aaliaa•· 11w model bu u
lldditiOMJ depee oflc:aibilily ia &bar ilmay abo be Uled 10 c:taaracllriz.e lhc au.lieet for purposes of COIIIplriloa 10 lpleific uperi•eu. 11UI upec1 will be addruled ebewbere.
le llae ..tilriiUdy (Mceaa ud Kmltia. 1992).1be compu·
llliaaal caD u IDd &imc *P were c:bolu IIDID eeauah 10 lbal
funher nfieemeat did PCII atfecllbc ruuhs. Thus, lbe ip&tiaJ JWC·
lUre ud lbl tiD evalutioD are fuDy IUOived. TbiJ nftecu a by
Mvulap ollllt -*liea lfiP'OKb. Nai.Jy, lbe I'UiricboD 10 ODe
llpllial dime. . . allowa fully IUOI..S limu1a&i011 N biahtr ley·
Midi ........, au 1ft IM'OtrrlW by Giber ....WS. For
le•IOOO, lhllipa& Re~ eumber oa.idcnd wilh ao beal
nlcuc, lbc caa~pwioall domaia oaa•tiDed up 10 2" oelb per
•anl ICIIIe (luol..- NqUinmePII .tJ0 depeed OD •'IS,). ud
1000 lime lllpl pa lqe-eddy bn0¥Cr time wu employed iD the
bite-di11creace IOiuliola oflbc ew.luaiaa aquttiaalor G.
IW tile ...... JIUdy, lbe DOIIIpltl&iouJ clamliD U much
llrJcr llu the illlpll taalh ICalc ud a aimilar ruolutioa wauld
require 211 .US. 'nail il coqJ~rwioatDy prabibit.i~. 0. the Giber
laud. lbe ..tier IIUdy (Paled abo¥e) W lbowa daaa 1be IUUlu
t.coma lla&illically NpcedeDt ol 1be lrid niOiu&ioe wbeD 2.,
ceDI Win~ far a lower Rayaakb ....._ ol 100. lbcre·
fen, ie the .....- -.ely, .., coqana&ioeal dolnaia matliDed 211
eelll lftd aely low lapoldiiUIIIben fl 50 lftCI 100 -~ becD
ie...Ualled. 1M iaue ol pid r.olu&iaa ud pid iadcpcDdeece of
-.e CIOIDplteCf raultJ laa¥e ._. lhldiecl by -.-ill lbe kal
Nl&uc ....U ai!WDCCI uaiaa 2u ud 2.. Cldb. Molt rl the by
1UU1&a _.. fauM to be Nll&ively . . _ . , . . rllbe pid ie the
•~ lUI•· lfowe¥Cr, tbil u- eeedl funbef ie...U,Nioe ud
will be ......... ie ..., dllaiJ ie a ful\n IIUdy. le MditioD.
lUPer a.yeoldl ......_ 1owa __. to be -.died 10 ;.¥Ut.i1ate
le-laliq of -.e lllltluleetlame lhCIIft. n.- ..,.cu wiD abo
.. ........s iaa-..lbldy.

._ ...,._,.AND DISCUSSION
. . . . . . . . . ._d . . . . . . alai... by .-ryiq aul
fll "IS,.• • ud ... • n&io
rill,.- wried fraaa 110 16_ 11M IIIMI..._. ........ I Vlried
hmiiD 10 ,...., . ., . . ....... fll50 ud 100.
;

I

•

.. .........

.,.,s,

.. . . ...... IIIDdd. tbt ...................
......... to* .......... ol CI'GIIi. . of ... p... ltwl c;..
• flldal praplftill .......... by ....... ualll ... - . . ..W.
rraar ui.opl.._, il plllilioMcl Dlo .,_.,.,

n.

eeda .....,,tinina r •Jb. 1be eumbcr tJIIia-r bo&u thai an oc:a~
pied bJ GM or .an IUDIIeu, ripraellled by craaiDp of 1 level
G•• . , &Wiled. '11lil IUID iJ ..sap.ed u abe a.sure tJ1 lhe box
OCICIIpUq', o.la bu lbe ..tW fiiiUn daaa for r • I, il iJ eqwvaJeot
ID lbc upuliaa,tS,. n.nfore, a pial of boa accupucy wnw r
will roll f1li at 1111111 r fralll a fnaaJ . - . . ID a - - . . value
erpl lO lbe IC8Jed 1Uitlulnllama lpled.

n. INia propeny ............ fanDII ... ~
pacdy elhibiu aD ICalilll' ol ielauL liMe IIIII plt&cau u amaiJ r
aanupoDcla 10 •riS,, wbic:b ilaapeaed 10 _.., u •' IS, fmlarae
ftlua ollbal.....-.. a plat ol oS,Itl MaJd elhibil CDU~p~e of
6e pluNU valua u larae II'IS,.I..ibwil&.lila the tnelitioD from
lnctaJ JCaliea to 1be pluaau lhGuld occur for r ie the viciAity ol the
lower DIIOft',ICaliDa ol r by 1b1 low• CUIOft (ia OO!IIplliblc UDiu)
*-'ld collaplc 1be lruai&ioa flliou for clift'aclll vaJuu ol11'IS,..
Praaal ecaliDa iJ iadica&ed by • lieNr fllioD • lbe loa-loa plat of
tile ICIIId ...-ut.ia, wilb the fnclaJ climeu.ioa D equal 10 2+s,
wbcre I illbe tblolute IDipilude oflbc dope oflbe liMif re&iOD.
il adcW to lbe eeallive Q/lbe alope bccau.le the COIIIpiWiODJ
liaaalale a ODe-diu¥uiouJ ad dvouah three·climeuioul~pact.) U
D il the...., for aD vaJua of IllS,, ucl if lbe om. acaliDI• an
*yed CUCIJy, lbc c:urvu lbouJd collapse, acepc where atreaed
by &he outer ruc:lf. ~ collapc iDdic:aw deputuru from
~CaliDa behavior.

crwo

Je lbe pnviauJ INdy of CODI&&Dt-dcuity ftame propllaUOD
(Meaoa tad ICinteiD. 1992), two aherutive lower cutoffs were
oouiclered, lbe IC.olnqorov tcaJe lc ud lbe OibiOD ICile
Lt;-<.11 IS, r' L Lo il lbe ICIIIe wbo1e c:bartatzistic eddy velocity,
lued 011 ieenial-ruae aaliD&, il equtJ 1.0 ll.miDar 8ame ~peed s,.
Ja U dU&I lbe ICaJe • wbic:h lfti•ieducod iewf'ace wriakliDJ ia
ba1aDc:ed by lbe llbOOChiD& dfecl of lame popllaUOil, UQIOUI
10 adolf ICileJ dc6Ded for puai¥e a• djffuaioo. Refillilla tb&l
ullaty. Lo illbe Jl'apapUCIII auJoa ollbe Ota&khov-Camia c:ut·
off ICile Lc lov.niea low-Sc luidl (J.Mi.w, 1917). Far Sc <I,
i.e., D11 > v, wbere D11 il lbe molecular diJf\lliviay ud v iJ the
tiaemalic via:olity, lbe ditfua.i~ cutoff I.e iJ puter &hall L«.
ldecUD& the fact tbll eddy diftwjvity bl.luaD& D11 uCINCb v, ud
Mece caalllpCIIdJ to •lnatb acaJe ltra•llwl I.e·
IW diffulive trulpOit wilb Sc >I, lbert il eo difflWvity
M1ucc ie abe iMniaJ naae. Baluce il akaiDCd ie lbe YUcOIU
rup at abe lucbdor Kale J.., wbic:b obefl diCf•IDIICaliDI•Ib&D
AeaJoaously, there ilaiCaliDI aGUOm' for lhe lame popaa•·
lie. prablem bued aalbe ¥Ciocily nlio V • S,l•~· wiMre .,, il the
KoiJnoaorov ~Y viLe. Bated em lc • Jte•"' L ud
Ia ••' Llv, 61 wlocily naio V • Rc... (.f,IM'). OibloD acal.iDI
IFPiu for V > I. For V < I, CIDMidenliou uaJoaous 10 the dcriva·
tioD of L. .. ~pphe~ble. Namely, 1be baluce ICale L, il del•·
.u..d by S, • L,./1~, wiMn '~ il 1be ICabaqorov time ICIJe
lea /v. 1IUa pw. lbc lower cutoff ICaliD& L. •Re-111 (S,I•')L
for Vc I. Vila.. lbu aiay far aD cua COMidered berc,10 lbi•
JCaliaa illpplicablc.

z...

V < I il abe naia. ie wbicb 1be llamelec picue ofaur·
We• pnmiud lame J!~C~Fe~MiOD il ie..Ud ....._ dae ...aioD
IDM lbicbua UCMdllbc K.olJDo&arov Kale. (11UJ followl from
61 ..amu. D11 1S, f• 1M nac&ia. 1DM lbiebua, wb1n D11 cua
" np1acled by v ...._ .fc ad Pr . . ol ..._ uity ie aua.)
11aua, lpplicaaiaa ol a tu.lea pielln fer V < I it • tilaally
eamcs. Nevridua, cauidlraaiaa fll IW. llliD alloWI the

........aarloacbudfuaur.daii..W~CMrtoV>I.
aaepalbu 1be 1owtr cudffm V >I ilL. lllllllr lbul.e; .
1111 ..... far 1111 liwt&iaa • v c 1 il 11a11 IUJIInic::aJ
ilaplc.... t•iM fll lbl llilriea meciaeeinn .___ OCIIlly • biJh
Ia. Ia . . . . du (IIIS,"fil .....,_. t.o a1We V> I. Ia iJ
Jlapanul ID ...W. a wi* d)'MIIIic 11ep rl riiS, ftluu ie
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n. diiiUCI ol each lamel• from dae iulutueoul lame
. . . wu lbo . . . ._.

lbrouahaut

dae limula&ioa ud a pdf

~ by &be callpUWiauJ -...a.iD) ollbe lamcJCU JocatiOD
llllli¥1tDIM.-wu .,....,ect F...-•IO.ud 10blbowl &be
. . plaa.d apiut lbe dilluc:IIIIGriDiliz.ed by &be U.cpaJ ....th
..... .. ...,.r. lbe pdf u MarlyiJIIIIDelric ud ... dilluc:c
...._ . . . . . ...,., lamelea ud lbe lniliDa...tae lamelea is a
;p== pan;o. oiiiM COIIIpda&ioul -...;a. However, u aaced
. . - '- Jliprc I, lbe prot.bili1y thpl Jiaailicu&Jy wry quic:kJy
. . 1111 . . . .J flabc lamcle&aan typicallylocMed wi&.biD I 2·5L
..,. . - d 1be lame oeaacr. 1bil reP,a ia ace liaDificully
................uiaeilbcr"IS,arT,...._IT,_,.
To ......_, 1be aleat ol bunUDa. a prosre.u variable is
IWMCI wlaic:b il defiud ..,W 10 uaity if a mil is bunu aDd auo if a
..U a.Wu pure fuel. 'l1lrauahaut abc aialla&ioa, eac:h ceU ill lhe
clamaiD il c:blcbd, nla&iw to &bl iuluwaeow
lame brulb CIIDia, ud, il il il - . . &bl cumulllive Vllue o1 &be
fi'GIIUI Ylrilble u iMnued by UIU1y. AI. 1be ad d &bl limula·
liaD. lbe IUIIUDt.d value il aarmalized by 1be laW aumber ol
........ recardld ud a pdf computed far thil pi'OIJIU variable.
Fip&re JO aboW1 lbi• pdf' ploued venus &be cliAIDce relative to
lamr
IICII"DD&bzed by abe ialep le~t~th L Then il very
lliah prot.bility dw &be celu ia the Yiciaity ollhe lame c:cDtcr will
aJway1 CCJDiaiD bunll produc:t IDd dUJ probability iDc:rcues with
•'IS,. Away from the lame mater probability IIlii a ceU CCDWns
lulat produc:t deacua, boweva, &bi• decrease isalower when the
lame is IUahJy wriDklcd. nus lnl)' be uDdcmood by DatiDJ that as
lame wrilak.lel, lb.c an more rcaiou ill the flame brush were fuel
• il couumed IDd u a ruult of tbennaJ upauioD, more IDCI marc

_..,.,.liouJ
ce••

a

....,., mill are cnaaed.

I. CONCLUSIONS
Ia dUs p~per, a aompulll.ioDil model bu beea demoDStrated
tlw cu be a.ed to determiae &be cbanc:teriltic: propenia of
premised ftamc propaaatioa ill a twbule111 ftow field. lbe ftamc
IINeiUrC IDd iu prapaplioa rile acaliDJI proposed oa lhe basis of
iaeniaJ ruae ICali•a GDDmpu an IIIUAallly realizable IDCI cooliaea• wilhia a tiaaJc IIIOdeliq framework. The effea d &hennal
eupuioD bu beeD JhOWD to ruuJt ill lreDds lhaJ IIC OODJilteDl
wilb nperiaaw abtcrva&iou. It tau beca lhowD Clll lhe basil of a
MW iaD« eutoft'ICaliD&IeDJth,1hallhe lppiRDl depeDdcace olthc
heW cbmeuioa 01a "IS, il clue to abc vlria&ioa Clll the GUier cutoff
wi&b u'IS,. 11Ua fwlher ~Uppa~Uibe Mrlier coMtllliOD lballhe lhe
apll'imnlai1y ablaved deaeue ia D a& low •'IS, reftec:u u
iuufficicll dylwnic: ....,, to fully ruolve abe fnetal reaimc rather
6u u iarriuic: .._Ddeace rl D OD u'IS,. Ia il aoc Jet dear
"'*her debitiw laU ollbe prDpCIIed JCaliap uc adaievable wilh
...,..._clay l.lduaolocy.
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Abstract

1. latroductlon

l..m'ge eddy simulations of spatially propagating
coastant-poperty
surfaces
in
three-dimensional
COIIlp'eSSibJe turbulence bave been c:ooducted at relatively
high Reynolds numbers. A thin flame model is used to
simulate the propagating flame front and tbe propagation
speed is estimaled using lhe subgrid turbulence intensity.
Analysis of the simulations sbow that various statistics,
such as flame front shape factor, stretch effects,
vorticity/strain rate, and sttain ndelsmface normal
alignments, agree reasonably well with data from constant
density. direct numerical simulations of passive scalar and
p-emixed flame propagation in relatively simple flows
(Pope et al .• 1989, Ashurst et al. 1993, and Smith et al.
1994). 1be implications of this study are that the
propagation of scalars in turbulent flows have general
cbaracteristics and that LES at high Reynolds numbers
using fairly coarse grids are able to capture relevant
pbysical characteristics of scalar propagation without the
explicit knowledge of the small scale motion. A large
dependence upon the spatial location at which the data are
examined has ~~ found f<X" some statistical properties,
unlike lhe temporal simulations. Tbe pobabily density rl
lbe shape factor sbows a decreased likelybood for
cylindrical shaped flames moving downstream. Tbe sttain
rate/flame normal alignment has been shown to ttansition
from sbear driven Oow alignment to isotropic turbulence
alignment in the down stream direction. Sttain rate (in
tbe plane mthe flame) bas beeu found to be highest near
lbe seep and deaeasing in the downslream direction, the
pdf bectwning more symmetric similar 10 isotropic Oows.
The flame saretcb pdf calculaled aprioni sbows positive
mean value at alllocalions examined and is highest near
lbe comet' of tbe seep.

A propagating surface is a reasonable
representation of the flame sbeet in premixed combustion
wben the flame thickness is mucb smaller than the
smallest turbulent scale. The flame sheet is convected by
the flow velocity while undergoing propagation normal to
itself at the local propagation speed. The effect rl
turbulence is to wrinkle and sttetch the propagating
surface. thereby, changing its flame speed and possibly
leading to local extinction. In constant density flows. a
number of studies have been made aimed at characterizing
the ptoperties of the propagating surface such as its local
curvature (which is a measW'e of local wrinkling) and its
relation to the strain and vorticity fields in tbe turbulent
Oow. In temporally evolving flows, sucb as. isotropic and
shear driven turbulence. Ashurst et al. (1987) showed that
the vMicity vector tends to align itself in the direction of
the intermediate sttain rate even if the strain rate is
oompressive while the normal to the propagating surface
aligns itself in the most compressive sttain rate direction.
Alignment of the surface normal with the most
oompressive strain rate implies that the surface is
undergoing extension most of the time, and if this
extension reaches a aitical value f<r a long enough period
of time. the flame extinguishes. Funher, Ashurst et al.
(1993) sbowed that the most likely shape of the
propagating surface is cylindrical in such flows and
analysis of the alignment of the surface sbow that it is a
direct result of the modification of the propagating surface
by the local vCI'teX sttucture. In a related study. Smith et
al. (1994) sbowed that similar results are obtained both in
forced and decaying isottopic tw'bulence and in temporally
evolving mixing layers. The bnplication of these results is
that as vmtices undergo sttet.cbing and the core becanes
intense. the coos&ant property surface lends to wrap
.-ound on tbe outside of the vortex core.

• Gnclate R.c.c.rdl ~ SIUdaal Mcuar AJAA.
.. ~~.NIIi!lllbcrAIAA.

Tbe relationship between the curvature and the
sttain fteld in the plane of tbe flame provides information
about the effect of sttetch (which is the combination rl
strain and curvature) on the propagating surface. What
role flame sttetch has in quenching the flame is an

Capyripl C 1994 by T. M. Smidi..S S. MeDon.
Publilbed by~ AIDricu lllltilulc ol A~ ud ~
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imponaot question still being addressed by the literature.
It is tDown that the Lewis number and flame stretch
dl"ecls can modify tbe laminar flame speed, and in severe

The Naviel'-Stokc:s equations describing the
continuity of mass, moment.um and total energy are given
by:

cases, sttetch can cause extinction. Curvature ud sttain
propagation differently.
Locally,
with flame speed fc. diffusiooall y
aeuttal mixtures (Lewis number=l), bowevel', the
auvature is nearly symmetric in isottopic turbulence and
IIMftfore integrates to zero. Experiments have sbown that
CIII'VaiUre can iDaease the local laminar flame speed by a
factt d 6.25 (Ecbekki and Mungal, 1990). Globally, the
8pllial average flame speed correlaaes with the laDgential
lllaiD tale (Rutland and Trouvf, 1993). At this point
lbere is DO agreed upon explanation of bow flame stretch
extinguishes the Oame. Since flame stretch and Lewis
lallber detenni.oe the laminar flame speed and have been
sbown ro play a direct role in premixed flame extinction,
.sastandiDg tbe mechanism of flame extinction in
lllrbulent Oows must first include 8D understanding d
tale affect flaJne
aarvaiUre correlates

(la)

apu. +a- [PU·U . + d

..:L.::L.

at

ax.J

,J

.. -

~"'v

't..
'

] =0

(lb)

•

(lc)

with the supplementary cqwllioos given by the equation d
state, p = pRT and,

(ld)

o.ne stretch.

and

All tbe above noted studies of propagating
.races were carried out fa low Reynolds number,
incxmpressible, temporally evolving Oows using periodic
cbnains and by employing direct numerical simulations
(DNS). So far, it has not been detennined bow the
~g surface evolves when ooovected spatially as
opposed 10 lemporally in a turbulent shear Oow.
Furtbennore, tbe correlations of tbe surface curvature with
1be vcricity field and the sttain field in such flows bave
DOt yet been detennined. These studies are of direct
relewDce f<r realistic turbulent flows and fa oombustion
problems. These issues are investigated in this paper by
employing large-eddy simulations (l..ES) of relatively high
Reynolds number flows past a reanvard facing step in a
rectangular channel. Since LES attempts to resolve only
scales of motion larger than the grid resolution, while
modeling the unresolved scales using subgrid models, it
bas 1be potential f<r carrying out simulations of high
Reyoolds number flows provided a proper representation
d die subgrid terms is available. Therefore, the effect d
lbe choice of subgrid model on tbe statistics of the
~g surfaces is also investigated. Only rold flows
•
lbJdied bere; the effects of beat release will be
discussed in a future paper. The effects of rompessibility,
lllda a gas expalliSion from beat release, have DOt been
delamiDed. In this SIUdy tbe Mach number in tbe region
of iDia'est is low and we do DOt believe that the results will
be lffccled by compressibility.

(le)

In tbe above equations, p is the density, E is the total
energy per unit mass, pis tbe pressure, u; (i=l,3) is the
velocity components, Jl is tbe molecular viscosity
ooefficient, A. = C,Jil Pr is the thermal conductivity, and
c, is the specific .bea1 at constant pressure.
In LES, the flow variables are deromposed into
tbe resolved scale and subgrid scale components. The

large scales are computed explicitly while the effects of the
subgrid scales on the large scales are modeled. The large
scales contain most of the energy and the small scales
primarily dissipate energy transferred from the large
scales. Dynamics of large scale motion is dictated by the
seomettY of the Oow and tbe Reynolds number, while the
small scale motion is relatively unaffected by the geometry
except near the wall. The length scales and times scales
are small compared to the large scales and thu~ the small
scales adjust faslel' and are more isottopic than the large
scales. These concepts an: used to develop subgrid
models.

Following Erlebacher et al. (1987), the flow
variables are decomposed into the resolved (supergrid
scale) and unresolved (subgrid scale) components:

2. Slmaladoa Model

t=i+r.

What foUows is a description of tbe methodology
ased 1D pelform LES m a constant property surface
pmpapting in spatially evolving turbulence.

(2)

The Favre avenge variable is defmed as
(3)

2.1 Equatitms of LES
2

discussed in the next section). Subgrid models for
compessible Oows are still relatively new (Erlebacher et
al. 1987, Squires and Zeman 1990, and Moin et aJ. 1991)
and no best cboice exists.. In this study, we employ the
one equation model for the subgrid kinetic energy
proposed by Menon (1991). The equation is given by

where tbe tilde represents Favre average and tbe overbar
repaesents a spatial flltering which is defmed as

'Pl =I Pt<x:t~(x- r,4)d3.t'

<4>

D

wbere D is tbe domain of tbe flow and ll is a characteristic
pid size. Tbe fillering operation is oormalized by
requiring that

JG(l- ?,4}Px' = 1.

(7a)

Here, k is tbe resolved Slllbgrid kinetic eoergy, and the
subgrid turbulence intensity is related by u' = Jfk . P1
and D1 are the rate of production and dissipation d
subgrid kinetic energy, respectively. In this model, the
assumption that production and dissipation balance has
been relaxed. The formulation neglects the pressure
dilatation term that appears in the original exact kequation for two reasons. F1rs~ it is still unclear bow to
model the pressure dilatation in terms of the resolved flow
f~eld variables, and secou1d, at low fluctuating Macb
numbers, its influence may be negligible. The production
is modeled as:

(5)

D

Fillering reduces tbe higb frequency content of the flow
variables, separating tbe resolved scale oompooent from
1be subgrid scales. In this study, a box fllter is employed
whidl is appropriate f<r finite volmne schemes. C<>_!Jttary
ID tbe

more traditional Favre temporal averaging, j ~ j

i"

and in general,
~ 0. Applying the ftltering to the
Navier-Stokes equations results in

ap apu; =0
at ax;

-+
ae-~

01

i10E

(1b)

a [-_ _ _ ] inf~~ = 0
PU ·U. + pS .. - 't ·· +
OX ·

+Qx ·
J

.:..:1.,_

I

J

IJ

f

(6b)

and the dissipation has the form

J

a -- _ _ _ U
_-·'t · ]+ ~
aH~'s
do~,~
+
ax;
'
ax;
ax; = 0

~ + -[(pE + p )u. + q· at

(6a)

I

1

(7c)

.::.:..f_

'

(6c)

where ll 1 is a characteristic grid size and \) 1 is the
subgrid eddy viscosity given by

Here, tbe subgrid closure terms are given by;
-liS
"l..:.i

f

= -[~
p U;U
·
I J

(7d)

(6d)

- - ·]
- U·U
I J

The three constants appearing in the above equations have
been prescribed as:

(6e)

C1

(60

A new dynamic k-equation model is being studied as a
possible replacement 10 this modeling procedure. The
dynamic modeling approach solves f<r the coefficients
through the use of a double fllaer operation, similar to that
used by Germano et al. (1991). In incompressible
homogeneous isotropic turbulence, the dynamic coefficient
model approach has been sbown to perform better than the
constant coefflcieot model, (Menon and Yeung, 1994). In
tbe present study, tbe focus is DOt on optimization of the
IUI'bulence model, ins~ this moice was made in order
10 provide a reasonable estimate of tbe subgrid turbulence
intensity required 10 predict the turbulent flame speed.
However, a rigorous analysis is needed to properly
evaluate the model.

Tbe pressure is determined from

p=pRT

(6g)

IDd tbe filtered UMal energy per unit volume is given by

In order 10 solve this system of equations, models
must be found f<r tbe subgrid lenDS
H{'s, and

't1•,

=t.o, c, =0.916, cu = o.os54.

o1s .

In addition, it is necessary 10 obtain the subgrid turbulence
iDteosity to evaluate the Oame speed model (which is

3

Tbe t~uation is solved simultaneously . with tbe
rest mlbe flow equations. With t and u, dettnnined, the
subgrid closure models are evaluated as:

'f!!'
= -2-p'U ( s- .
f
I
f

1 -. . .&. )
- -s
3 - f

au; au

__1 ( - + j
- .. _
S
' 2 axj Ox;

(8a)

J

is the resolved scale stress tensor. H{'' is given by

by the fluid velocity while simultaneously undergoing
propagation DOnDal to itself at a speed ,, . In the flow
field, the value of G is in tbe range [0, 1] and in flame
front modeling, G exbibits a step function like-behavior,
separating the burnt region from the unburnt region. G is
oormally assigned the value of unity in the unburnt region
and zero in the burnt region with the thin flame identified
by a faed value of G in the range [0, 1]. In the present
case, tbe same assignment c~ tbe G-faeld is indicated;
however, since no beat release is included, ~my value of G
-= coostant can be used to identify the flame front. Thus, in
the present case, the physical interpretation is that an
evolving G-level fm any level G represents the simulated
propagation mtbe constant pt-operty surface of that level.
Thus, statistics from all values of G ~: constant can be
ClOIDbined; in effect, each simulation Corresponds to a
family of simulatioos parameu~ by G.

(8b)

and

c. = lfPr,.

Px; is the turbulent Prandtl number and

cr:· is modeled by:

(8c)

It should be noted that third order correlations arise as a
result mthis modeling approach and are neglected here.
Even tbougb a sttetcbed grid is used to duster cells near
lbe walls, it is necessary to apply explicit wall damping in
order to properly model the subgrid kinetic energy
bebava in the near wall regions of tbe flow. We employ
Van Driest damping similar to that used by Piomelli et al.
(1988)

A, = [1- exp(-y+3 I A+3 )f' (AxA,Azl
2

where

(A~ 7 A, )

113

113

(9)

upon tbe local cell volume, A+ = 26, y+ = Y"-t I 'U, and

"'is tbe friction velocity.
2.2 FIIIIM Propagation Moth I
To simulale the popagating surface, the thinOame model
Kerstein et al. (1988) is used in which a
progress variable G is defined that is governed by the
equatioo {Ketstein et al., 1988 and Menon, 1991):

or

ar

CG

In LES.of premixed combustion, uF is considered
the turbulent flame speed u, averaged over a dlaracteristic
volume. The turbulent flame speed is not known explicitly
and must be modeled. We employ tbe RNG model c:A
Yakhot (1988):

.!i. = exp[ ( u' ISL )22 ] .
SL

is the characteristic grid size based

u V 2G
-ac; + • · VG = -11F IVGI+ ..::.t..

The second term on the right band side eX
equation (10) does not appear in tbe original equation,
bowever it was added in order reduce the number of false
minima from occurring in the flow. A false minima is not
physically meaningful and results from a lack of resolution
of the scalar. Ashurst (1993) and Smitb et al. (1994) both
added a similar term to the equation in their simulations
of isotropic turbulence. The constant CG=.25 was used in
all simulations reponed here.

(10)

where a is lbe fluid ~ocity and ,, is the local
propagabOD speed. This equation is solved simultaneously
with tbe l.ES equations. This equation describes the
cooveclim of a level surface, desaibed by G • cooslallt,

(11)

(u, I SL)

Yakbot (1988) found that this expression correlates quite
well with various experimental observations. The laminar
flame speed SL contains information about the chemical
kinetics and molecular diffusion and, once the local
subgrid IW'bulence intensity is determined, equation ( 11)
can be used to find "F for a given fuel mixture.

The numerical method solves the unsteady, threedimensional
comp-essible
filtered
Navier-Stokes
equations, the one-equation subgrid model, and the flame
propagation model using a fmiite-volume scheme based on
the unsplit explicit MacCormack predictor-corrector
method. The scbeme is fmnaUy secood-order accurate in
space and time. Details of the algorithm are given
elsewbete (Menon and Jou, 1991).
3. Resuhs and! Discussion
Two simulations have been carried out fm a

rearward fadug saep in a rectangular cbannel with a
cboted downstream oozzle. Such a configuration is
cbaracteristic rA ramjet dump aebusiOrS. At the ramjet
IDJetlbe IOta) pressure and totaltanperature are specified
and lbe transverse and spanwise oompooents of the
wlocity are set to zero. Ooe-dimensiooal cbaracteristic
equations are solved for the remaining Oow vmables. At
lbe combustcr supersonic DOZZie exit. all Oow \Wiables
.-e exttapolaled. Symmetty cooditions are imposed on the
cauerliDe and periodic conditions are imposed in the

lmbulence.

Figure 3a &bows a 2D plane of z-vorticity
magnitude, and figure Jb, the subgrid kinetic energy, in
lbe oombusur region fm- the Re
50000 simulation.
1bese figures are taken from tbe same snapshot as in the
)ftvious figures, 2a-c. A angle G contour that is in the
range .45 < G < ..55 is also plotted in lhe figures. These
figures show bow abe curvature in the stteamwise
direction is changing. Initially, spanwise y<rticity shed at
the comer of the scep is intense and aeates a highly
wrinkled flame. As tbe flame convects downstream, two
effects are at work. First. is abe propagation effect. due 10
the flame burning oorma110 itself at lhe local flame speed
111 , which causes negative curv8IUre to decrease and

=

tpiDWise direction. Wall boundaries are oo slip and
tdiabatic. Figure 1a &bows the oomputational domain and
Hpre 1b sbows tbe 96 x 48 x 16 grid used for lbese
limulations. The simulations carried out correspond 10 an
iDlet Mach number of .32 and a Reynolds number based
ou Slq) balf beight of SOOO and SOOOO. Tbe average
~ocity in the chamber (between the step comer and
beginning~ the nozzle) is roughly half the inlet "¥elocity
and tbe Mach number is approximately .16. 1bese
oooditions were cbosen because both axisymmetric and
two-dimensional LES f<r lbese conditions have been
performed in the past Thus, the current 3D LES data can
be aepared 10 tbese earlier 2D data, bowever no
amparisons are made in this paper.

positive auvature (coocave 10 the fresh mixture) 10
iuatase. 1be second effect is due ro lhe changing flow
field. 1be reduction in z-vorticity allows the flame
auvature 10 relax tending toward a planar shape in the z
plane.
Figures Jc-e demonsttate bow the .x-vorticity
influences the curvature of lhe Oow. Counter-rotating
v<Wtices are sbo\vn along wiith the G oootour in the same
range as before. 1be Oame is drawn up between two
vatex cores and lhe curvature is greatly inaeased. In
figure 3d, lhe propagation effect is seen by lhe positive
curvature becr«ning larger lhan tbe negative curvature.
Propagation by lhe flame. normal 10 itself, inaeases lhe
possibility of pockeiS of fuel tearing away from the rest cl
the fresh mixture. FW'tht."r downstream, the vorticity
becanes more diffused and randomly oriented and the
auvature of the flame sheet is in general smaller than in
the near field region.

Tbe sbear JayC'Z separating from the step rolls up
into spanwise coberent v<Wtices due 10 shear layer
inslability. This is sbown in figure 2a. These vortices
UDdergo a pair/merging process as lbey propagate
downstream and also undergo vatex stretching effects due
10 tbe 3D nature mthe flow. Once the spanwise vortices
have ampleted lbeir roll up, secondary instability effects
cause lbe formation of cobC'Zent stteamwise v<rtices.
1bese counter-rotating v<rtices form typically in lhe braid
region between adjacent spanwise v<rtices and are highly
coherent rod-like structures as shown in figure 2b.
Secondary instability effects seen bere are very similar 10
JeSUits obtained in low-Re DNS of lemporal mixing layers
(Metcalfe et al, 1987). Further downstream, vortex
streldling effects break down the cobC'Zellt spanwise
aructures. Interestingly, the streamwise v<Wtices maintain
their coherence, and the braid-like structures persist alllhe
way into the choked oozzle. 1be acceleration in the
DOzzle further sttetcbes lbese structures. Compression cl
lbe x-vMices near tbe step and uear the diffuser sbow lhat
lbese vutices start 10 orient more randomly as tbe diffuser
is approached. This picture is highly reminiscent of the
randomly oriesued vortex-lUbes seen in DNS cl
bomogmeous isolropic turbulence (Smilb et al., 1994).

The subgrid kinetic energy oooaours, figures 3b,
and 3/, are sbown in order to qualitatively demonstrate the
subgrid model behavior. The model predicts k 10 be large
in the shear Oow region and lhere also remain large
regions where k is essentially zero. This variation in k

combines with lhe v<rticity 10 effect lhe curvature and
overall Dame propagation by the coupling of lhe local
flame speed 10 the subgrid kinaetic eDC'Zgy, equation (11).
In order 10 quantify observations made from lhe
flow mnali;uUions, probability densities (pdfs) have been
calculated from a series of inslaDiaDeOUs snapshots. Each
pdf is an ensemble of twenty snapshots at time interVals cl
rougb)y 1/3 of the flow through time, beginning after the
flow field bas reached a quasi swionary state. 1be spatial
locations for lbe pdfs Slal't a 1small dislance downstream cl
lbe step comer and end at the point wbere the convergent
aozzle begins. This region will be referred 10 as lhe entire
domain of interest in the following discussions. All
IWistics bave been volume weighted due 10 the fact lhat
eell wlumes vary greatly over tbe domain of interest.
Volume weighting simply means lhat equal cell volumes

m

1be effect
this IDtense \Uticity on lbe
popapliDg scalalr surface is 10 wrinkle the surface and as
a result. lbe surface develops regions of bigb auvaiUre.
1bis Is lbown in figure 2c. Tbe influence of bolh
spmwise and stteamwise vMicity can be seen ou the
auvaiDI'e m lhe surface. This natural evolution of the
flow and Oame sbeet SU'UCtllle do not oa;ur in tanporally
limulalions rA mixing layers aDd isolropic homogeneous

s

oontribute equally co tbe SWistical quantities.

spherical shape remains nearly zero. This seems to
iDdicate that tbe ratio of curvatures (which equals the ratio
d radii) is iocreasing in the downstream direction. From
tbe Re = SOOO simulation. not sbown, the same prediction
can be made.

ODe measure of tbe structural shape of tbe surface
is tbc ratio of tbe smaller principle radius of curvature to
lbe larger ooe. Tbe radii d QlJ'V8Iure d lbe scalar are
clettnnined from tbe eigenvalues of the auvature tensor
(Ashurst. 1993):

'It

2

=_ a G

ax,.ax j

f
g

! +..!..3
g

2

aG aG a G
t-1 az; axl azJazl

Tbe
C =

02>

mean

.!.("
+ ~ ).
2

Tbe

a~rvawre
me&JD

is

defmed

as

auvature pdf fm- the entire

domain and tbe four z locatioos is present¢ figure 5. In
order to be consistent with published data, the negatived
the mean auvawre is plotted. The negative sign is due to
the defmition that curvature concave with respect to the
unburnt fuel is positive. Tbe data has been normalized by
lbe Kolmogcxov length scale.
The pdfs are oearly
symmetric having very small mean values, bowever, the
mean value is decreasing in tthe downstream direction.

=IVGI.

wbere 1
1bis Dine dement lalsor bas two real
eipllvalues ~ a11d ~ aDd ooe eigenvalue equal to zero.
1be ratio of tbe smaller radius divided by tbe larger.
hereafter refmed 10 as lbe shape factor is bounded by ±1.
Pope et al. (1989) used this definition to decamine the
sbape d material surfaces in isottopic cwbulence. The
vaJue -1 corresponds to a saddle point. 0 corresponds to
cylindrical and + 1 to spherical. Tbe probability density d
lbe shape factor from each d lbe twenty realiZations,
eocompassing tbe entire combustioo chamber and over a
range of G, . 2 s G s.8, was caiQJ]ated and an ensemble
pdf was obtained. Figure 4a sbows Ibis pdf. The
maximum occw-s very uear zero indicating a high
probability of cylindrical sbapes with vanishing
probability f<r spherical or saddle points. Data from
iacompressible direct simulations by Ashurst et al. (1993).
Pope et al. (1989). and Smith et al. (1994), obtained
earlier using simpler Oow fields such as isotropic
IUI'bulence and temporally evolving mixing layers are also
shown in this figure. There is vecy good agreement
between all dlese widely different simulated Oow fields
indicating that even in the spatially evolving sbear layer
studied here, the probability density indicates that the
propagating surface leads 10 be a cylindrical shaped
surface. Tbe shape factor also tells us that in general ooe
radius of curvature is much larger than tbe other.

The cylindrical sbajpe of the flame sheet is due to
intense vcxticity that wraps the flame around it. creating
auvawre and tangential strain in the plane of the flame.
Ashurst et al. (1987) sbowed that the vM.icity aligns with
the intermediate principle strain rate while the normal to
the flame aligns with the most compressive strain rate.
Tbe principle sttain rate directions are the eigenvectors
obtained from the strain rate tensor. The dot product of all
tbree principle sttain rate vecun with the vM.icity veaor
sbows a statistical tendency f<r alignment with the
intermediate direction. Figure 6a sbows the alignment for
the data from incompressible DNS by Ashurst et al.
(1987), a 3D mixing layer, and forced isottopic turbulence
simulation by (Smith et al., 1994) and the Re
50000
LES simulation. A similar trend of alignment exists in all
four cases, though the mixing layer having a higher
degree of roherence has a much higher probability d
alignmenL Because the vM.icity field and flame sheet are
evolving. there is reason to suspect that a spatial
dependence exists fm- tbe alignment data as in the cased
the shape factor. In figure 6b the alignment is plotted over
tbe entire domain and at tbe same four locations as before.
Tbete is a large difference between the near f.eld and far
field alignment which suggests that the vmicity is more
intense and coherent in the near field.

=

Figures 1a and b sbow that the QlJ'V8Iure was
domiMted by tbe spanwise and streamwise v<rticlty and
lbat tbese two components are interacting in such a way as
k) develop tbe stteamwise' vMicity while diminishing the
lp&Dwise component downstteam. It was also sbown that
tbe curvature in tbe oear field was higher that the
auvature further downstream.
For this reuon it is
reasonable to suspect that a spatial dependence of tbe
lbape factor of tbe propagating surface exists. This is the
case and am be sbown by plotting the probability density
fm different stteamwise localioos. In figure 4b tbe shape
fKtor fm lbe entire domain and at four IU'e8Dlwise
locatioDs, starting ocar tbe step and iocreasing in x by
iDcmnents of twice tbe saep length, bas been ploaed. 1be
spatial probability densities iDclude data from a single
plane oaly, from tbe same twenty soapsbols used f<r the
pdf of lbe entire domain of int.eresL 1be probability for
cylindrical sbape decreases in tbe downstream direction
and iDaeases f<r saddle point. while tbe probability for

Ashurst et al. (1987) examined the alignment
between tbe most compressive siJ'ain rate and the flame
DOrmal fm- shear driven turbulence and isotropic
lmbulence. In the case of sbear driven turbulence, the
alignment peaked at an angle of roughly 30 degrees, while
lbe peak f<r the isottopic case was at ao angle nearly zero.
Figure 6c sbows tbese results along with the LES data for
Re = SOOO. Figure 6d sbows tbe isolropic case, data from
forced isotropic IUibulence. 1md tbe Re c 50000 simulation
over the entire domain. Tbc~ low Re Simulation compares
well with the sbear driven IUrbulence results of Ashurst et
al. (1987) while tbe Rea SOOOO case compares with the
isottopic IUI'bulence results. In figure 6e, the alignment
pdfs over tbe e~tire domain and at the four stteamwise

x

6

locatioos are sbown f« tbe Re • SOOO case. These results
suggest tbat tbe alignment evolves in tbe downstream flow
directioo. 1be alignment resembles tbe sbear driven pdf

figure, it is sbown that a spatial dependence does exist,
which is no surprise having examined the strain rate
spatiaJ dependence. The mean probability in all cases is
slightly positive. This means that on average, tbe laminar
flame speed will be reduced by the effects of flow f.eld.
Tbe flame stretch is expecteted to be highest in the step
region and decrease in the downstteam direction .
Therefore, possibility of flame extinction is highest near
the step.

u Ashurst et al. (1987) in tbe near field, .bowever lbere is
a

ll'aDsition

to

isocropic-like

alignment

moving

downstream. This is evidence that tbe v«tex sttetdling is

causing a breakdown of tbe vorticity, moving from ordered
., disordered. A similar trend occurs fm- tbe Re = 50000
case, however tbe transition occurs at a faster rate. At tbe
first :x location, just downstream of tbe step comer, the
alignment resembles sbear Oow, however, at tbe fourth x
locadoo. tbe alignment resembles tbe isocropic flow.

A Sbldy of scalar propagation in threedimensional compressible spatially evolving turbulence at
two different Reynolds numbers bas been conducted using
LES. Statistics of tbe entire Oow fm sbape factor,
curvature,
vorticity/sttain rate alignment, strain
raaelsurface normal alignment, and sttain rate have ·been
rompared with data from constant density direct
numerical simulations of passive scalar and premixed
flame propagation in relatively simple Oows (Pope et al.,
1989, Asburst et al. 1993, 8111d Smitb et al. 1994).

1be taDgelitial strain rate (in tbe plane of the
is
found
by
solving
the
relation

-

ftame)
t1 •e · ~ = V · • Ol'lbogooal

~n

-

wbere t 1 and t 2 are two
in the plane of tbe scalar surface,

D · e · D,

: = ~[v. + Vu1 ] is tbe resolved scale strain rate tensor,
adD is tbe unit normal, a = VG~VGI, in tbe direction c:l
lbe surface propagation. The pdf of the cangential strain
raae in lbe plane of tbe surface is presented in Figure 7a.
The tangential strain rate is oonnalized by the
Kolmogm>v time-scale and the pdf data indicates that the
mean strain is slightly positive. Tbe data are in good
qualitative agreement with tbe laminar flamelet modeling
C'l Cant et al. (1990) and tbe material surface curvature
ID&Iysis of Yeung et al. (1990). Mean positive straining
iiKticates that on tbe wbole the flame is being stretched but
lbe data also sbow that oompression of tbe flame surface
cao occur as indicated by a non-zero probability c:l
oegative tangential strain rate sbown in figure 7a. The
probability density, fm the entire domain and the spatial
variation at tbe four locations, of the tangential strain rate
f« tbe Re 50000 simulation is sbown in figure 7b. The
probability density becanes more symmetric downs~
similar 10 isotropic Oow, and the probability for high
suain rates is decreased. This suggests that the flame
expetieDces much higher strain rates near the the step and
1be strain rate decreases downstteam.

A large dependence upon the spatial location at
which the data are examined bas been found for SOOle
statistical properties, unlike tbe temporaJ simulations.
Tbe JI'Obabily density of tbe sbape factor sbows a
decreased likelyhood for cylindrical shaped flames moving
downstream.
Tbe curvature pdf, f« all regions of the Oow,
remains symmetric and tbe Dlean is nearly zero.
Tbe strain rate/flame normal alignment bas been
sbown to uansition from shear driven Oow alignment to
isotropic 1UI'bulence alignment in the down stream
direction.

=

Sttain rate (in tbe plane of the flame) bas been
found to be highest near the~ step and deaeasing in the
downstream direction, the pdf bec<ming more symmetric,
similar to isotropic flows.

The Oame stretch K. is defmed as tbe rate c:l
cbange ct a Lagrangian flame surface element M and can
be expressed in terms of tbe local cangential strain rate,
auvaiUI'e and flame speed (Candel and Poinsot, 1990):
1C

= _!_ d(M) =

wbere R =

M dJ

[v ·

u- D · : • D

+~].
R

1be flame stretch pdf calrulated aprioni sbows
positive mean value at all locations examined and is
highest near tbe comer of tbe step. This may have
important implications in flamelet modeling, for it is
known that the flame stretch together with the Lewis
number can grtatly affect the laminar flame speed and in
extreme cases may cause local extinction.

(13)

1/hs + 1/~ , is tbe sum of tbe principle radii d

anabll'e. Positive stretch talds to reduce the flame speed
wbile oegative talds 10 iDaease il Though tbe effect d
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figure 1. Three-dimemional dump combustor; a) characteristic geometry and dimensions, b) lWo planes of the 96 x 48 x 16
grid (every other y line shown).
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2. 'lbRc-dimcnsional views from a snapshot of the flow field; a) spanwisc vorticity, b) at:rcamwise vorticity, and c) G-

field.
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1HE STRUcnJRE OF PREMIXED FLAMES IN ISOTROPIC AND SHEAR DRIVEN
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and
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The characteristic properties of coostant density flames
in turbulent flows bave been analyzed using the results frcxn
direct simulations. A thin flame model incorporating the effects
d flame stretcb bas been implemented into a pseudo spectral
Navier-Stokes solver to simulate the propagation of the flame
lheet in forced/decaying i5ocropic turbulence, and in a temporaJ
mixing layer with three-dimensional instability. The study
caocentrates oo curvature, alignment., and strain rate statistics,
aod turbulent flame speed estimations. The most probable shape
d the flame, regardless of the flow configuratioo is found to be
cylindrical. This agrees with Pope et al. (1989) and Asburst
(1992 ). The probability is decreased sligbtly by stretch effects.
The flame DOnna! bas a large probability of aligning with the
most compressive strain rate direction for both flow
cmfigurations, agreeing with Aaburst (1992).
Again, the
probability is qbtly decreased by stretcb effects. The mean
&aDgentiaJ strain rate is found to be positive, for the isotropic
lorccdldccaying turbulence simulations. This agrees with Cant
et al. (1990) and Yeung et al. (1990). The turbulent flame speed
u a function of •lJSL including atretch effects is in reasonable
qreement with Reently publisbed analytical, numerical, and
experimental data. The flame stretcb ~uces the turbulent
flame speed by reducing the amount of flame wrinkling.

1. latroduc:doD
Tbe direct numerical simulation (DNS) of premixed

flamca iD turbulent flows il extremely difficult due to the
a.isteoce d length and time scales differing by many orders rl
mapitude. VtZY amall &rid spacing is required to resolve the
•
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smallest turbulent structures thereby severely limiting the overall
aize of the domain and the number of large scale structures that
can be captured making the adequate resolution at both small
and large scales almost impossible. In premixed combustion, if
an appropriately defined DamkOhler number is sufficiently high.
the flame tbicbess will be much amaller than the smallest
lengtb scale of turbulence (the Kolmogorov scale).
The
cxmputational requirement for resolution of the inner flame
structure makes direct simulation impractical for large Reynolds
number flows. The problem iii further compounded by the
numerous stiff chemical reaction equations that must be solved
simultaneously.
Therefore, direct simulations of tw'bulent
cxmbustion including fmite rate kinetics cannot be considered as
a method for practical engineering applications. To carry out
DNS studies of reacting flows, recent studies (e.g. Trouve and
Poinwt., 1993) have artificially ~justed the chemical kinetics to
thicken the flame structure so that it can be resolved. Such
atudies have provided a new understanding of the effect of small
scale structures on propagating flame surfaces; however, the
resolved flame structure is much larger than the KoJmogorov
scale.
It is well known that the propagation speed of a
laminar flamelet can be significantly modified by the flow strain
and curvature (the ao-called stretcb effects).
Preferential
diffusion effects, (lewis number effects) wben · combined with
atretcb, bave also been shown to greatly affect the flame speed
(Asato et al.. 1988 ). Exactly bow the flame speed depends on
the flame curvature, the strain field in the plane of the flame,
aod the Lewis number is a matter of intense researcb in recent
years. Recent results suggest that in the presence of large
curvature. the flame speed can increase by a factor of six wben
compared to the unstrained speed (Ec;hekki and Mungal, 1990).
Rutland et al. (1993) reported that in three-dimensional (3D)
DNS of premixed flames with constant density and single-step
Arrhenius kinetics, the local flame speed depends upon
curvature, whereas globally. curvatures cancel out and the strain
becomes the dominant factor in determining the tw-bulent flame
apeed. This agrees with the earlier study by Cant and Bray
(1988) wbere it was shown that the overall effect of curvature on

computing the spatial derivatives in spectral space and marching
in time using Adams-Bashfonh time stepping in the physical
domain. The flow equations can be written as

tbe flame speed integrates to zero if the curvature distribution is
I)'IDD'letric. However, more recently, Poinsot et al. (1991)
cb~racterized flame quenching based on strain and curvature in
twCKiimensional (20) compressible DNS of a premixed flame
impinging oo a vortex pair. For large vortex pairs, greater than
five times tbe flame thickness, quenching was attributed to strain
effects, while for vortex pairs smaller than five times, flame
clU'Vature was considered responsible. Thus, it is still not clear
what role flame stretch plays in determining the structure of the
flame, turbulent flame speed. and flame quenching. These
issues are important because the strain and curvature
information can be obtained without solving the chemistry,
lbereby mating flamelet models a promising alternative to study
premixed combustion.
Using DNS data, the effects of stretch (defined in this
study as the CX)IJ'lbination of tangential strain rate, in the plane of
tbe flame surface, and the) sum of the two principle curvatures),
can be statistically analyzed since the state variables are known
at every grid point. Stretch is much more difficult to determine
in experiments due to the difficulty in evaluating velocity
gradients and flame surface curvature, although recent studies
have made significant progress in directly measuring curvature
(Lee et al., 1992).
In this study, the flame is assumed an infinitely thin
flame sheet and a governing propagation equation is solved
along with the Navier-Stokes equations (e.g. Ashurst, 1992). No
attempt is made to resolve a flame structure and the effects of
cas expansion due to beat release are neglected so that the flow
equations are decoupled from the propagation equation.
However, the propagation of the flame sheet is influenced by the
velocity field. Neglecting gas expansion is not considered to be
a serious drawback. For example, Clavin and Williams (1982)
reported no new quantitative effects of flamelet motion when gas
expansion effects were included in an analysis of premixed
flame propagation in low intensity turbulence. In isotropic
turbulence and using single-step Arrhenius chemical kinetics,
Rutland et al. (1990) reponed that correlations between
turbulent flame speed and root mean square (r.m.s.) velocity
agreed well with experiment despite neglecting gas expansion in
the simulations. A future study will address the significance of
beat release and gas expansion.
In this study, we will investigate the structure of
premixed flames in turbulent flows by studying bow stretch
effects the flame structure and the turbulent flame speed. A
description of the flow simulation model is presented in the next
sec:tion followed by the flame propagation model. The results
that follow are arranged into the two topics mentioned above.
Conclusions and suggestions for further work complete the
remainder of the paper.

V ·U = 0

(I)

au + V. (uu) + V .E.= vV 2u
Ql
p

(2)

where u is the velocity vector, p is the pressure, and p is the
density assumed to be unity. The momentum equation is
rewritten with the convection and viscous terms grouped
together,
()u

dl

=-Vp + A(x)

(3)

and equation (3) is advanced to an intermediate time step by flrst
neglecting the pressure term
(4)

where A"(x) and A"' 1(x) are the convection and the viscous terms
computed in spectral space for the: n and n-1 time levels. The
pressure term becomes
11+1

u

•

- u
llJ

=

-flpll+l/2.

(5)

The addition of (4) and (5) results in a second order accurate
approximation for the time derivative. Taking the divergence of
(5) and noting that

V · u"• 1

=0

(6)

results in a Poisson equation for th·e pressure.

(7)
In the absence of boundaries the pressure can be computed
efficiently by transforming equa6on (7) into spectral space,
solving for the pressure, and transforming back to the physical
domain. Finally the velocity at the n+ I time level is found by
solving equation (5). More details of this method are given
elsewhere (McMurtry et al., 1986, 1989).

2.2 Flame Model
To simulate the flame, we employ the thin-flame
model of Kerstein et al. (1988). In this model, it is assumed that
the flame thickness is small compared to the smallest turbulent
length scale and if the changes in the reaction-diffusion structure
due to turbulent strai11ing are also small, then the reaction rone
can be considered to be asympto1ically thin. Within the thin
flame approximation, a model equation for premixed combustion
is considered in which the local flame speed explicitly appears.
If the local flame speed uF is known, a progress variable G can

l. Simulation Models
What follows is a brief description of the numerical
method used to study the propagation of premixed flamelets in
isotropic and shear driven turbulent flows. We begin with the
flow aolver and then discuss the premixed flame propagation
model.

2.1 Direct SimMialions of Turbulent Flows

be defmed that is governed by the equation (Kerstein et al..
1988, Menon and Jou, 1991)

1be numerical sc::heme used here is well known and is
based oo the pseudo-spectral (collocation) method developed by
McMUI'tly et al. (1986, 1989).
In this method, the
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations are solved explicitly by

(8)
2

IUI'faces and AshlD'It (1992) extended tha technique to study
flame froots.
The stretch effect bas been iDcorporatcd in this study

wbcre • is tbe fluid Yelocity. ,., is the local flame speed. and v'
il a ctiuipation meffident. The Oame ia located along a
lpCCified ilolmface G. Kparatio& tbe fuel mixture G > G. and
tbe fully burnt combustioo poduct G < G.. Equation (8)
cleKribes tbe coavec:tioo « the flame by tbe local fluid ~locity
IDd tbe flame propqaboo into the UDUDbumt mixture through I

~~ = -M,fVGI.
JII'CIIIiaed cambultiola. tbe local name speed ..,
Huyaeoa type mechanism.

asing a vmiaot « Marbtein's approach as done earlier by
Ashurst (1992). Thus, tbe ~treteh-modificd flame speed iJ given
by u, SL(l- IC), where SL iii the planar constant laminar

=

flame tpeed. Instead « tbiJ expression a slightly different
expression is used, "F = SL exp(-IC). The used the exponential
prevents the flame speed from becoming negative. Another
modifiCalioo added was to restrict the maximum stretched flame
•peed to 4SL. This upper limit is aec:euuy to enhance stability
of the flame propagation due to lb:: effect d finite time marching

For laminar

is the laminar
l.amc lpecd SL which cootaiDs the informaboll on tbe chemical
tiaelic:a aad tbe molocular diuipation.
II equation (8) ia applied to turbulent flows without dae
ate ria _.arid model tbat explicitly represents the fine scales.
tbe locaJ flame speed il taken to be the local turbulent flame
lpeed ,.,, wbere ,., ia a fuoctioo «local twbuJence intenaity u'
IDd the laminar flame: speed SL. In the prcaent ltUdy. tbe effect
using a COIIItaat SL aod a SL modified by ~h effects will
be investi&ated usiDg DNS. The resulting turbulent flame speed
will be detennined as a part of this study. as diacussed below.
ID equation (8), a diuipation term iJ added to prevent
pockets «burnt fuel. which are not physically possible, fran
wing due to the discrete numerics. A similar approach was
ased by Aaburst (1992). Another reason thiJ tcnn is occded is
clue to the nature « spectral methods which cannot resolve thin
diacootiouities.
Earlier. Ashurst (1990) showed that this
addition does not affect tbe statistics d the flame geanetry since
v' is typically small (~lative to the molecular viscosity). A
similar result is also obtained in the present study.
Typical flame mucture characteristics have been
investigated using tbe data on the local flame curvature and the
~train f~eld in the plane d tbe flame. Both these properties
CODtribute to tbe flame stretch, 1C, which can be shown to be
(Clavin, 1985, Ashurst, 1992)

(Ashurst, 1992). Lewis numbers effects are iDcluded in the
Marksteio length, however, in this study the Lewis number is
usumed to be unity.

3. Results aDd Discualoa

u

where,

D

-=

mrface.:

A discussion d the results is presented he~ on the
acometrical characteristics of the c:oostaot property surfaces that
evolve in simulated 3D turbulent flows. Simulations of the
flame propagation in both shear driven and decaying isotropic
turbulent flows were carried out and the statistics of flame
structure, flame normal/strain rate alignment, and vorticity/strain
rate alignment were evaluated. Estimations of the turbulent
flame speed based on the increased area of the flame front as a
fuoctioo d the ratio u1SL• where u' is the r.m.s. ~locity
fluctuation and SL iJ tbe laminar flume speed iJ also discussed.
Tcmpcrally
evolving
mixing
layers
and
forad/decaying isotropic turbulenc:e were studied. Both studies

we~ conducted using 64 3 grid points in a (2K) domain. The
3

scalar transport equation was solved along with the momentum
equations. For tbe coostant density case, the momentum
equations are dec:ouplcd from the a:calar equations, however, the
convective transport d the flam•~ surface occurs due to the
evolving turbulent ~locity f~eld. The physical interpretation is
that an evolving G-level for any level G represents the simulated
propagation d a turbulent flame brush.
Furthermore, fc.CODStaDt density flames, an added uimplification occurs whereby
any level G can be identified with a flamelet. Thus. statistics fcx
all levels G can be c:anbined. In effect, each simulation
anespoods to a family of simulations parameterized by G. It is
important to DOCc that the I)'JDmetry that leads to this
interpretation is broken if heat release is included, in which case
cXlly a pre specified G level can be identified with the flame.

VG JIVGI is tbe outward (local) oormal to the flame

=[<vu) + (vuf]

is the rated strain tensor.

Rs. ~

are the two principle l1ldii d curvature, and L11 is the Marbteio
length. Tbe Marbtein length depends on the cliffusiooal
properties d the mixture and ita magnitude iJ d the order of the
flame thickDess. Curvature coocave with respect to the uoburnt
fuel il defined u positive in this study.
Tbe radii rl curvature d the scalar are determined by

3.1 Flomelel Structures
Simulations were first carried out using a temporal
mwng layer flow c:oof~&uration.
The mixing layer was
iDitializcd in the usual manner with a tangent hyperbolic mean
velocity and a perturbation velocity field based on linear stability
(McMurtry et al., 1986, 1989). The perturbation ~lociry
iDcluded the fundamental spanwise mode and a streamwise
mode similar tD the approach used earlier tD study teCOndary
iDstability in mixing layers (Metcalfe et al.. 1987). The
Reynolds number based on the initial vorticity tbickness, mean
~locity difference, and kioanatic viscosity was SO. The G-field
was initialized u an error function with G 0 in tbe lower half
plane and G 1 in the upper half plane. As the flow evolves in
time, tbe mixing layer rolls up into ooe spanwise vortex. At the
same time, due to the 3D mode. s1reamwise Wl"ticity develops
into pain «counter rotating braid-like structures (see Metcalfe

fiDding tbe eiaeavaluea of tbe curvature teo.sor

wbere 1

•(VGJ.

'Ibis nine element tcnJOr has

two real

eiaeavalues lar lal and ooe eiaenvalue equal to zero. Tbe real
eiaeavalues &ive the radii d curvature, ~ l/" and ~ l/~ .
The ratio d tbe amaller ndius divided by the larger,
(R..,./R_.). caUed tbc~ shape factor, il bounded by ±1. The

=

=

=

value -1 cmapoods to a uddle point (or psucdospberical. Pope
ct al .• 1989), 0 is cyliDdrical and +1 is spberical. Pope et al.
(1989) used this definition to define the structure d material

3

=

ct al .• 1987, for more details). Figure 1a shows a 30 pe~pective
plot of tbc vorticity macnitude at an instant where spanwise
structure bas completed its rollup and the slreamwise structures
me clearly visible. The level shown is 18% of the maximum.
1be influence of the vorticity on tbc flame sheet can be observed
in Figure lb. which shows tbc flame smfacc is wraped around
lbe vortex structures.
In lbc accond flow configuration, isotropic turbulence
was simulated. The flow was initialized by a randanly
cencrated divergence-free f~eld that confonned to a specified
energy spectrum (e.g., Lee and Reynolds, 1985).
The
varticity/strain field alignment as discussed by Ashurst el al.
(1987) does not exist in the initial random velocity field. The
alicnment evolves as the flow turbulence evolves and coherent
¥QI1ex structures emerge, forming tube-like structures.
One
diff.culty in nmning these simulations was that by the time the
vmticity-strain field became aligned, the integral length scaJe
was of the order of half the size of the domain, making flame
nnuJations impossible. On the other band, flame simulations
ltarting with the random initialization did not contain the proper
IUrbulent statistics for reasons just mentioned. For these
reasons, a velocity forcing procedure was implemented
(McMurtry, 1993). In this procedure. the low wave number
components of velocity are frozen such that a constant energy
system is produced. This forcing procedure is similar to that
anployed in an earlier study of forced isotropic turbulence (e.g ..
Kerr, 1985 ).
The Taylor Reynolds number Re,_. Taylor
microscale A. and u' remain constant as well. By holding the
cocrgy in the low wave numbers constant, the integral length is
held constant as well. Parameters used for this set of runs are
summarized in Table 1. The Prandtl number, chosen to be Pr =
.72, will ~ required later in order to estimate the Markstein
length . Decaying isotropic turbulence cases were also studied;
bowever, the turbulence was allowed to relax after reaching a
stationary state. Thus, the effects of initial flow conditions were
not present in the decaying cases. Figure 2a shows u' and
Re,_flOO for the forced and unforced isotropic simulations. The
¥0rticity alignment is shown in Figure 2b. Forced and unforced
alignment for the duration of a typical simulation are in close
agreement. Figure 3a shows the vorticity at a chosen constant at
a magnitude 40% of the maximum. demonstrating the tubular
nature of the vorticity.
To carry out flame propagation simulations, additional
parameters such as the Markstein length have to be defined.
Determination of the Markstein length LM = MK6 requires an
estimation of the Markstein number

halted. Figure 3b shows the flames in a typical isotropic
turbulence simulation. This snapshot, taken at t 1, and G .5,
Jbows a bighly wrinkled, 30 flame shape. The choice of G is
arbitrary and statistically identical to other levels.
The shape factor (which is the ratio of the smaller to
the larger radius of curvature) pdfs, for the mixing layer and
forced isotropic turbulence are compared with the data from
Ashurst (1992) and the material :smface statistics of Pope et al.
(1989) in Figure 4a. The pdfs for all four cases agree with a
peak near zero which indicates that the scalar statistics tend to a
cylindricaJ shape . The agreement with Pope et al. (1989)
suggests that the propagating flaiile bas properties •similar to that
of a material surface. In fact, the flame smface is a material
smfacc in the limit of vanishingly small flame speed . This data
aJong with the data shown for the mixing layer suggest that the
flame shape has a tendency to achieve a cylindrical shape
regardless of the type of flow field. In addition, since the pdfs
have a broad peak around the value of zero, this indicates that in
most of the samples the flame~ shapes have one curvature
significantly larger than the other. The data also clearly shows
that there is zero probability for a spherical flame shape (shape
factor equal +1) and a small finite probability for a pseudospherical (Pope et al., 1989) flame shape (shape factor equal -1 ).
This is, again, in agreement with •:arlier observations.
The simulation data clearly show that the flame tends
toward a cylindrical shape . The practical significance of this
data is that it may be possibk to study realistic premixed
combustion in 20 flows. In fact, past 20 (or axisymmetric)
simulations of realistic combustion instability in ramjet engines
using the G-equation model bas shown remarkable agreement
with experimental data (Menon and Jou, 1991 ). However. the
effect of 30 vonex stretching must be modeled in some manner
so that the 20 simulations are representative of the full 3D
flows. This aspect is under study at present.
Strain alignment pdfs are formed by first evaluating
the eigenvalues and unit eigenvectors of the strain tensor. The
three eigenvalues describe the normal strain rate in the vector
direction. The three eigenvalues are denoted by a . ~ , andy .
where a~ p ~ y by convention . For incompressible flows
a+ p + y = 0 and for isotropic turbulence the mean values of
these three strain rates are approximately a:~: y: = 3: 1:-4
(Ashurst et al., 1987 and Yeung et al., 1990). Earlier studies
showed that whereas vorticity aligns with the intermediate strain
direction, a passive scaJar aligns with the most compressive
strain direction. (Ashurst et al ., 1987 ). The vorticity/strain rate
alignment is then formed by evaluating the absolute value of the
dot product between the normalized vorticity vector and the
oonnalized intermediate strain rate vector (which is the cosine of
the angle between the two vectors). Similarly. the flame
normal/strain rate alignment is found by evaluating the dot
product between the unit flame normal, D, and the normalized
most compressive strain rate vector.
Figure 4b shows a plot of the probability of the
alignment of the vorticity vector and the intermediate strain rate
vector and Figure 4c shows the probability of the alignment of
the flame smface normal with the most compressive (i.e ..
negative) strain direction. The vorticity alignment probability is
much larger for the mixing layer due to the higher level of
coherence of the vortex structure when compared with forced
isotropic turbulence. The alignment of the flame propagation
direction (as indicated by D) with the most compressive strain
direction is similar in all the cases, as seen in Figure 4c. This
suggests that the cylindrical nature of the constant scalar surface

=

MK and the flame

thickness, 6. FroDl two experimental studies (Searby and
Quinard, 1990, and Deshaies and Cambray, 1990) where the
Markstein number was experimentally measured for common
hydrocarbon fuels, we choose MK = 4.1. The flame thickness
was estimated based on one-dimensional steady laminar flame
popagation (Williams 1985). 6 = vI SL Pr.
To simulate the propagation of flamelets in a periodic
domain, two flames are ncc:cssary. These flames are initialized
perpendicular to the x direction by setting the value of G = 0 in
abe interior y-z planes and G 1 at the y-z planes on either side.
Here, G • 0 denotes burnt product and G 1 denotes premixed
fuel. Tbe interface between 0 and 1 is a steep linear gradient in
tbc ll direction. Tberc is approximately 1.S integral lengths
between the two flamelets. As the simulation evolves, the two
flames bum outward in opposite directions. ~the edge of the
domain is reached, the two flames begin to influence one
aaother. the G field is DO longer periodic, and the simulation is

=

=

4

=

met ill alipment characteristics are aearly iadependent d the
bKtpoaDd turbulent flow.
Tbe taaaential strain rate

t' 2

DOIIIlalizJcd

by

raists the wuping due to vorticity. Figure Sb shows the
alignment pdf between the flame and the most compressive
strain rate. AI seen in Figure Sa, decaying turbulence does not
alter the alignment with strain. A&ain it may be reasoned that
lbe flame reapoose to changing flow cooditions is much faster
than the changes in flow CODditions. The Damkobler number
(D~), which is the ratio of a characteristic flow time by a
cbUKteristic chemical time, Jpves a meuure of bow the
flamelet is effected by the turbulence. A high D~ means the
flame is relatively unaware d tbe cwbulence and therefore,
behaves more like a planar laminar flame . Following Lin'-n and
Williams (1993 ), IDd combining expressioas in amns of known
quanbbes, the DamkObler aumber is estimated as

the

, wbeR £ is the CDa'JY
Jtdmo&cwov time ICAle, 't = (V/£
diuipatioa rate, is preaented in Figure 4d for tbe preaent forced
iloCropic cue aloaa with the data d Cant et al. (1990) which
wu obtaiDed from a data base d DNS d premixed combustion
with lia&le-step Anbenius cbemistry, a limilar pometric
ftlmelet initializatioa. IDd the data from DNS of propagating
mucrialiUifaccs in ilocropic cwbulence (Yeung et al., 1990).
Yeuaa et al. reponed the mean strain rated the area weighted
pdf -.281Dd the mean for tbe unweiahted pdf -.IS. Cant et al.
reponed abe mean for the weighted pdf to be -.28. Tbe present
IUiy iDdicated that the unweiaht.ed pdf mean is -.11. This is
lipificaot becau~e raults from three iDdependent turbulence
limulaliODJ IDd three different scalar modell produced the
awnp ltl'aiD race iD cbe plaoe d the cooataut ~surface
that is alm01t the same. In ocher wards, the volume averaged
ltrain rate ~eems to be independent d the model being used.
Tbe mean tangential strain rate is po&itive in all the cues shown
ill Figure 4d. Positive strain iDdicates that the surface is
aret.cbed most of the time, but there is a DOD-zero probability
lbat the flame surface can experience negative strain. It can abo
be seen that the pdf is definitely DOt Gaussian. This agrees with
lbe oblervatioas by Yeung et al. (1990).
Next, we present raults from simulations cbo&en to
illustrate diffc:reoces between the pdfs of flamelet shape factor
IDd flame alignment for stretched and unatret.cbed flames,
propaalting in both forced and decaying isotropic twbulence.
Table 2 cootaim a summary d the parameters used for these
calculaQoos. Data in Table 2 for the decaying cue give
parameters ranging from the beginning to the end of the
limulation. 1be duration of the simulations was -2.42 eddy
1Urn0ver times. Daba for the pdfs was taken over four instances,
ach t = O.S apart. early in the runs to be coosistent. Edge
effects were eDCOUDtered in all nms. but at different 'times in
acb nm depending on whether the laminar flame speed was
CODStant or stretched. Therefore. beyood an upper time limit, the
flame wu no looger a CDDtinuous sheet over the entire domain.
IDitial transients, caused by the planar flame sheet initialization,
CI'Ciled a lower time limit for collecting data. Data for all pdfs
were colJccted between these time limits, roughly t 1 to t 4
for all cues. In Figure Sa, the shape factor pdfs is presented.
1be data for the forced/stret.cbed cue are the same data used to
compare with the mixing layer results and published results
appearing in Figures 4a-d. There exists ft1Y little difference
between the forced cues IDd the decaying cases. There are two
reuons fur thiJ. F'mt. the initial f~eld for the decaying cue bas
alre.ty evolved iDto isotropic curbulence from a random f~eld.
lberefare. tbe Wll'ticity alignment alre.ty exists albeit the
probability is DOt nearly u high u in Alhunt's (1992) results
(~ee Fipre 2b). Tbe alianment is evidence of rodlike wrticity
filameats CCDtaining intense YOI'ticity that warps the flame into a
locaUy cyliDdrical shape (Figures 1b IDd 3a). The ICCODd reason
tbat abe flame lti'Uetures in decaying isotropic twbulence are
1a)' similar so the farced cue is based oa observations of the
pdf's, tbe flames align veJY quickly compaml to the vorticity.
1berefare., relative to the vorticity, the flamelets adjust to the
dwlaing tmbulence vfffY quickly.
Differences between stretched IDd UDI~t.cbed cases
1re sigDif'ICADt. Both unatretcbed cues have a higher peak IDd
DIJTOwer band in tbe pdf. Tbe damping effect d positive
a=t.cb, which tends to reduce abe curvature d the flamelet,

=

D~ =SL'f,PrJvt/(u·f/v. where: ~

is the Zel'dovich number.

Tbe authon argue that D~ >> l is a suffiCient criteria for the
ftlmC to be COOJidered a thin reaction sheet (i.e., flamelet). We
atimate tha( D~- 1S for these forced nms IDd slightly higher
for the decaying cues. This iJ reuooably high, therefore, the
alianment does not seem to be affected by a slowly changing
fJow field. On the other hand. positive stretch tends to reduce
the laminar flame speed effectively reducing the speed at which
tbe flame can adjust to the cbangiing vorticity so that the effect c:i
stretch may tend to misalign the tlamelel
To obtain the seositivity of the flame s1rueture to the
parameter u1SL , four nms were carried out with the stretched
flame speed in forced isotropic nubulence. Table 3 awnmari.zes
tbe parameters used in these JUJls. The flow f~eld for each cl
these nms is identical. The laminar flame speed was adjusted
IDd u' remained constant. For this analysis, 6 = v I SL Pr and
10 the Marbtein length was adjusted to reflect the different 6's.
Figure 6a is a plot of the shape factor pdfs. Again. as seen
earlier, there is a very high probability for the cylindrical flame
shape and this probability increases with u1SL. There is still a
finite probability foc the shape factor -1 (psuedo spherical shape)
but zero probability for the spherical shape. The increase in
probability for cyliDdrical sbape with u1SL can be understood by
noting that as 111SL iDcreases the flame smfacc wrinkling
increases thereby increasing the curvature. The probability for
cylindrical abape abo increases with increasing Markstein
Leagth IDd deaeasing DamkObler number. These results seems
to 10ggest that u1 S L and Dam.kobler number have a strong
iallueoce on the flame structwoe. These raults are not in
agreement with Alburst's results, where be found very little
c:bange in the shape factor for different u1 S L cues. The reason
that the probability differs may be due to the much higher
Marbtein length used in these simulations. Ashurst reported
using LM .012S and .OS for u1SL = O.S and 2, respectively, and
with u' = 1 (for his simulations) the flame speeds are SL = 2 and
O.S for u1SL O.S and 2, respectively. In the present case, the
flame speeds are .S13 and .128 for the same u1SL values.
Figure 6b shows the flamelet alignment with strain
rate. While the curvature was affected by u1.SL , the flame
alignment is mly slightly affected. This can be understood by
remembering tbat the strain rate is a fluid dynamic property
iDdependent d the flame propagation and since u' is fixed for
these simulations, this alignment is not significantly effected by
dlmges in tbe flame propagation speed SL. Figure 6c shows the
tangential strain DOIUlalized by tbe Kolmogorov time scale.
Again. the mean tangential strain is positive and shows a weak
dependcoce on the u1SL (especially with u1SL < 1). The cases

=

=

=

s

with

,ysL ~ 1 shows

nearly identical variation.

Figure 6d

Next, we compare the normalized flame speeds
obtained in these simulations to three other published results
(Yak.bot, 1989, Wirth and Peters, 1992, and Guider, 1990).
Yak.bot employed renormalization group theory to the
propagating equation (8) resulting in a nonlinear expression for

presents lbe stretch ]pi'Obability density. In all four cases the
mean is positive, therefore the average local flame speed is
reduced by the 1t11etch.
The band width increases with
Markstein length. Two cases, u1SL =2 and 4, have significant
pobability of high stJetch. This is primarily due to the increase
in the Markstein length. The assumption of small stretch (on
wbicb the model is based) is certainly called into question for
these two cases, though it is not clear bow it bas manifested
itlelf in the solutions.

J.2

Turbu~ral

the turbulent flame speed,

..3.. =exp
SL

(u'/ S )
[

L

2

(u, I SL)

]
2

•

Wirth and

Peters used a spectral closure method to derive a steady
turbulent flame speed for the propagation equation· (8) including
an expression for the stretch similar 10 (9). They assumed a
Markstein number M,. 4 and L14 /l =.08. From our data, this
ratio is .028 ..055, .110, .220 for u1SL = 0.5, 1, 2. and 4,

=

Flame Speed Estimal;ons

When estimating the turbulent flame speed, it is useful

respectively. GUider cOITClatcd available experimental data and
presented a curve fit which is a function of u1 SL and a Reynolds
number based on the Kolmogorov length. He defined boundaries
of the wrinkled flame regime as Re'l ~ 1.5(u1SL) and

ID classify the premixed burning regime. Two parameters were

calculated for different u1 SL cases.
Dam.kobler numbers,
discussed earlier, for these runs are listed in Table 3. Three
cases presented here meet the criteria for thin reaction sheet. the
fourth, u1S1 4, where Dx= 3.84, may not. Another parameter
used to classify premixed combustion is the Karlovitz number
(K.,) whic:b is a dimensionless stretch factor. Using the

calculations, 11

definition given by Abdei-Gayed and Bradley (1985,1989).
K., = ( u'(A )( tJj SL) . The Karlovitz numbers are also presented

greater than 1.5u1SL for u1SL
= 4. Figure 7b presents the results of our comparison. A single

in Table 3. Three cases. with u1S L = 0.5, 1, and 2 lie in the
continuous laminar fl1m1e sheet region defmed by Abdel-Gayed
and Bradley and the u1 S L = 4 case crosses over into the region
where break-up of continuous flame sheet occurs.
Turbulent flame speeds were estimated by two
methods. Both methods assume that the ratio of turbulent flame
speed to unstretched laminar flame speed is equal to the area
ratio of the wrinkled flame to planar flame, that is.
u,/SL • AF/A1 The G field provides a convenient means for
approximating the wrinkled flame area. The first method makes
1
=
,Williams (1985).
use of the defmition, ~ =- At, cos(9)
VG

data point for the unstretched case is plotted to show bow the
stretch effects smooth the flame wrinkling and reduce the
turbulent flame speed. The present simulation data lies between
Yakhot's prediction and Wirth and Peter's and Giilder's data.
Further analysis showed that the decrease in u,fSL is primarily
due to the relatively large Markstein Length used in these
simulations which results in increasing the stretch effect and
thereby decreasing the turbulent flame speed.

Re L

=

u,JSL

3200.

The functional form of the curve fit

=1 + 0. 62(u'fSL)"

=.041

2

Re'l.

is

For our forced turbulence

and Reo.,

=3.5 and

RL • 60. This is
0.5, 1, 2 but smaller for u'/SL

=

4. Conchnsions

jG/alx

Constant density premixed flames have been simulated
in two distinctly different flow configurations; forced/decaying
isotropic turbulence and a temporal mixing layer with threedimensional instability in order to study their characteristic
properties. A thin flame propagution model that incorporates
flame stretch has been used to simulate thin flames. Data was
analyzed mainly in the form of probability density functions and
mean quantities. The turbulent flame speed for different u1SL
values was also estimated. From this analysis, we make the
following conclusions about the flame structures and turbulent
flame speeds:
1. The most probable shape of the flame, regardless of the flow
configuration is cylindrical. This agrees with Pope et al. (1989)
and Ashurst (1992). The practical significance is that it may be
Jpossible to study realistic premixed combustion in 20 flows.
The probability is decreased slightly due to stretch effects.
2. The flame normal bas a large probability of aligninment with
the most compressive strain rate direction for both flow
configurations. Again, this agreeli with Ashurst (1992). The
probability is slightly decreased by stretch effects. This may be
caused by positive stretch which II'Cduces the flames ability to
adjust to changing flow conditions.
3. The mean tangential strain rate (in the plane of the flame) is
positive, for the isotropic: forced/decaying turbulence
simulations. This agrees with Car1t et al. (1990) and Yeung et
al. (1990). This means that most of the time the flame is being
pulled apart by the flow, however, there is still a fmite
fxobability for the flame to be compressed.

This method uses tbe gradients already calculated for the
curvature terms in the stretch and samples all levels of G and
then compiles a volume average. However, this method does not
require a continuous sheet to span the entire y-z planes of the
domain, and therefore, becomes inaccurate as the flames
approach the ends of the domain (in the x direction). A second
method was adopted that counts the number of flame crossings
for a given G-level and compares this number to that of a planar
flame.
The ratio is again an approximation to AF / AL.
Experiments were performed to ensure that the number c:i
crossings is independent of the G-level c:bosen. ~ long as the
flame bas DOt reached the edge of the domain this condition is
satisfied. One advantage of this method over the gradient
method is that it can be determined exactly when the
canputatiooal boundaries are reached. Figure 7a shows the
evolution ol the turbulent flame speed from a planar front for
four u1 SL cases with stretch effects. The u1SL
0.5 reaches
the ccmputational domain edge fmt. as expected, and the
turbulent flame speed goes to zero as the fuel is depleted. The
rate of increase in area for all four cases is identical initiaUy,
bowever, u the flame sheets begin to wrinkle, the effects of the
Damkohler number becomes discernible. The u1 SL
0.5 case

=

=

~

=

bas the highest DK while the u1 SL
4 case has the lowest Dr
The flame having the bigher DK is less aware of the background
turbulence and remains more planar. lberefore, the rate d
increase of turbulent flame speed is less for the u1 S L 0.5 case.

=

6
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4. Tbc turbulent flame speed u a fuoctioo c:L
1 ioc:luding
ltretcb effects ia iD reuooable apeement witb rcceotly
published aaalytical, numerical, and experimental data. The
flame ICn*h reduces tbe turbulent flame speed by reducing tbe
decree 10 wbich tbe
wrinkles.
Tapes for further ltUdy ioc:lude tbe etrecu d
expiDiioa due to beat releue, Lewis number effects which enter
iDto tbe bmulatioo lbrouab tbe Marbtein length. and tbe role
me&cb plays in flame extinction.
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Table 1 Isotropic tnrbulence and Flamelet parameters

A

t

"

Re'l

v

.546

.850

.257

3.84

.003

I

I:2 I:; I

~
10

I ~m&n
2n 3

Grid
size
643

Table 2 Forced yeaus decavina isotropic turbulence and flamelet parar~

~
~

ReA

A

t

47.7
47.7-23.4

.546
.546- .456

.850
.850- .816

".257
.257- .154

v
.003
.003

L,

u1SL
2
2 - 1.21

.133
.133- .222

1.5u1S L
GUider
1990
.75
1.5
3.0
6.0

L,.,/f, •
Wirth and
Peters 1992
.028
.055
.110
.220

Table 3 P 4l8IJ)eters for different u1SL~

u1SL

SL

~

LM

Dr

K..,

112
1
2
4

.513
.257
.128
.064

.008
.016
.033
.065

.033
.067
.133
.266

245
61.4
15.3

.007
.030
.119
.475

•

3.84

"f =k.E. of
turbulence
Note: These cases were simulated in forced turbulence with v=.003.
t, =.37 fY.:_
E
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Figure Ia. 'Three-dimensional perspective of constant vorticity
magnitude in a 3D mixing layer, mowing the main spanwise
vortex and pairs of counter-rotating stream wise vortices.

Figure I b. Three-dimensional perspective of a flame sheet (at
the instant shown in Figure Ia), in a 3D mixing layer. at a
constant value of G. Warping by the vorticity is evident.
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Figure 2a. Tune evolution of the r.m.s. velocity fluctuation and
Taylor Reynolds number in forced and decaying isotropic
IU!bulence.
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Figure 2b. Probability density of the alignment between the
vorticity and intermediate strain rate direction for forced and
decaying isotropic turbulence.

· Figure 3b. Three-dimensional perspective of twin flame sheets
propagating through isotropic turbulence in opposite directions.

Figlft 3a. Three-dimensional perspective plot of constant
vorticity magnitude in isotropic turbulence, showing tube like
wherent vortical structures.
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Figlft 4a. Probability density of the shape factor in a 30
mixing layer, forced isotropic turbulence, and data from
Ashurst (1992) and Pope et al. (1989).
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alignment for the 3D mixing layer. forced isotropic turbulence.
and data from Ashurst (1992).
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Figure Sb. Probability density of the flame normal/strain rate
alignment of flame sheets in forced/decaying isotropic
turbulence, with/without stretch effects.

Figure Sa. Probability density of the shape factor of flame
sheets propagating in forced/decaying isotropic turbulence,
with/without stretch effects.
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Figure 6a. Probability density of the shape factor of the flame
lbeets propagating through forced isotropic turbulence for
different values of u1 SL.
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ABSTRACT

Combullicla iutability ill ramjets is a complex pbencmenon
1bal iawlve ..Waear iatuact.ioll bdweea acoustic waves, vortex
IDOCiM ud UDIIeady beat release ill the combwtor. To numerically
limulak Ibis pbeD<~~Denoa, '¥'el)' l•&e compulcr resources (both
lime ud memory) are requ.ired. Although cmreDt veaor aupercompac:n are c:aplble ol providiD1 .dequate ruourcea for limulatiou
ollbil uture, the hi&h cost aad their limited availability, maku
JIDdical ue ol JUCb machi~~e~ le~~ thaD Alisfac:tory. To .illYMisate
1be ue of massively panllel .y.aems for uuteady simulations, a
llqe-eddy Dmulatioa model for combwt.iOD i.Dstability was imple·
Dilled oa lbe IDtel iPSC/860 ud a careful iavmj&ltion wu ar·
lied our to detamiDe abe benefits ud problems associated with the
111e

u bi&hJy paraDe) diltribut.ed p-oc:ess.illg machiaes for wastcady

Pnpa'Jations. Re.Wu of Ibis atudy along with aome of the results of

lbe J:iamlatiou cmied ou&
paper.

OD

abe iPSC/860 .e disc:ussed in Ibis

L INTRODUCI10N
llamjec combustors exhibit combustion .illstability under
wruch manifests itself as hi&hly
autady c:ombustioa accompanied by larse amplitude pressure
OKiDatioas. Such c:ombu.stioa iutabilities tend to have aa adverse
dfea oa abe performaace u ramjet combwtors aad limit the practi·
c:al ..Wty of mch devices. These combustioa iastabilities .e a
rauJa of JUahly complell noolinear int.eractioas among acawtic
wavca, wrtu motion aad beat release inv~viq a IDlltitude of te~
pcnl ud ..,.aial JCalei. Amoo& lbe i.Dstabilities dW are most
diffiaah to CIOIUOI •e those aaociated with the low frequeDC)'
(100-100 Hz.), JoapucliuJ praswe wavea. When abe amplitude of
lbc.e acauscic: wave~ reacbes a c:riticallevel, it c:aa lead to aa engiae
....c.t • a rault ol the lbock iD the iD1et dud beiD& expelled to
form a bow .lbock abead of the iDlet, aadlor to lttUCblral damase
C8Uied by metal fatipe. Due to the .erious aature of abe engiae
11811.-t OD the aperatioa of ramjet eug.ines, a major research effort
iavolwiD& bolh upuimental (e.,., Schadow et al.,1987; Smith and
Zuk.olti, 198S; Scerliag ud ZukO!'ki; 1987; Hed&e et aJ., 1987;
Dowb&, 1989; Yu et al., 1991) and· aumericaJ simulltiou (e.J.,
Meao. aod Jou,1987, 1990; Menon aod Jou., 1991; Jou and Meoon,
1990; IC.a.iluualh et a1.,1989) were undertaken to identify tbe
mechaainns PllpODiible iD abe comhu.~oa i~a.~ability aod to device
way~ to caatrol it.

certaiD opmtiq condil.iou,

Cop,ript C1993 by S. Wecranmga aad S. Meoon
Publilbed by the American lastitute d Aerona.-ics
ud Alt:rmaautica, lac., with pamisaion.

Tbi.l paper caacems wiab abe aumeric:aJ limulation of
combustion instability in ramjet combwton. Ill previous research
work, a fin.ite-v~ume based aimulation model was developed to
compute the unsteady compre.uible flow field uaociated with aa
axisymmetric ramjet combustor (Menoo and Jou, 1987, 1991). The
a.cheme uses a thia.ftame combustioo model devel~ by (Willi·
ams, 1985; Kem.ein et al.,1981), bued OD the ideas of ftame froat
tracking, to repreaent the temporally ud apllially evolviq combw·
tioa process ud the usoc:iat.ed beat release iDside the co.mwtor.
This AAX"oach does away with the hish computatioaal ccx~luity
usoc:ialed with the combustioa models bued OD finito-nt.e chemi·
cal kiael.ics u weJJ as their ether related computational diffiaalties.
The combustioa model isaupplemeDt.ed by a Jarse-eddy .simulation
(LES) methodology to treat the relatiV~ely hish Reyn~ds Dumber
turbulent ftow field of the ramjet combustor. The numerical realizatioa d this mathematic:aJ model was carried out in a way that main·
taiu the requisite temporal aad spatial accuracy hued on aa eaplicit time inaegration using MacCormack's uuplit acbeme. The
result.aDt code implemented OD a ainsle p:oceaor of Cray· YMP was
used to lludy the combustioa iut.abilities usoc:ialed with ramjet
combl.stors, iDcludins the aspedS d their &dive conuol {Menoa,
1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1993). Some ol the results obtained from the
Dumeric:aJ amwatioDs have beea validaled qaiDSl experimental
data.
of the un.steady, tw-buleat ftow field auociat.ed
combustor iDSt.ability is currently limited to axis~
metric &eometries at low to moderate Reynolds numbers. These
oomputatioas are dwacterized by barely adequate mesh ~utioa
ud simplified aub&rid scale blrbuleace models. Even with web
simplifications, the number ol CODfiguration aad puameter space
IIUClie.a that c:aa be carried out u ralher limited. Oae d the Jrimary
reuoa.s for this llale of affairs with re&ard to unsteady flow aimula·
tioos u their very l•&e c:oa.,ut.er I'CI(JUrce requirements both iD
terms of CPU time aDd ~t.er memory. Altboush some of the
aureDt &eaeration of vector aupercoqJUten such u Cray- YMP·
C90 and NEC SX·3, are fully capable of providing adequate
ruourca for aimulatioa.s of Ibis Dllure, the high cost ol sud1
m:lcbinesud couequeatly their limited availability, makes d1e use
of JUch machine.~ le~~ tbaa aatPfactory for 3-D, moderale to high
Reyoold.~ number aimulatioas with appropriate mub resolutioas
and mean.ingfulJUbgrid IUJ'bulence lllOllels.
ComputatiOD

with

ramje~

From a c:oqxnu hardware pailll d view, aiD&Je p-oceuor
....taiDes .-e npidly approac:hiDJ fuDdameDCaJ limitatiODS OD perfar..ace due IO Jimiu OD aiaaaJ lniiSmissiOD ~ Jwiu:hiq
tlelaya etc. makiD& their CODtiJaued deveJopmeot a rilky ud expeoprocess. A1 abe .ame time, the explicil time iDiea;ratioa al&olidlms wed iD uute.dy ftow Dmulatioa.' ofteo possess a very hi&h

.m

. . _ ol panllwm. makiq daem very aoaeoabJe to efficient
i~i~Pcmelllalioa ~ lar&e-scaJe panUeJ corqxaten. UDder tbcse cir..-...ca, disaibuted memory panUeJ computers offer u excela. ..,.-cam MJiutioo for peally iDcreased computational speed
_,memory, at a cost lhal may reader tJae combu.cor sirwJat.ioos of
6e type disaaaed above more feasible and affordable. Among the
-=a~.dvaaca iD computer hardware teduaoJogies tJaat )end aedibilily lo IUCh upetUtiODS are tbe 64-bit. hi&h-perfonn&Dce
~educed lulrudioa Set~~ (RISC) IDc::roproceuor chips,
11iP deuity Dyumic: R.udom N:u.a Memory (DRAM) chi PI aod
~tpeed illaerooDDCCl aetworb lbal are easily JC:alable to the
le'Wd o1 hUDdreda d aodes. 1he eueDIW remailliq i.qredieDI for
6il IIIOde d computiDg il the deveJopmelll ud impJemeDUtioo of
...mc:aJ al&orithms lhal are c:apabk ~ rcuilliq hi&h parallel
eftic::iatcia oa clisttibuted memory paraDe) arc:hitec:ture&, when the
.alllber d proceaar• ued nDJe io the huodred.s.

Tbe procrammiD& eavirollmeot thal il provided for majority
ollbe c:arrelll&eDCntioD dislributcd memory, Multiple lutructioa
Multiple DIU (MIMI>) IDICbiDes Jacks adV&DCed wftw.re e~~~iDeer
ill& toob COIIJPKable to those found in vector mpercomputers to aid
ia propam deve)opmeat & a result. u extra implemeotation
elfan iavolviDc a complete top doWD uaalysis of lhe eatire aumericaJ Kbeme ia JearCb d exploitable parallelism aod data depeodenc:ia il ofteD required. ID additioa.. u iD-depth laaowledse of the
udatyiaJ computer hardware il also Deeded. Nevertheless, once
• eflicieDt implemeotatioa il realiad, lbe cuneDl &eaeratioo of
clila:ibuled memory MIMD .,..UeJ computers c:u provide perfor-.ce c:ompu'lble to vector .upercomputus in maDY areas of
Ulltady lluid 8ow aimulatioo. Ia this paper, we disaw these
iauea iD lbe COIUXt d DUmmcAJ simulatioD d CCIIIlbustiOD instability ol a ramjet combustor on lotel iPSC/160, a distributed
meaay MIMD madWae with 128 proc:euors.
Tbe prim1ry JOI)s of thi• investi&atioo are: a) to investigate
the llaefit.s aDd problems associated with the lL!e d rugh1y parallel
dillributed meiiQ)' MIMD camputus in carrying our unsteady flow
limulltiou, ud. b) to verify aDd exte.;•. the raDJe d applicability
ol abe ruults from previous ramjet combustor aimulatioa efforts by
pmfmniq coafipration, IDt.lb reline meat and puameter ~pace studies. 1be eqlbuil ol thiJ .-peril oo the first objective, althou&h
.,.. rauhs d abe uuteady combustioD aimulatioas are also mown
Mdclilawed.
2. MATREMA11CAL MODEL

Ill thiJ leCiioa. for c:aq>leteDe.a, we provide ao abbreviated
daaiptioD d abe maahematical model used for the ramjet combusJbldy. A more detailed deKriptioa of tJae malhematic:al model aJoaa with the uaderlyin& justifications for various limplifyiaJ aaumplioDS cu be fCIUDd io (Menon and Jou, 1987, 1990,
Meaoa aDd Jou, 1991). The ftow field is modeled UJing the
...a.dy, eompeaible Navicr-Saokea equatiODS:

IDr iulability

(1)

(2)

(3)

where p, p ud, are the ftuid density, p-eaure ud velocity vector
rupectively. I ilthe ideality tensor, Gil the me. ~~rea leD.tOr, t
il the heat flux vector, E il the lOla) energy ud H is the total
eathaJpy. nae.e quantities are defioed liS follows:
'
CJ • f,l(VY

+ V'Y) + ).(V·y)J

f • -teV7;

E -c• T+.!"."
2
'

H•E·+(plp),

p•pRT

2.1. CoaahustiOD ModeJ
foUowiog tbe work of (Williams,1915; Kastein et al.,
1988), the p-emixed, turbuleDl combu.~ioa proce.u ocaaring io the
ramjet combustor was previously modeled L~ a thio, wrinklw iDlerface that JepUates the burnt from the uobumt resioos (Meoon ud
Jou, 1991). This intufaa:, while beiDa coavected by &be JUrToundiDc UDSleady flow field, also UJlder&oea propasatioo oormal to itself
110ward tbe unbwut resion at a rate thai depeocb on the local auvacure d the intufaa: aod the Jocal Jtraio field. Propasatioa of the
intufaa: into the unbumt reJioa il accc>rnpanied by beat release at
ftbe interface, which in turD c:ause.s volumdric: QpaDSioD of tbe JurlrOUDdjnl ftwd. This i.Dduces &lobaJ as weD as loc:a1 distortions of
abe SlraiD field.
MathemalicaJJy, this illlaface ~atioa problem il cut
u ao iDitial value problem for a seal• field G(%, 1), ~of wboae
level mrfaces repr~nt abe iDterface. lbeD, the propAJaliOD d the
interface il JOYened by the foJlowina noo-lioear .calar field equatioa:
(4)

If a particular value of this JCalar field, uy G,, il c:bosen to
be associated with the Jlame front. then it can be tracked over the
time steps by limply plottiq dae level surface for G, at each time
atep. & a ruult, DO discrete parameterizatioo of the flame froot
it.self i• nec:e.ssary. Therefore, the model can easily cope willa the
complex ahape chaa&es of the evolviD& flame froat iDcludina mc:h
effecu u developmeot ol aup1 ud ~pi kes, boch in two aDd three
tpaee climeDSiODS. Ia flame frOII( modeling, G eahibit.s a 1tep fuDctioa like behavior, -.paraliDJ tbe bmat recioa from lbe uobunat
reJioD. Gil 11011Dally usiped the value of UDity in lbe uabunat
reJiOD ud aro in the burul regioa. To ~&void DUmerical diffic:uJties
aaocilled with propaclliD& a step fuDction, Gil assumed to be a
continuous fuact.ioa.. wh.ic:b results in lhe capNriDJ d the ftame
froot as a smeared discootinuity. Tbe value of G(.z, I)•O.SO• G, is
c:bosen to mark dte ftame froot. while 1.0 ~ G(z, 1) > O.SO indicates
dae uobumt reJioo aDd 0.0 S G(z, 1) 4:: O.SO iDdicaleS the burnt
RJiOD. 1be implications d lhi.' DUmerictaJ anifact OD lbe simulation
integrity are di.'aLued in puler detail cslsewhcre (Menoa aDd Jou,
1991). 1be de.,criptioa of dae model is completec.l by pre&cribiog
the local twbuleot Oame speed, 11,, whim is assumed to be a functioo d the lamin1r flame ~peed s, ud title local JUb.pid JCAle turbuleDce inteDsity 11'. 1he lamioar lame aped cootaiu abe iDformatioa usocilled with the c:bemical reactioo kiaetics d tbe tlaDae ud
the molecular cliffu.sioo. The followiq fuDctioaal relatiouhip
between "'' s, aDd the IUbcrid nubuleace illleDSity bu beea

-3-

'Ole dllemic::IJ beat rdeue usociated with tbe propasat.ioo of the
lame tn.l ir a.luDCtioo of G ud the Jpeeific chemical eDerJY of
tbe fueJ mimlre. CouequeDtly, the srecific eDlhalry of lhe mixture
ir ddiiiiCI u: Ia • C, T + 111 G, where It1 is the heal ~ fonn;ation of
tbe pemiud fuel, C, is the specific heat of the mixture II CODStilDI
preaure ud Til dae te.qJCnt.ture of alae mixture. At preaeat, the
llanal ud ....... IUCI Ire UIUDIW IO bne the Ame ftuid p-operfia.IUCb u y, C, ud C•.
2.2.s..llpWMo.W

Ia . . , lbe dole cbe cambustioa model, tbe IUbcrid blrbulace illleuiry IIIUSl be de&ermiDed. Due to the abseDCe ~wen

povea IUbcrid models for hish Rey~~olds aumber co~~ble
lows, lbe followi~t~ o.e-equatioa model for the aubpid turbulent
tiM.tic gcqy (MeDoD, 1991) is CUITCDtly implemented for further
fubn lludies:

.-uatiCD •

~ + V·(p•il •

P, -D, +

~' [pv,~

(6)

Here, p, ud •• are tbe filtered, larJe-tcaJe deasity aDd velocities

rapcc:tively ud t-fa'12 > il the JUbpid turbulent kiDdie e~~ergy.

Abo. P, adD, are respectively the production ud dissipation d k,
Md lbey are beiaa modeled u:
(7)

u uisymmeeric ftow field to aiUfficieot dearee of accuracy. IDv~
c::aaion d the ui1ymmeaic apprm.imlliOD to lbe ftow field leads to
a aianificut recb:tioD iD the coqUatiouJ ClOq)lellity u weU u
the ovenll cost of the limulat.iou. A body-collformiq, 1eiLsar .-~
duel mesh d quadrilaleral celll il wed '" diJc:nlize the combu.ltor
&eametry, whida is DOW reduced to a liD&Ie cin:umferelllial plue.
Alaebraic iatapo'lation with a ltretebiq fuDctiOD bued on layperbolic taqent (Thompson et al., 1985) is UJed to aeaen~e the bodyconforming teuor product mesh iD the phylic:aJ ~pace with
app-opriate mesh line dusteriq iD recions where IU'ODJ p-adients
are likely to ellist. A typical pid dillribution wed to model the
combustor is Jhowa in Ficure lb. The rqiou where the mesh is
clustered ud the aa:ompu1ying justifications can be found in
MeDOn aud Jou (1987).
results ill a L-sbaped computatiooal
domain G with a Joaically-JinaciUred nctucular mesh iD the c:ompllatioul~p&ce, u lbown in Fiaure 2.

nu.

2.4. Boanclary Coodidoas

r,

On (see Fiawe 2), wbic:b ia a •ublooic iDftow boundary,
the Jta&nation preaure, the .c&&nation ternperan.e ud the local
Bow directioo is specified. The cbaradcrirtic variable earned by
d..e OUIJOinJ dwa.c:laist.ic is detennioed by solving the peninenl
decoupled iDaerior c::haracter'i.uic equation. Aloog the c:eDterline of
the device, repreaented by 2. relevant I)'IDI'Detry CODditioo.s are
applied to an flow variables. lbe ftow Ill the aozzle ellil rl is
usumcd to be .rupersonic ud all ftow variables are set by ex~
Jatioo from the interior. 1be IOiid waDs deDoted by
are usumed
to be adiabatic ud ~slip condition with .-euure extrapolatioo is
applied. AJain, a more detailed discu.viOD oo the type of boundary
coDditioos applied II the numerical boundaries aod their impact oo
the simulation cu be fOUDd iD Menoo ud Jou (1987).

r

r.

%.5.

(8)

where tbe lllaiD teuor S1 ud the 111bp eddy Yiscolity v, are
defiDCd u:
(9)

•
v,. c.t 2 4,
Here. 4, il 6e c:ban4eristic pjd lize ud C,, C, ad

(10)

c. are coa-

llaldl 10 be pracribed. ODce k il bowa, the aubpid IUI'bulenc:e

iMeui.!L II lppelriJt~ ill Equatioo (S} c:u be euily deaermiDed
(1/• Vlk). 11lis k equatiOD model is abo used to detmniDe the blr·
buJeat IUbpjd Jluxea appeariD& in the momentum aud enerl)' equaliou <Me-. 1992b).
2.1 a-jd C..bastor GeG~Ddry and Camputaliolual Mt'Sh
'Jbe pomeuy of the ramjet combu.~or. u depicted in Figla, c:wlilu d a circular inlet duct of diameter D 1 followed by a
IUddea apusioa into a W&er circular dump combwtor of diameter
De. Dowaslream d the combust~ is a coove~gent-dive~genl nouJe
wbidl il llled lo accelerlle the low subsonic ftow in the c::ombwtar
10 ~low II the Dozzle oullet The ftow field iDside tbe
nmjet il almaely complell ud h.iahly lmlleady. However, u elabcnaed ia Meaoa ud Jou (1987, 1990).the primary upecu d the
low pb,DCI d illlerul to abU iaveatiaat.ion may be ff.lli'CXDled by
1ft

Num~l'iall

AJcoritlam

ID this Jeetioo, we pr-ueul a brief overview of the well
bown ~a~merical alsorithm used in tlW llludy to facilit&te the sub.equeat cliJc:uss.iaa d issues pertaininaiCJ the pcuallel implemeotatiaa. The aovernina partial differential equatioos are iDtegrat.ed
explicitly in time usinsthe unsplit MacCormack pred.ictor-conector
ICheme, based oa the JtaDdard cell-c:enta-ed 6Dite volume formulatioa {Peyret ud Tayfor, 1983). 1be cornpol:ite IUIDUical sCheme is
JeCODd-order acc:urale in both time ud space ud, beiq u explicit
scheme, is coDditiooalJy restricted by the Courant ud viscous stability limits of the system of JOVenUng equatioo.~. Tiae governing
Equation.~ (1 )-(6) are combined to form a symm of partial differential equatioos, that c:an be written in dae followin& familiar form,
UDder the asswnpcion of an axisymmetric flow 6eld:

au + aF +
at
~

!.~!.
y

a,

_ Jl

y'

un

where, V • (p, pu, pv, p£, pG, pk]" ia the Yedor of CIOILiei"Yed
(re10lved) variables, F 1 •(pu,pu 2 +p,puv,puH,puG,put]"
ud G 1 •[pv,puv,pv 2 +p,pvH,pvG,,pvk]" are the inviscid
ftWl
vectors, Fv • [0, ~. ~,11'im~ +v"i".., -q,~, 0, pv,k!1 ud
Gv • [0, ~.l;,.u~+v'i,-i,,O, pv,k,]" aretlae viscous flux veeton.
Here,
F•F'-Fv
ad
G•G'-Gv,
ud
Q • [0, O,p+~. 0, ~u,)IVGJ, P1 -D,]" is dae ¥ector of source
term~. Also, ~ • 'tu - K' is the total streu tensor and f; • f; - E1 is
dae lot:al he:at ftux JUcb that -t11 and f; . Ire dae component~ of tlae
re.owlvetl-sc:ale viscou.' stre.u tea.11or while KM are coqx>oenl~ of the
IUlJcrid (modeled) areau &Dd t 1 are compooellll ol tbe IUbsrid
(modeled) heal fiUll. The IUbgrid contribution to the aovemins
equatiOD.S c:an be obtained uaiqlimplified dosure methocb in terms
ol u al&ebraic IUbpid eddy visc:osjty model ud lbe ruoJved naeof-.llrain teuor Su (e.J. Er1ebacheret al., 1917) or by Uliasa model

....
forlbe IUbpjcl kiDe&ic eDaJY u p-opoied here.

3. 111E INTEL IPSC/160 SYSTEM ARCHITECJ'URE

11le fillia.~ mecbod il bued upoD u iDtelfll form of
lbe EqullioB ( 11 ):

tlU\J

ar

.

+J- r(yFdy -yGdx)• Aa '4J
v. 1.
v.

(12)

r.

wbeft 0. il • typical qua«kilaleraJ cen with • bouodary u shown
ia ficure 3a Ud
U the ceJ1-averaged Vedm' of CODJa'Ved variables UIOCiated with ceU centers. nae line integrals in Equatioo
(12) are ~~J~Wcmimaled by midpoint rule, resultins in the fo)]owins

u•

~equation:

au•u

- ..- t +

1

v.

Aa .

~u+R1c+Rm+RDA) • Va Qv

(13)

• whic:b lbe fluxa tbrcKa&h the cell edses are given by ~DI
limiJciO the foUowiq:
~ •ymFm <Yc-YD)- YaJ GaJ

<xc-.xD)

wbc:re '~· F m ud Gm are the meua values of y, F and G on the
edce CD. The iDvUcid flux vectm-s F 1 and G 1 that depend ooly oo
U are debed u:

F'm • a.,F"(U•v>+(1-a,)F 1 (U•,.~..~>

wbc:re a,- 0 m- 1. Similar expression.~ are used lloos the rema.ining
ceU edces. 10 obtain F'k and G 11 c usina a1 instead of a,. 1De
.UCOW lux ¥edon F" ud G" involve the first derivatives, so that
il il lleCIISU')' 10 defiDe the mean values of llaese at ceU edses.
1hese .e obcaiDed tbroush finite-difference approximat.ioos by
aaumiJic 1be c:eater of the cell (i,j,) belonp to 1 c::urvili.Dear c.omiiUie 1J11e1D ~.y)•corut.

ud 'l(.x,y)•con.rt. u shown in Fis. 3b.

Ia 1be fiaal fcm1, the Jeamelry of the mesh appears ooly u
c:oordiaala ol the cell vcrtice~ and the ce11 ceDla-. The first deriv•
liws a IOUI'Ce vector Q •e similarly evalualed at ll.e ceU ceoters.
1he ICIIIi-clilaeti l)'llem of equatiou can be written as:

m•v
dt

+

[_!_)
~

siJ •

o

wbc:re Su • RAI+R1 c+ltaJ+R"" -A*Q'J il • function of vec:tc:n
v·~ ud ~ 1-1, 0,1. The IOlution il advauced from u·v to
fr+1u dlrouch the weD DoWD Mac:Cmnack' I explicit, tw~llep
pediclar-cXIII'IICIOr ac:beme.

ne ¥aluet ol a, ud a1 alternate between 0 ud 1 tmough
lbe pedidCI' ud carrec:tor Jteps u weD u between the IUCCCUive
liJDe llepl iD a peambed maDDer. naus, the aJ&oriliJm proceeds
from a. time 11ep to llae aext by repeatedly computing llae correctioM 10 lbe low variable,. aaociated willa eACh cell, ba.~ on tl.e
....,.,..;c. ol the ftux vec10n lbrou&h all it·• edses aod tl.e source
tam vector • it'• c:eDler. Siace these flux ud source term vec:tc:n
II'C CIDIIIplled usia& the ceD-ceoter variables aheatly computed duriq lbe previous Jtaae.. the correctioas to uy ceJI in a given stage
cube coquaed ~ly iadepeodeot ol those ol ocher ceUs.
Abo, fCI' a pvaa c::eD, the computation of llaese flux ud IOW'Ce term
vec~cn clepcadl .r IDOil oa the values aa eiaht aeishborio& ceOeaten, u depicted ill Fipre -ia. Thus, the aJcorithm bu a hiJhly
localized iplliaJ data dlepeadeacy. The cell-vertex coord.illates
..sed for dlil CCIIIJIUatioa are lbowo ia Fipre 4b.

The pafonnance data for the panllel implemelllation dilc:ussed in thil paper were obtained oa a 128 processor .Intel
iPSC/860 at the NASA Ames RexarCh Ceuter. In the foUowiq
JledioD.S, we provide a brief overview of the lpecilic bardw~re and
110ftware c:haracseristics of thi~ macbiae .

11. Hardware

The iPSC/860 l)'stem is u acgresate of c:omputiDg node..
that are imercooneded with a communication aetwork havina a
hypercube topology. Each C::OIJlllUtilll node coosist.~ of three main
c::omponenL~; llae i860 microp-ocessm-, the Jocal memory utl the
inter-node communicatioo hardware. 1De iPSC/860 at the NASA
Amel R.esearch Center consistJ of 128 such computat.iooll nodes,
each with 8 Mbytes ~ memcry. The i860 il a ..0 MHz. reduced
instruction Jet (RlSC) mic:rop-oc:essor that features multiple pipelined proceasjJll uDits, oo-dUp data ud iutrudioa cacbes, large
re&iJter aeu ud u intemal 128-bit wide data path. A. a reJUlt of its
ability to operate upto three processing units coDCUITeotly, the i860
is capable~ deliverins a theoretical peak performance~ 60 Mftops
m64-bit computatioos. The 128 node iPSC/860 tlelivers an aggreaate peak performance of 7.6 Gftop oo 64-bit data and supports a
total of ODe Gbyte ~ rudom acce.~~ memory. nus peak performance rate is based oo ideal coDditioos with resud to mix of
illstructions, cache utiliutioa, pipelioins, data alisnment etc. wlaich
are seldom realized in p-actical CFD computatioos.
The 128 ~ocessc:n in the iPSC/1160 are iotercooneded by a
circuit-switched, 7-d..imen.~ioaal hypercube communication aetwak..
Each computat.iooaJ node interfaces willa the aetwork. through a
dedicated communication processor c:alled the Direct-Coonect
Module (DCM). The DCM can supervise upto 8 bi-direc:tiooal, bitserial c:hanaels wilh a peak data tran.qer rate of 2.8 Mbytes per
KCODd per c:bannel. Seven ~these chao nels are used for coDDecting
to the direct aeishbors in llae hypera.be ud the remainiog chaoael
il reserved for llae 110. A commuDiCil.iOD request between uy two
aodes il fulfilled by dyumically buildiuag a path between the two
aodes involved usins free dwmels l.elooJina to intermedille
aodes. The path is detennioed by a ipedll router algorithm, and if a
free path caD be coostructed, it il reserved until the communicatioo
request between the two nodes is completed. All activities involved
in the commuoicatioo palh set-up ud message routing are handled
by the DCM without uy intervention from the i860. M a resuJt,
messages can pass equally quickly between adjacent ooc.les and
Dodes at l11e opposite coruen of the intr.rconnection network, r..-~
v.ided there is DO channel coatention. nuiS, it effectively emulates a
fully conoected aetwork. with vecy little penalty for aon-ne.ighbm'
COIDID.IDications.
Alt.acbed to the commuoication network. over the 8-th DCM
cbamaelce 10 110-nodes, each of which :is ulntel 80386 processor
with approximately 700 Mbyw of disk ~pace. These 00 DOdes
form the CooC\DTent File System (CFS) with a toea) capacity~ 7
Gbytes. nae VO-oodes are directly ac:cess.ible to the COmpllatiODal
aodes over lite iotercoonectioo network.. nae peak data tran.d'er rate
between a lingle c::omputatiooal node aod tlae CFS is about 1.5
Mbytes per aecoocl. nlis translates iDlo a peak. traosfer nte of
lp(X'Ox.imately 15 Mbytes/sec. Howeva-, the actual uan,qer rares
realized in practical computation.~ are nau:h lower due to contention
for 110 nodes, network. coagestion antl inefficient file cacl.e utilization.

U

S)'lteaa Soft ware

The iPSC/860 il c:oottolled by ID atW:bed bOll computer,
referred 10 u 1be System Resource MlUlller (SRM). The SRM
.rva u the macbioe'• illterface to outside world by providina

-~-

IUCb fuDdiou u ~)'Stem ftiiOW'CC muqemeat ud extemaJ network ea:eu. &cb of the COIIJIIUrabooal IIOdes iD lbe iPSC/860 NDJ
aliapified openliDJI)'•em bown u NXI2 lbal.upervPel pro... cuc::ulioa and mpportJ buffered, queued JDella8e pe.uiD& o~
1M illlacauec:lica DeiWOrlc wilb am. c:oa.,uratiooal aodel, VO
aodel ud lbe SRM. AD iDterproceaor COIDIDUDicatioo oa the
iPSCII60 il uyadlroaous. NX/2 buffen aD incomin& ud OUl&oing

.....,es il IUdi a way that no reDdezvous is aecessary between
rwo MI!WD•nic:a•ing proc:ases. ID addition to dwin& of illfarmatica. lhil mec:bWsm is also the jwinwy mean.~ of synduollization
blltweea proceaon. 1Ue mes.use.~ pLued between proceuou are
&iveD a label, i.e., typed. whidt povides the destination lOde with a
means ol distinsWsJUug between differenl meaage.s awaiting
nceipl. The comnwmicatiOD primitivu •e available f« bocb blockiq ud ~&meaace pusiD&. ID &be blockiD& cue, the
le8diD& or receivinc proceasor is balled unl.il the me.uage bas been
or received. In the 1101t-blockiq operllioD, the prosrams
merely wen~~ lbe aperatiDa system thai a IIJie#l&e should be sent
ar received. The p-oceasor is alJowed to proceed with the compu'-·
ti<as wbiJe 1be DCM budles the meaaae reque~t. 1D ..Jdition to
lbese DOCIMCHIOCie commuDicatioa primitives, the iPSC/860 also
1URJ0111 a YKidy ~ reductioD operatioas requiring globaJ comIIIUIIic:.rioas. 1heae comnnmication primitives operate at a very low
level, wbicb prelellls the P'opammer with a Yel')' Oexible eavironmelll. CaiDcidentaDy,lbe procrammer is also rupoDSible f« buildiDa buffen to be sent ud reassembliq ~ items from buffa-s
received.
3.3. 'l1te IPSC/160 Prop-aauni.. Modd

Ia ctislributed memory mac:IUnes such u the iPSC/860, tha-e
Jbared, directly addressable memay. Instead, eadt
poceaor bu a private ~e.ss 'PICe iDa pivate memory, OUI of
wbic:b it's OWD version of the pl)&raJD is ND. Couequelllly, IS a
6nt 11ep, u appropriate acbeme for data udl« ta.q partitioning
aad assi&nmeat to processors mwt be decided upon. Then, a P'opam must be derived far each proces.~« thai rapec:u thi~ pll"titioaiaJ. 'lbil implies dlll when noa-locaJ data is Deeded, the appropriaae bloc.tina or DOD-blodtin& seDd-receive prO(ocol e~licitly coded
in the prosram is used to establish the data commuDic:atioa. lD additioa, lhil data mmmunic:atioa must be accomplished in JUCh a
maaner tballllilfies the data dependency cxmtrainu of the underlyiD& numeric:aJ alaorithms. ~ a result. in add.itioo to muaaing the
.-.Jleli.nn. lbe po&I"'I1U1lef is required to have a clear uDderstandiD& rl aJ1 the iahereDt data depeDdeocies IS weJl U the releVIDI task
bmien ud eDSUre that these requiremeots are atisfied tlu-ough
IAJI"OPrialdy labeled imer-p-oc:ess« COIJUDUilication. The Ole$...,. e:ac:han&ed have relatively bi&h commuaic:atioa lateac:ies
(appoximalely 6S-1SO DUCfOSeCQDds) ud low CIOIDDWIDic:.rioa
badwidlbs. Hence. there is aJi&Dificul performaDce peaalty f«
moviag data between proceuon frequently udlor in larae quutitiea.

u.a pmny

4. PARAlLEL IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
1D the followiq Jec::t.ioo.~. we desaibe, in some detail tlte
iaua lriaiDa in lhe par.allel implementatioo of dte aumerical
ICbeme Uled to limulate &he un~y ftow field in the ramjet
CXIIIJI:Mutor OD the iPSC/860.

4.1. a.ar.:tmutioa "'c:omput:atinnal t.U
There are two weJJ-bown lec:bniques f« e:aploiting
iabereat puaDellsm o! u algorithm oa a cti.~buled menay
macbille; catCUI"''alcy aDd pipeliDiog. ID 1010e iastuces, a combillllioD of lbe two il used. While coocurrency is cleaigoed to elttllet
1be available spatial parallelism, pipelining deals with temporal

..,.allelism. There are two modes rl coaaneocy; funttiOD&J aad
da&a. UDder fuoctiooal coacunency, abe overall applic:atioa is ·
decompoled iDto ~evual distinct COIIIpltlttioDa tub that can be
e:aec:uted limuhuoowly 011 multiple poceaan. ID data eoncurrency, lbe primary data ..-ce ol tbe applic:alioa is putitiooed
ud distributed UDODJ the proceuon. Ia Ibis mode, lbe proceuors
may be NnDina the Arne prosram but apcratiD& oa different subleU
of data. Algorithms e:aploitin& the data cceaneacy are cominooly
referred to u data parallel alcootbms. Wbicb l.ecbDique aad mode
that is best JUitecJ to a Jiven applicatioa is priman1y depeDdem oa
the type and deJfee rl panlleli.mt inhereDl iD the uoderlyjq alg~
ritJmas. naerefore, U I first step towards &D efficient parallel implemeDtAbOD, it u u..eotial to pedorm a careful analysi.110 of the appli·
cation to identify: 1) various distinct al&orithmic smues. 2) the
iDt.er-depeDdeocies ~ lhe al&orithmic phases, 3) the inherent decree
ol parallelism ud iu puularity f« each algorithmic phase, 4) the
type of dala dependeDciea usociated with each al&orithmic plwe.
ID Ibis di.scussioo, the depee of parallelinn refers to the order of
m&JDitude of the Dumber ~finest puu1arity CODCUI"rent IUbtub
witlun. given al&«itlmuc PtiSe. Also, lbe dep-ee of ..,.allelism
ud the type of dala dependencies associated with eadt ~these
phases can vary widely.
We restrict our charaderizatioa of the C:Ornpltatioul wks
to those within a siogle time step, u lbere is DO exploitable parallelinn Kroi.S multiple time steps. A siogle lime step ~ the uuplit
Mac£ormac:k predict«-c:orrecta aplicit. time iDteJRtion ICheme
used iD this iDvestizllion can be viewed IS coosiJtiD& of two primary sube&sks: a predictor Jtep followed by a corrector ltep. Each
ol these P'imary subtasb can be further subdivided into following
compurational sma.~es: a) Evaluatioo of iDviscid and vi5cous ftux
vec:1or contribulioos usociated with all four edges of the quadrilaIUIJ cells, b) Evaluation of the coatribution from the vect« of
.ource tenns at the cell centers, c) Summatioo ~the coatributi~
from the four cell qe.s ud the cell center to form the the cell
bued flux balaDce ud the update ~ cell-celller flow variables, ud
d) Update the cell-ceat.er flow variable.'! ~ post cells bordering
physical bouDdaries hued OD the enforcement ~the appropriate
phyaicalldumerical bouDdary conditioos. It lbould be DOted thll for
each cell, flux vectors throu&h only two ~ the edses Deed be computed, f« example oorth ud eut, due to abe the ~baring of qe.s by
adjoiDina cells.

1he ~ dependencies KrOSS the predictor aod corrector
lleps are such that they are required to oocur in strict sequence and
then is oo exploitable fuDctioul coocunency KrOS.IIO d1e.~ two subcub. The JUbtub (a), (b) ud (c) all iDvolve oaly ilklepeadent
cell based COIIIpUlioos and their data dependencies are restricted
to those associated with lbe I nearest aeighbor cells. TI.erefore,
lbese nbtub are c:bncterized by O{N 2 ) degree ol attactable
parallelism with bomoceoeou.s spatial dittributioa of the cornpuiAtioaal load. ID this discussion. N refers to a typical nwnber rl computatioDal cells iD eilher ~the coordinate direc::ti~. The dep-ee of
e:atractable parallelism usocialed with ~ subtask (d) it 0 (N). ID
lddition. since tlte enforcement ol boundary coDditioos occun oaly
alona; tlte physical boundaries, the spati.J distribution of the computational load P DO( homogeoeous. Hene~e, tlaere exi!IU tlte potential
f« creatin& lOIUI imbaJance.•. The severity of this load imbaJance is
dependent oa tJ.e amount of c:amrutatioas associated with dte mix
of boundary coodition types u.~. n.e oaly mitigatins factor is that
iD most reali~c ~mutations, lhe ratio c>f bouodary cetlJ to interior
cells teD&b to be nnall. However, dw spatial data dependencies
usocilled with the bouDdary c:ooditiou are ltiU CODfined to lhose
of Dearest aeiahbor cells.
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4.2. Dlla ,.clcJcaDc

n.e

ave uaJyDs delrly ilacliQia ..... abe applicatioa
uder aouidcntioa ia but .Wted for a data pualleJ imp)emeatacic.. 1.1 developiq applic:atiou for dimbuted memory macbia~
bued aa dua ~allcliml. a &nt 11ep ir to decide cuctly bow the
MAa ~paCe will be putitioaed ud dUtributed to the proc:asors.
Siace the ID&l)'tis of the previou.~ ledioa iDdicates that lhe fioest
level oiiUbtask puulality ia aa the level of iDdividu~ ceJls, it is
Ullnl to putitioa the Wl.~or-product data JpaCe of the awnerical
Kbeme aa the level ol poup ol cells ia each coordinaae directioa.
1be poup lize 1111)' be u Jma)) as ODe. nail coacepl is conunonly
refared 10 u mub putitiorUD& aDd is bued on the ceoanetric , .
IIIUc:lllliq ollbc compntalioDal clomaia. Tbe idea is to usiaa or
a.p 1be IUbdomaiu (i.e., proccues) 10 c:nated ODCo the processor•
flllbe distributed memory multiproceaor ia JUdi a way tbal; 1) the
dimibutioa of cells to tbe aompulalioaal aodes leads to a aearl y
t.luced IOid of coq.alalioa ud aornnwDica.tioa 1m0111 aD aodes,
2) 1be iabaeatlpllial clara locality ~the uadedyiq tensor-p-oduct
cell ltrUCIUre is main«ainect 10 u lo miaimiu the amouDl of ialUpoc:eaor data COIDIIlUDic:atioa.

Ia 1be cue of &easor p-oduc:t ccmputatioaal meshes, this is
easily Khieved by partitioDiD& the computatioaal domaia iato logically coapuaat. Marly equal-sized, redau&uJar aubdomaias. Siace
lbe IUbpjdJ c:reMed by 1hia putitionia& are lbemlelvea Jo&ically
llrUCtUred, lbe DOCial procruns writtcD for the iDdividual process«•
of abe dimibuted memory machiae will bear a close raemblaDce to
1be procram IU'Ucture of a~equeatial implemeatatioa. The parallel
~meiUtioDS bued oa auch putitioniD& acbemes pouess the
followiq cbancteriltic:s; 1) the uDderJyiD& ~a~merical algorithms
8e II<Jt c:bused. i.e., &be pvalle) implemeatatioa aive euctly lhe
ame raulu u the sequCDlial versioa, 2) SiDgle Procram Multiple
Daaa (SPMD) model of prop-anuning the processors, 3) iD~Pemea
lalioas •e iadepeadeac from the &opolocy ol lhe .iatercoDDectioa
Mtwark ADd lbe Dumber of ~aaJ Dodes (provided the local
memory capacity ir IUfficieat for a problem ol civeo aize), 4)
liluplified CDIDIDWlicatioa pii1UDS for clala eubaage amoaa p-oceuon, 5) equ.i-diatnluioa ol compuatiODIJ IDd aommuDic:atioa
load amoag procr.uon for aoac:urreattasks that are apatially b~
acaeous. It lbould be DOted tbaa lhe bomoceaeow prop-ammiaa of
proceaon implied ia 1be SPMD model does aot preclude fad llw
cadl proceaor c:aa have a cliffereat eucutioa path throuab this p-opam.
Tbe ceD putitiolliag ac:bemes used ia this Jtudy llalically
docomp:wea tbe 2-dimeuioaal tensor p-odUd c:ompulalioaal
domaiJa ialo Joa.ically CODpUeDt, aearly equal-sized rettu&les. Ia
Mditioa. cuctly oae mcb dcma.ia is Uli&aed to each ~the proce.s.., ud couequea1ly JUCb a putitioaiq Jcbeme ia referred to u a
ui-putitiolaiaa Khemc. 1be limplelt ud mOlt commoaJy used
~ mall putitioaiaa ICbeme •Iicea the cornpJtatioaal
.aomaia aloq plaDu IKmlll to each of the aoordiDile directiou.
~ a rauh. dae mu.imum 111mber of partitiou ia a Ji~a c:oc:riilllle directioD .iJ limited to dae aamber of ceJis ia thai directioa.
Whell the c:ompaatioDal domiaia i• aliced oaJy aloag oae coordiaate
4lirec:baa. il il nferred to u a 1-D putitio.Uq. Similarly, wileD it i.~
.Jiced ill two directiou, cbe raultiDJ partitioDiD& Jd~eme il kDowa
u a 2-D JJU'ilioaiaa· These two cues are depicted ia Fjgure 5.

The bicbea dimeasiooalily of dae putitionia& JCbeme daat

cu be used for a Jivea ceJJ orieated algorithm depeads on the
*cree of utndable plnllclism of that alaorilbm. Ia the cue of
aueat ~pplic:alioa, wbln IDOit of the tubwb poues O(/l 2 )
c~qree· ol pll'lllelinn, bath 1-D ud 2·0 un.i-putitioaiq c:aa be
aaecl witbout ezceuive proccuar idlia&. Wbea bo&b the p-oblem
size ud the auraber ol proceuon are fixed, the aruularity ol the
IUbdomaiu cloel aol cbuce with tbc dimeasioaality ollbe plfti-

tioaiag. It ill ODI)' abe lbape of the aubdolma.ia that .iJ c:buaed aloD&
with the area-~mcter ratio.
ia tw1l atrecu the
computatioa-to-c::o~Jum~Diaal.ioa ratio of 1be alaorilhm which may
impact the perfmnaace depeadia& oa; 1) aJaorithm'• computalioaal
ud coiDIIIUDicatioa requiremeau, 2) machiae arcbitcdUraJ features
IUch as iatercoaaeaioa aetwork &Dpolocy, iat.erproceaor commu.Ucatioa lateacy ud bandwidth. Ia uy cue, for a p-oblem ~fixed
lize, use of high« dimeDSioDil partitioa.iaa, if feasible,
allow
d~e use ~ larger aurnber ~ proceuon thu would be pl!Uible with
a lower dimeasioul partitioDiDJ.

nu.

may

4.3. hapkmmtatJun detaib
nae aoai ol the ameat puaDeJ implemeatatioa ill the
utractioa ~ maximum CIODalfRDcy to millimiu the exec:utioa time
oflbe appliCitioa oa a JiveD DUJDber ol proceasors. However, there
are .everal cliffereat types of overhead~ usociaaed with a parallel
iq>lemeDtatioa oa a dillribuled memory MIMD architecture. They
are: (1) iDler-processor cammuaicatioa ovc:dlead, (2) data depeachacy delays. (3) bel imbalaace, (4) arithmetic overhead aud (5)
memory overhead. Ia abe c:uneat c:oatcxt, the arillunetic ud
memory ov«heads refer to the extra .arithmetic operatioa.~ ud
memory Deeded by tbe parallel implemeu&ation wbea compared
with 1l.e equivaleat beat ~erial implemeatatioo. Whlle the first four
types of overheads lead to pcdonnuce dep-adatioa, the memory
owrnead may limit the size of lbc problem thai c:aa be naa oa aaystem with a fixed aurmer of P'oce&JCXS. Ia practice, the task of
limultaDeOWiy miDimizin& aD theae ovaheads proves to be a
diffiaJit ODe. Couequeatly, most paralld implemeatatioas require
compromises to be made with reaard to differeat types of overheads
with the overall coal o1 adlieviaga ...--mia.imum eleCUlioa time,
llabject to a reuooable programmiac efJ<n Ia makincsucb implementatioa decisioa5, sufficieat atteatioa must be paid to tbe attributes of the uada-lyiDJ hardware. Ia d1e foUowiag aect.ioas, we
describe acme of tbe iqJlemeatatioa dr-.taiJs aloa& with the techlliques used to optimize the ovaalJ perform&DCe.

4.3.1.

Partitionlac mel Meaqe Paainc

Either 1-D or 2-D p.rtitioaiq ol abe fiait~volume cells as
lllOWD if Fipe S where the elllire t.sbaped computatioDaJ domaiD
is tteaaed u a aia&Je entity c:u lead to ID uaevea distributioa of useful c:omputatioaal load UDODJ proceuon ud coqJlete idliag of
~ proce.ssars. Ia orda- to avoid the iaefficieac:ies auociated
with the above cell partitioDiq acbeme, we resort to a tw~Jeve)
approadllhat is lpecificaJJy tailored to lhe uaderlyiagceometry of
the computatioaal domaia. Ia this lchen~e, tl.e L.daaped comput.a·
tioaal domaia n .iJ first apl.it iato two aubdomains nl ud Oz, with
u ialerdomaia boundary
u lbowa ia Fiaure 2. Then, each of
daele rec:wacuJar IUbdcxnaiu •e furtJw subdivided. co01Jletely
iadepeadeal of each ather, e.itb« uaiac 1-D or 2-D partitioDiaa
ICbemes disawed above. Sucb a mr.thod is refared to u a
&oometty taalored partitioai111 acbeme ud il Jbowa ia Figure 6.
Althou&h this ac:heme may easure a aood loed balauce unoac all
processors, daere •e two added complicatioas: 1) the imp1emeutalioa requires a minimum of two proceaors, 2) complex iate~p"oces
JOrS collliDUDicatioD paUenLS la'OSS d.e subdomaiD bouadary r o·
n~e leCODd issue will be disawed iD peater detail ia a later ~
bOD.

r•.

Ia the di~aa.'-~ioa below, we assume a bed problem siu
wi1la NC fiDite-vo)ume cells and a fixed aumber of processOP P. To
eJuure a Jood load baJaace UDder dais two-le~) partitiODiDJ
acheme, the fractioa of p-oceasors us:iaaed to eadl aubdomaia
lhould be aearly proportioDil to the total fractioa of abe cells
beloqiaa to thai IUbdomaia. Let, NC 1 • No. ol c:eUs ia 0 1 ,
NC 2 • No. ol cells ia Oz, ud NC • NC a + NC 2 • No. ol cells ia
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0•0.-.0z. Thea. Pa = (NC,INC)P,

aDd

P2 :: (NC 2 /NC)P,

.ubjec:t ID lbe CIOUCI'aiDI &bat p • p a + p 2 , where p 1 ud p 2 are the
.....- mproceaon usi&Ded to o, ud ~ re.pectively. Assumpl:iaa. iqlticil iD 1hi.t partitioniiJ& adaeme are; a) dae DUmber
p-oCIIIIICD il ..._.wiaJly pater that two, b) the Dumber of finitecells Ua each che two pOnwy IUbdomaiDS i.~ muda Jre&ter
tbu lbe ....... of proceuars auiped to dtem. Jf neither of daese
.re Clue.~ lbility to achieve a cood load balance is sicnificantly

m

•ume

m

dimiDilbecl.

ne cell panitioaiac JCheme eli~ above is carried out

mcdl ceDtm. During dli~ proce.'-~. each ceU center is
plired wilh lbe cell
dae lower left-hand earner.
IUUlu ia .g,.ah•DN'UII dillributioD of ceU centers uuJ cell wrtice&
IIIDII proceaon. A typical putitioa i'esultinc from this p-ocess is
lllowD ia fiaw'e 7. Tbe curreJII implemeutatioD is bued oa two
level, 2-D ai-pll"tiiionill& mtbe con.-natioaal domain. Howeoyao,
two-level. 1-D uai-putitioDiD& i• a Nbset of this implementation.
Here, - ' .,.Utioa il us.i&ncd to a computatiooal DOCie of the
iPSC/160 ia • alaetnic maDDer, i.e., dae i-th pertitioa to the i-th
~- ~a result, all the Josically aei&htx.iD& partitions are
llOt direcdy COIIDOCI.ed via the hypercube communication network.
Ia paenl, the hypercube topolosy allows the enDddiq of rings
ud 2-D IIMIIbel lbrou&b the binary reftec:ted p-ay code mapping
(Oaua ud Sud, 1986) Ncb that Joaical Mi&bbon ead up bUD&
pbyDcal .a,bban u weD. ~ a rault of two-level putitioaiag
ICbeme 8dlpted btft, .ucb ID embeddiDJ U DO loD&er possible.
1berefcn, lbe distuca traveled by me.uaces duriD& data
adwta~ betweea partitions &hal are locicaJly adjacent may be
loDaer ud there il abo the potential for eacouat.eriua Detwork link
CIOIIICDiioa duriD& IUCb eacbaage.~. However, u discussed in the
8eCiioa llllder iPSC/860 hardware, due to the ability m DCM to
mimic lbe ~~ppC&r&Dce of a Dearly fully coDDeaed network. uy
adverle drecu ruultins from this silllPe proceu-to-proc:essor mappia& il aaamed to be miDOr.
a.lbe buil

wrtex ..

nw

UM« Ibis Jtatically detmniDed uni-putitioniag ldleme,
ucb proceacr is responsible for performing the comp.awions auocialecl wilb lbe fiaite-volume cells that beloD& to the IUbdomai.D
lleld by iL ~ discussed UDder al&mdun charaderizatioa, the
udertyiq dala depeodeDcies are IUc:h that &he computation mftau
ud lOIRe tam~ usocieted with a ceD lyiDc aut to an
illlef-pmitioll bouadary requires data beld by a minimum of ooe
ud a IIIU.imum of ei&ht adjacent partitions. Due to high message

...n-ap COlt, it will

be iaefficient to resort to communicatioo each
lime IUCb data items are required by such a cell. lutead, followina
a we8-bowll practice, we modify our JUbdomaiD dala IUuc:tur~ to
lacld CIK Gin layer m ceJ1 bued data alODJ all boundaries of a pulitioa. 'l1ail il a JII'OCCU uaJoaous to the creation m &host cells
IIJoaa physical bouadariel, far &he CODvellience of imposjna boundary ooMiliou. 1hil atn lay« m celll, whicb forms a halo
llauad die panitiaa il commoDiy refemd to u aa overlap area
(Fiawe 7). Tbe prueace mIUda overlap areas allows the excban&e
dlla JeqUired by bouDcWy celll to be carried out via a few, relaliwly ba
~ a rault, the high COil of laleacy a.ocillled willa 8lallle pusiDJ is miDimi-.1, remltiag ia a reduced
C'JOI!Jmgpjc:etjop overhead. However, dte allocation m 1torage for
IUCh CMIII8p areu ud the Deed for usins aevcnl equally loag me.~
aae bufrcn cbiDc the dAta exda&D&e process results in iD_c reued
.-mary OWibead. 'Ibis ~t.rves as an exalq)le where a memory
OWibead peuJty is taba to reduce dae hi&h cost communication
OWibead ad dlla depeodeocy delays.

m

meuaaea.

m

1lle eJCbaDae of data Deeded far overlap areas lbould be
-.dl lbel a llria cabereDcy il maiataiacd between values beld by
ceDI ia ~ overlap areu ud the c:m-e.poDdiDJ value~ held by the
ceU...., .iater-puUtioa bouDdariel. lhi• requires that IUcb dala

cxctwaau be carried out a1 the end of both the pedidor ud the
CQI"''edor Jtaaes. ID order to &aiD a beuer UDdenlalldiD&
the
iDt.er-procasor comrnuD.icatioa paUenl involved ill tbe nc::baace of
dala for the overlap areas, we consider a typical partition that is JUrrouDded OD aJJ lides by other partitions. It U dear from the data
dependency coo.~eration.~ that we require data for the overlap cells
at dte four COI"Dee'J of the ncaansular partjtioa. At first &lance, it
appears as if daat data e:tchan&CI .-e Deeded witla the feu 'partitions
oca.apyiag the diagonally opposite corners, ill additioa to those with
dae four layiaa aJoa& dte pertitioa edge~. However, this c:aa be
avoided by R8011ia& to a two Jtage communicatioa proce~~ u
llaowa iD FigUre 8. In the fiut Jtaae (Figure Ba), data exchanges
with tlae two putitioD.'I to the east ud the west are performed, oaly
iDvolvina data thai beloap to the partition'• iDterior cells. ID the
IICJl Jta&e (Fipre 8b), exdwl&es with the putitioas 10 tbe DOrtb
ud lOUth are carried out, iDvolviD& D~ oaly data belODJins to the
iDt.erior cells, bul also those belon&inc to two o"Ya"lap are cells M the
CUI aad wut eacb m the partition. 1bae value~ haYe been
obtaiDed iD the tint ltage of the dala eac:bu&e, whOle completion il
required before the JeCODd lta&e c:aa be&in. nu. reduce~ the total
number of meaaace exchanaes from eight to four.

m

It is evident from the above discu.uioa that the computatioo
proce.uor level subc.lomain
il directJy proportioaal to the area-to-perimeter ratio of that IUbdomaia. It il a well baowa fact that muimiziag the c:oqJUtatiooto-COIIUIUnicatioa ntio leads to bi&her puallel aecutioa
effic::ieocies. HeDCC, the 1e00Dd level partitiODiuglbould be carried
out in a muD« that maximizes the area-to-perimeter ntio of the
resultaut pertitioas. This favors the 2-D putitiODinaltrate&Y.
to communication ratio auociated wida a

A$ meatioDed previoudy, due to the use of a two-level partitioniDJ lc:heme, tlae fira Jtage of the data communication p-oce.u
il JOmewhal more complicated for panitiou aloac the pimary
iDter-domaiD OOuDdary r O· For these partitioas, it il DOW DeCeSSar)'
10 identify; I) the adjacent partjtioDS layinaeaoss
tbll require
data held by the panitioa uada- coo.ocideration. 2) tbe 1egmeots of
lbe partition edae to be exc:haaced with each .ucb adjacent putitiou, u lhowa iD Fipre 9. M ai"CCUlt, IClllle
lbae J*titions
may eDd up excbugiDJ data wilh ~even! other adjacent prtitions,
u cpposed to the typical value of oae per pmitioa edge. It il evideDI that seometry tailored cell pmtitioDiD& iDvolves iDcreued
aumber ~ messqe excbuges for 101ne pocesson. However, iD
most cues, this increased c:ommunicatioa cast is more than offset
by the overwhelming beoefits of a superior load balance.

r.

m

ID addition to message passing oompliealions, dae two-level
ceU partitionioa scheme also elimiDIIes 10me upecu of rymmetry
ud bomoceneity from the individual DOCie proarams, paa-ally
fouDd uada- oae-Jevel putitioniDJ 1cbemes. ID cenaiD lediODS of
1be p-opam. partitions beloacia& to JUbdomaiD 0. aeed to beve
execution pdu that are different from those beJoa&iDJ to IUbdomaia 0z. 1hil resulb iD 1010ewhat complica~ed posnm locic
aad loaaa- codes.
Ia exdlllllgins the data beloD&iDJ to the ceDs ia overlap
area.~. only dae values

of coaservative variables ltored at the cell
ceaten are exchanged to reduce the wmber m messaaes ud the
aiJlOUDt of data commUDic::ated. lllis resulU iD the redundant computation of; I) &he flux Yedon through cell edses coiDcideat with
panitioo boundaries, 2) the value.~ of the primitive variables associ-

ated wida d.e overlap area cell centers. 1bis ruults iD added arithmetic overbead ud is an example where nduadaDt but relatively
iaexpeDSive ftoatiD&·poiDt compulatioas are pedormed to minimize
the relatively expensive iDter-proc:euor CIOPIIDUDiealioos. Abo,
when the coaservative variables are eJdwl&ed. all the relevant variable~ aloq the eatire partition ed&e or a relevuat ponioa ~ it il
packed illto aJia&le buff« ud leDl U ODe DJeiS&IC iutead leD~

m
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iq ..-..,e ...,.... far each ftriable. Thi.t reduca the cod of
diU CXMDI!!ImP«ioD lalelac:ia It the upeue of iDaeued buffer
..-:e nMpliremeau.

Ia arryiD& out lbe data ucbaD&es for overlap area czUs,

coordinate directioo ud d1e alobaJ iade1. nqea o1 theae &rid
poiDts, which ill tunl deunniiiiCI the reJioo m abe phylic:al lpKe
4)0Yered by thai procusor'. &rid.

..,m pll'tilioa poiU lhe appropriale immber mDOD-blockiq receive

0.3. 110 c-Ddentiom

CIIJII far meaa&CI npeded from adjaceDI putjtioos, before
poceediDc 10 ICGd the dala Deeded by adjaceDI proce.uors. This
lllqUilalhe ..-vatioD ol aara buffer ..-ce from dae prosram'•
llddrea JIIKC· Howeva-,lbis elimiDales d~e Deed for the NXI2 (j.e.,

SimulatioD of an UDiteady flow field requires periodic writiDJ of abe field related data files to a JemDdary JIOn&e devM:e JUdl
u dae CFS. Due to dae hi&h frequeDcy ud the relatively large
&JuaDtity ol cbta usociated wida JUcb OUlpul opentioos, abe VO
capabilities of tl~e computer used delavcs COIWderable alteDtioo.
Ia addilioD, the VO operations usociated with a di.wibuted meiDCI')'
roaduoe suda as d~e iPSC/860 differs Jignific:ully from the rather
.uaightforward proceas found in CODVCDtioDaJ SUpei'C:Omputers.
Due to abe cell pert.itiOiliD& required for data puallel implemeDtatiOD, the field da&a is frqmellled amJathe proceason. ID contrast.
for CODVCDieDce duriJI& reltar1 and poll-procasiD& operabODI, abe
CFS files are required to cootaiD the Joaic:ally-l1nK:Gired dala f<X" abe
eDtite 10lutioa domaiD. This implies lhli wbea dala is beiq writteD
to the CPS filu, each proca.sor is required 1o IAJI"OP'iately politioD
the .esmeDI of da&a it is writiDg to re~ the Farttan c:olwnomajor orderiDg dictated by abe losically-Jtruc:tured alobal Jrid. As a
result, d1e program must DOW c:oDIAio all the Josie Dece5.W')' to
11~oage dais <X"dered usembly proc:es.~. ba.qd oD each suix.lomaio's
relative positioD wilh respect 10 lhe &lobal .iDde1. tpac:e. AD
iiiiUDediate outcome of this process is IbM each processor is DOW
allowed to write ooly a anaD ICJIDCDI r1 the data associated with
it'11fid ala time. This resuJU iDa large DUmber mmessaJCS lo IJO
aodes over the iDter-cxumec:tioD aetwork, with i1'1 atteDdaul price
for hish ltarlup costs ud delays usociated with coateotioas f<X"
Detwork 1iDks aud the limited Dumber of 00 Dodes. Recall that there
are oDly JO VO DOdes f<X" abe 128 c:omputatioDa! Dodes.ID adwtioD,
due to •mall quutiay of data associated with each write opentioa,
VO Dodes •e unable to efficieDtly utilize their file cac:heillg capability aud are required to reposjtioa tl~e attached disks frequeDtly. Most
of these fac:tors •e likely to have ID adverse dl'ed oa the mac:hiDe' 1
overall 110 performaDc:e with daeir .everity illaeas:iq almost
directly with abe Dumber of proce&~or~ used for a liveD problem
lize.

lbe .ade apentiac tystem) to d)'Damically allocate buffers for
IDellaCCilbal are loqer thaD 1()() byles OUl of il'l OWD
.....-u. ..-ce as well as lhe requirement to JUbsequeDtly copy tl~e
- - - masaae 10 lhe buffer aJioaaled from dle program'• address
lpiiCe. 'Ibis raubJ iDa reductioD d lhe commuDicatioa overhead
... is yet IDOChel iu&aDce where aD added meuuy owdlead is
IDicrMed to reduce tbe CCIIU usocilled with measqe pusillJ.
~..

v.der the UDi-pmitiODiD& JCbemes, IUbdomaiu COIIlaiDiq
pbysical bouadary edses Ire held ooly by a subset mabe proceuon.
111enlore, while the JUiusk (d) (see SedioD .C.J) is beiDJ processed
by lbt.le .OOCS, others may be idle, pimarily due to data dependaacy delays. This Jo.d imbaJaoce caD ooly be elimio.ated by redislributiaalbe data assoc:illled with the bouodary czns ud dleir ghost
c:db amo111 aD available poc:essors. This will undoubwlly illcur a
lipifiCIIIl commuDicatioo ovcdaead. Not oDly &hal data bas to be
ndiJuibuted Ill abe begiDililla of subl&sk (d),abey also has 10 be JeDI
t.cl10 the origiDatillg proceuon 11 the completiOD ol the subwk.
Ia .&litiOD, tbe ~tatioDal COltS usocilled with JUiusk (d) is
IMil .ec.uarily bomoaeoeous acroa aD bouDdary cells, due to abe
YDtioD mabe types m bowul.-y cooditioDS impated. M a resuJI,
if a reclistribulioa is to be aaempaed, it is DCCUSary to balaoce abe
Jo.d aiOl ODJy with rqard to the DUIJ'ber m bouDdary cells bul also
lbe ..sociaWI bouDdary CDDditioD type. GiveD dae followiDg faru;
1) alae iater-poceaor data commuDicatioD OD the iPSC/860 is re1ali¥dy apeuive, 2) for most problem sizes, the Dwnber ol boundlry celll is caly a anaD fractioD ol the total DUmber of cells and 3)
popammiaa coqJiex.ity d cqui-di.~butiq the computatioaal
Jo.d aaoc:iMed wilb bouudary cells, we came to abe CODChWOD that
a rediJUibutioa of data duriq subwk (d) would DOC briDJ about
&aqible perfCIODIDCe imp"ovemeuu. Most likely, it will result iD
depadatioD mown)] perfarmance due to iacreased conmwDicatioa
teqairemeau. Heace, cor•tatioos associated wida subcask (d) are
caried aut by the procu.son holdiDJ dae subdomains with physical
bouDdary qu, with DO additioDal commuwcatiao c:osu. Howewr, lbe propam logic lhould reftec1 the fact that the e:ecutioo
pllh UIOcilled with JUbtuk (d) .illakeD oDiy by abe relevant JUbset
of poc:euon wdb further briDchiDI to relied abe differeotlype.a of

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Ill this teetioD., we describe ill some details the results of our
.tudy of the c.pability of abe parallellarg&-ecldy sindatioo code OD
lhe i860. The resWL~ of the Sc:&liDg Mudie..~ (a.~ fuDctiOD of both grid
n:.tolutiOD and the DUmber of processors) aDd the parallelism
efficieocy analysis is first discussed followed by analysis olabe
ruu)IJ of some prelimi.Dary aimulatiou.

~edcu.

5.1. Parallel Perf'ormaoct Data

U2. G.W G.endaa
Co.cepluaDy, the pid JeaenboD proceu for dae sJobal
t.ody-&aed pid beciDS by dec:omposiDJ the ramjet comblstor
leomdr)' U1o a few pimary reJ.iou bL~ OD the UDderlying
pomelry ud the &rid c:JusteriDJ requiremeDL~. TileD il proceeds to
..,..ae lbe alael:nically illterpolated pid iD eada re,ioa, .ubject
10 lbe CDDIII'aillt daal &rid tiDeS are cootiauou.~ across iDter-regioo
boaaduiea. 1he propeniea m tl.e hyperbolic ltretdunc functiOn
ued for c:luJteriD& pid p>iDU aloDJ: a lioe seamena depends ooly on
abe IOCaiJncth of tl.e 1iDe ~eameDt, number of arid )'KliDU ~pGDDing
lbe ~e&meat ud the picJ ipaclDg 11 oae or bolla eDcls of the !lei- - . J.. a !NUll, lbe aJcebraic: pid JeDeratiOD proce&l caD be
implemellled uriD& the data parallel model, whaeiD each proceuor
level ,...,..,.,.iD pacnau d'l OWD portioD m the &JobAJ pid,
iadepeDCieally ol alben. 1his is bued 011 each proceu<X"'•
bowJedac mthe DU1J1ber d pid poiDU lhal beloop 10 it ill each

The illtepity d the parallel implemeDtatioD was verified by
compuiDJ the 1.,2 Dorms mthe ceU-c:eDlered conservative variables
after SOO time lteps with thOJe produced by the Jerial vers.ioD of tl.e
cc:xJe ruDniag a tell cue with jdeDtic:aJ combustor ceometry and
flow coDClitiOIU. 1lle 1.,2 Dorms were fOUDd to aaree upo 12
lisnific:ant w&iL~. Tiae code was ruD usia& double precision aa:uracy
uld u.qDI bdweea 16 llkl 128 proceas<X"~ (oo iPSC/160 abe toul
aunlher of proces.~ allocated to a job oAUI be a power of 2), with
a variety of JUtxloma.iD p;anitiODiDJ combinations to U.qJre tl.e
ac:curac:y of dae implemeDtatioD. ID order to evaluate dae scalahiliay
of d1e parallel implemeutatioD willa reaard lo d1e overall c:omputatiooal uad 110 perfonn&DCe, lix diffueal tat c:::ues repre.seDtiq a
raace of pid Jizes that are likely to be eDCXJUDtered ia c:ombwtor
illstabiliay simulatioos with a aypic:al ~jetJeometr)' were c:bOJeD.
&rid sizes raDJe &om relatively coarse pids used i• low to
moderate Re)'DOlds aumber linllatiOILS to those lhll are fiDe

n.ese
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e.oup for nwolviq a li&lli6c:ut fractiOD of lbe nleYaDt leqth-=alu al biaber ReyDell Dumben. The arid lizea utocitted with
1be m a.t cue~ are lbowa iD Table 1.
Two diffcnot caaecoria of performa.ce ..... were IUD for
udl IIDII cue. 1be first Jet m raults, lhowa iD Table 2 were
oluiaed by nllllliq abe code wida lhe IOiutioa of dae .aalar field
..,..aioa for abe JUbcrid k.iDetic: eaercy diaabled. The .lleCODd Jet of
1UU1ts were obc.iiaed when the C0111[11ete ld of aoveruing coDSerValia.lawa were beia& ~dYed IDd are llaowa ia Table 3. 1be reauhs
were olltaiaed for runs wid! four difTereDI proceuor aumbers, i.e.,
16- 32,64 ud 128. The tw&lewl data putitiolliaa used for dte diffenlllat cues are also lhowa ia Table 1. All ptrfornwace data
nparted ..-e for 64-bit computatioas with aa implemeatatioa bt..W
alirely • Panna. We also report timiac data for tbe -.me tut
cue~ obcaiMd by nwaiac a hiahly veaorized venioa of abe .erial
code oa a liqle pocesa« mthe Cny- YMP ud abe Cray-C90, for
lbe pKJJC.e m perfamuce compulJOD with moder1l veccor IUpelCCIIDpU1a1. ha addition, Table <4 JRSCDts the reaults obtained by
IIIJINSW'i• abe time required to write a typical field data file ued for
poll~DI to the CFS.
The .... faVOI'Ible way mmeasuriD& acaJability ma parallel iq*meDtatioa .il to usume thar the problem size will scale up
willa Daeuia& aunber mpvce.uon. Givea 8 Mb. of memory per
poceaor, tbe c:urreDI iq»iemeawioD is car-ble m boldia& upto
14400 cells iD et:~ell process«. However, ia this IIUdy we have
opted for more realiaic: pid lizu iD lieu mabe JC:aled-Jpeedup data.
This .il bued oa the _premise &hal the pid Jize for a problem lbould
be decmniDed ODiy by the Jpatial resolutioa requiremeDts of abe
uderlyiq physical problem. Ia additioD to the CPU time per Jtep
(ia leCODII.s), reported iD Tables 2 ud 3, we mo report the CrayYMP equivalent MFLOPS, bocll for iPSC/860 aad Cny-C90.
1bele were coqJUted miD& the MFLOPS rate reported by the
•dware ptrformaace monitor oa the Cray-YMP. The elficieacy
dlla repmed ia Tables 3 aad <4 were obtained based oa aa estimated
IIDip-oceaor CPU time/step, assumiaa the same test cues were run
Oil aliqle proceaor m the iPSC/860. Ia order to compute 1bae
time eltimaaes, abe aerial code wu rua oD a liaale DOCie of abe
iPSCI860 for several cliffereot pid lizea, cbosea to fit withia I Mb.
ol memory. Bued oa lbese timing data, aa average CPU time per
llep per cell wu c:oarputed. This number wu multiplied by the
lola) ~ mcells iD eac:b mabe m differeDI tell cuea to obcain
their acimaled UDiproc-.essor CPU time per llep. 1bea the nadtiproceaor eflicieacy is defiDed u: 'l· T., I(N, r..>where r., is the
utimaled timelllep Oil a uniproce.ucx, T.. iJ abe mea.ued time oa
a muJtipoceacr aad N, .il the Dumber processors used. 1be effec:liw 00 budwidth reported iD Table 4 wu obhiaed bued on the
10cal DUmber m bytes writtea to the CFS aDd the time required for
Ill tbe J110Ce11CD 1o complete the write operatioa.

Ia iJ clelr froat abe ruults thai the IU.Itaiaed MFLOPS nle
for a liqle i860 proceaor .i1 iD abe raace of 3.75-S, with the values
M abe hi&h« ead mthe nqe beiD& reported for the second caleJOI')'
ollatl. 'Jheu values are far from beiDJ c:be to the 60 MFLOPS
lbeoreliciJ peak of the i860. The prinwy cause of dtiJ perlonnuce
depadaljoD ia tbe iDadequate baiKiwidth aad Wah lateacy for data
mowmelll betweea d.e OD-dlip data cache aad abe external
JDaDar)'. AD equally importADt contributiD¥ factor iJ IJae hip c:ost
ol lolaiJI& poi.Dt divide operations ud iDtrin.~ic: functioas JUCb as
lqUire IOOCI. 1he hiaher rate far the ~~eeood cate&ory ol .e..u ue
Mlrituleclco the eahuced temporal locality mcac:hed data afforded
by tbe IMiditioaal computations associated with tbe subpid mode.1 a1
each cell. 1be .umber m ftoatin& point diviJ.ioDS required per llep
c:aa be further reduced al abe cost m ema ltOnJe requiremeats.
Howewr, we did DOC pnue tbia appOKb iD abe curreat implemealltioa.

1be DWJltiproaeaor efficieacy data reported iD Table& 2 aad
3 abowa IOIIle values paler thaD u!llity. Tbia .il a weD-bowa
bebavior uaocilled with s-allel ~ten built Ulia& proceuon
wi&h multiJevclmemory hia.c:biea auc:b u the i860. For a jivea
~em aizc, u the aurmer mproceuon are iacnued, the aize of
lhe data putitioa auoc:itted wida each~ .il reduced. This
results iD iDC.n.L'CCJ temporal locality ll abe lower levcla m the
memory hienrday, which .i1 aa:ompanied by performaace'impro"Yemeats. However, couateractiD& dais behavior .il the fact that u the
Dumber mproceuon .il iDcnued, IOIDe of the overbeads uaociated
wida the paraDel iniplemeDtatiOD teDd to iDcreue aad lead.; top«formance depadatioas. 1be overaD perfonnaacc ia bued oD the
balauce betweeD these two oppotti._ effects aad ewn..Wiy ruulu
iD lower efficienciel u the Dumber of proceuon is iacrea.~
beyond a cert&iD value for a bed problem au. For a fixed aumber
ol proc:uaon, u the problem Jize is iaaeued, abe multiproc:eaor
elfic:ieacy teDd to iaaeue. lh.il is bec:auae tbe size of data piftitioa
uaoc:iated with a proceuor iDc:reuel re.aultiD& iD a hi per CDI!Ipb·
lioa to COIIIIOODication rllio aacJ a reductioD iD the inter-processor
CIOIIUmlDicatioa overhead. Also, lhe eflicieDc:y data for the aecoDd
cateaory of tests iadic::ale 10mewhat higher values, agaiD brought
about by the iDc:reued c:omp.at.atioa to commuoic:atiOD ratio L~.;oci
aaed wid• extra computatioas pertaining to the subpid model.
1be Tables 2 ud 3 iadic:att. tbar the 64 aodea u the
iPSC/860 acbievea performaace equal to or better tbu a aiDgle IX"~
ceuor m the Cray- YMP for bolh c:aleJories of test data, with
aisllific:andy better performaace for the tests iD leCODd cateaory.
ODe p-oceaor of the Cny-C90 .i1 always faster tbaa 128 DOde.s of
tbe iPSC/860 for the lint Cllqory ofae.st cues, but the aiblatioa is
completely reversed for the tests ia the aecoDd catesory. The results
iD Table <4 coofinns thll abe effective r.K> bGDdwidth c1eaeases with
iDc:reuiD& Dumber of proce.uors, for rc:uou outlined ia the aecti011
uDder 110 coasiderations. The sustaioed effeaive budwidrh
achieved u a frac:tioD of the theoretical peak ran&e from leu 1 'II
for 128 processors with a small Jrid size aad upto 30 'II for 16 pr~
c:esaon with alarJe arid size.

5.2. Simubttioo ResaJta
We l:qaa ow liDalalioa ICUdiea by verifyiq thai the pinllel aioulatioa code .il repoduciaa reiUlts identical to tbase obtaiDed
IIIia& tbe JCria) (Cray) veniOD m the code. Subsequendy, it was
decided to carry out a lbldy of the pid resolutioD aad subpid
modeliaa effecu. Ia the put (e.,., Meaoaaad Jou, 1987; Menoa,
1992b), the effect of pid raolutioa Oil the low frequeacy pressure
01Cillati011 wu evaluated by c:arryin,c out aimulatioos with grid
resolution of 128 :1 48, 2S6 :1 64 aad 320 x 64 iD the Reynolds
Dumber (hued Oil the inlet ckact diameter) ran&e ol10,000- 20,000.
It wu detenniaed iD thole lbldies thll tlae low frequency osciUatiOD
wu relatiwly uuffeded iD abe chosen dissif*ioa raa&e. SimuJatioos usia& hiaher pid reaolutioll were Dot possible oa dae Cny due
1o the limiled availability mthe IIIIChiae. Now, uaiaa the i860 verlioa mthe code, it wu decided to revWt the issue mpid reaolutioo
by carrying out two aimuJatioDS with pid reaalutioD m 320 :1 64
aacJ 640 :1 120. The comp.natioaal clounaia chosea for these aimulatioos i" ahowa ia Figure Ia aad a typical grid (only every ocher pid
point is plotted) is shown iD Fi&ure lb. nae tul coaditioos for dus
atudy were d1osea (based oo our p-eviou... JCUdy, Meaoa aad Jou,
1991) ao tl.at lhe combustioa win occur ia a 'Jtable' manner (that
is, tlae low frequeacy oscillatioa will have relatiwly low unplitude
levels. Tiae Re)'llolds awnber for the simulation was 16,000 aad dae
refereace Mach DUmber a1 the ialet wu 0.45. A CODStaDt eddy
viacosity model wu used to dwacterizc the .ubpid ~ ia a
manoer aimilu to aa earlia- IIUdy (Menon aad Jou, 1991) ud the
turbuleDl ftame speed wu cbolea to be a CODStalll, about <4 percent
oldae meaaialet velocity.
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Ia 6e followia&. we wiD ctixua cbe ruul111 IIIia& cbe JPCC'"

m6e Jnlllft, uiaJ velocity ud abe vorticity II c:holeD locatiau. Pipe 10 mow. cbe ~ ~pC~Ctra aa abe bue mthe rearb

Wild filcill& llep for lbe 320 X 64 pid (Fipre 10.) aDd tbe 640 X
120 picl (Hpre J(l)). II cube
lbll b«h linaalatiou lbow
.-Jy *-'icallpCCIJ'al peaU iD abe low frequeDcy faDJe. 1bue
1ft, ...,_,_, difl'ereac:u iD the hi1h frequeDC)' peaks (iD the
KHz,_.) .a.uy ia lbe ~itude lewb. ADalyais of the time
bcellilowed lbll dae peak-t~peak level clthe low frequeDCy p-CJ~
..-e ,.,..,. WU iD the ruae of &8 perceal of the meaD prca.sure
ia boda cuea. Fipre II abows dte pru."R spectra further down.-eam II die latl'aDce to d.e diffu..-. AaaiD. both Jrid raolutioa
•n•l•tjcws tbow limilar low frequeDCy JpCCUal peaks.

.ee•

1J1i1ta die claaa from tbese limulatiODJ ud cu put limulaliau (clilc:aiiDd ia MatoD, 1992b ud 1993), it il poaible to ideality the 8mftle oltbe low frequCDCy OlcilJatioD al UOUDd 200 Jh.
.. lbe - - lllldy, (uiD& abe lame ialel duct u bue, but with •
llipaly ..ua CIDIDbuaor) il was delmniDed that low frequeDCy
pumre ......,,;.., ia lbe combustor could be driveD by either a
8CCIUilic ...,....t mode iD the inlet duct or by a coupled acawtic~ . . _ 1be acomtic: mode wu lhowu to be a steeling half
wave a 6e ialet while tbe mupled mode bu a frequeDCy that is
dete:raDed bJ lbe IUIII d lbe time few lhe .shed vortex to travel from
lbe 1tep 10 6e iqliDJmelli reJioa aalhe diffuJer ud the time for u
acaus1ic wa~ 1D uavel from the vanex nq,inpneat reJioo hick to
lbe Wel ud lbeD forward 1D the .eparatiOD poiDt of the lbear layu
al lbe lbp. The IDelbod for detmninin& the coupled mode fref~UUCY is clr.zjbed ia Me11011 (1993) ud was experimeDtally clet«IIUeclby Y• et al. (1991).
Caaecliq for 1be relatiwly large Mach Dumber, the iDlel
duel made hqueacy il Jiveu by G (1-Ma)/lJ..., where G is the
tpeed m-ct al lbe iDJet. Thi.s Jives a frequeDcy of arouDd 192
Hz for die paelll aimulatioD which is cloJe to the low frequeDCy
1ee11 ia lbe paeailimulatioo. ID the earlier study (Menon, 1992b,
1993), IIIDc a Mach 0.32 ftow, a low frequeDCy cl arouDd 240Hz
was oblawd ud il wu lhoWD that this value was close to the inlet
dud acoab: mode. Punber, aD ualysis of the amplitude of the
pressure OKillltioa ila lbe iDlet lhowed that this mode is a Jt&Dding
balf-wa~ (MatOD, 1993). AhbCAJch alimilar ualysis bas DOt yet
be9 peduuaed oalbe daaa from the paeDIIimulatioo, the acoustic mode frequeKy ellimaaioa DOted above ud a prelimi...-y eum.iaaaioa oflbe JIUIUI'C Ji&uaure aa Vlrious locations iD the duct
~!bow. dull 1M low frequeDCy a.cillatioa all arouDd 200 Hz is due to
lbe acol&llic JeSODaDt mode ia the iDlet duct. It is also iDteresting to
ablerve 611 the praeDl lilmllllioD data lhows the paeoce of
~Ueber
ol the low frequeDcy oa:illatioD. ADalysia cl the
prurat .._ llliq abe aitcria for atimatiD& lbe frequeucy d the
caupJed ..,..d¥OnU mode iadiCIIes that the coupled mode (if it
ailll) ....... hive. fnqaeDcy m•owad 100 lb. Such. frecpDCy
• deldy . . . . ila lbe preiCDl dMa.

....._icr

~

12 lbows lbe c:GqllrisoD of 1he axial velocity apeoplane measured at the centerline. The low fre.-.c:Y IIIOIIea leeD iD diiC preaure Jpedl'a is aJAin preaent in these
&pre.. 'Die Wllocity fkaclullioa level waa fouod to be arouDd 16
.-ceDI of6e JDt.U velocity. Fi&ure ·13 ahows the JPUwile vorticily lpCdl'a far lbe ume two pid ca.~ JmUUred iD the shear layer
jilt clowMIIeam ol cbe Jtep. The low frequency peak is aca.iD
~ ia 6ae lpeCira clearly iDdicatiDJ dial bodt d1e preasure
hid ud 6e ftltex motion iD the JIJear layer are correlated.
AuJyriJ oflbe Vlrious low properties dowustream ill the diffus«
lbowed M die low frequency is preiCDl everywhere. ID coauut.
lbe ·biab hcfaeocy peaks are domiDul ODly iD the coane &rid data.
11lil may lllgCJl lbaa the JOUn:e ol the hip frequency IDlY DOt be
pbyaicaJ ... -y be re1al.cd to lbe IKiise iD the DUmericaJ code.

b

al lbe .....,

lUther lbldy is plumed to addreu thU fiUUe.
Faaally, il was decided to IIUdy 1be effect ol rcplaciq the
oddy viscosity model with a more appropiate l&lbgrid
model. ~a finn llc:p aowarcb evaluatiq JUbpid models for such
corrpex 8oWJ, u alcebraic JUbgrid model aimil•ID the c:ompre.sIJDle eddy vW:osjty model m ~er et al. (1917) wu
employed to model dae JUbcrid Reyoolkb llrUia ud tt.e' wbpld
beat ftux. TIIIC JCalar field was allowed lo evoJve as before (i.e.,
with a coa.ctant flame propaaatioo). 1be ume tut cooditio~~ were
111.~ ud dte lirrularion wida dae pid 320 x 64 wu repeated with
the subgrill model. Fi&we 14a darouah I~ show respectively, the
preaure IJ*lrum at the base of dae llep, the uial velocity llpeOInlm at dae dunl(l plane ud diiC vooicity specuum iD the abear layer.
'Jbe low frequeDCy of arouad 200 Hz JeeD iD the earlier liuallations
(with CODA&Dt eddy viscolity) il apiD pruelll, ell:epl thai the frequeDcy is •liJbdy biabel, 11 arowad 225 lb. 1be hiper harmonics
ollhis frequency are also ltill paeai iD the lpedra. The peak-topeak level iD the preuwe field was qaun arouDd 6 pen:eaa of the
JDND preuwe. It is iDterestiDJ to aoce thai the iDtermediate hip
frequeDcy al •ouDd 1350 Hz bas DOW disappeared but thai the
higher frequeDCy aa around 2 KHz is atill preseaa. This high frequeDcy is clearly dominaDt in the vonic:ity ~mud may JUgJell that the JOUrce cllhis frequency may be related to dae vortex
1rbediling frequeDcy. However, the high resolution dala clid Dot
lhow this frequency ud daerefore, itJf scurce is still DOt dear.
Further ualysis is plamaed to resolve this issue by repeating the
high ~utioa •imulatioo with lhe JUb&rid model.
CODIWlt

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have clemouuated that it is possible to realize a bigh]y
a:abhle, distributed memory, data parallel implemeDial.ioD for a
class cl explicit time iDtep-atioo JCbeme.• uaed iD UDSteady c:ombwtioa Jimulations. The seometry-tailored., tw~level data partitioDiq
auaaqy adapted to deal with L-lhaped cornpllal.iODal.space appears
to have resulted in u efficient implemeDlatioD. iD spite of it'• added
complexity. 1be iq»lemeDial.ion is ,CD«al eDOUCb to be portable
to uy MUdD .,_.tiel computer that supports ]pl'ocessor·t~
processor communication primitives. This iDcludes most cl the
CUII'CDI ud emqin& hi&}lly parallel MUdD computers as well u
DetWorks of worbtatiou .upporting distributed c:omputiq
IOftware such u the P•aJJel Virtual MadliDe (PVM). The MIMD
panJlel computm 111dlas the IDtel iPSC/860 appears to provide a
acalable, yet reuoubly low-cost alten1ative to traditional vedor
JUperCOmputen for aimulation of unsteady ftow phenomena. except
iD the crucial area cl extenaal 110 perfonnaoce. Further improvemeDII iD ~ computatioaal ud the iater-processar QD~DDUDicatioa
performuce eavisa&ed for the future Jeaentions of the hiply
panJlel c::omputm will make them aunc:tive toolJ for carryillc out
3-D uuteady Bow JimulatioDs. The additioaal campulal.iou usociated with compJtiDJ ftuxea for bcxabedr.al cells i.J likely to improve
lbe compulal.ioo to c:ommuDicatioa ntio over lbat eDCOUDtered iD
2-D computations ud lud to ellhaac::ed K:alability. However, to
realize dais p-omiJe, the above mentiooed hardware perfonnance
improvemeDts wiD have to be accompanied by rapid improvements
iD dte external 110 pafcxmance to produce ryJtems dlal are wellbaboced in all relevana L~ of perfonnance.

The ualysis mdte high re.<dutioa siuadatiOD data fwth«
dud d&e earlier relatively aaane &rid limulations were
capable cl caprurin& dae low frequeDCy p-essure Olcillatioo characteristic of combustion iDstability. 1be study usiD& the alcebraic
IUbcrid model also showed thai lbe low frequency OICillatiOD is
unaffected by the di&sjpalioo mecbanism ia the modeled equatioos.
Tberd'ore, these llUWes leDd further a-edibility to the earlier .simula:tioa results that W«e obla.ined usinc flelatiwly coarse pids ud
d~moo..nted

Meaoa. S., ud Jou. W.-H. {1991) •Lqe-Eddy Siuulatioas of
Cambustioa IDitability iD u Axilymmeuic Ramjet Combwtor, •
CtH.IInution Sc;..ce llltll Teclrnology, Vot. 15, pp. 53-72.
Meaoa, S. (1991) ·Active Coatrol ol Combustioa hastability ill a
Ramjet Combwtor wiD-' fArae-Eddy Simulatioa, • AlAA Paper No.
91-0411.
Meaoa, S. (1992a) ·Active Co~nbustioD Coatrol ol Combustioa ha.slability iD a Ramjet Combwtor uiDI Llrce Eddy· Simulaliotas,•
CombtUtion. SciDtc~ llffll TecNtoloo, Vol. 14, pp. 51-79.
Meaoa. S. (1992b) .. A Numerical Study ol Secoaduy FueJ Iojectioa Tedmique f« Active Coatto1 of lut.ahility iD a Ramjet.·
AIAA-92-crrrl.
Meaoa, S., McMurtry, P.A, aDd Kmteia, A R. (1993a) "LiDeer
Eddy Subpid ModeJ for Turbuleat Combustioa: ApplicatiOD to
Premiucl Combultioa·, AIAA Paper No. 93-0107.
Meaoa, S., McMurtry, P.A.. ADd Kerstein, AR. (1993b) ·A
Uaear-Eddy MWag Model for LES ol TwbuleDl CombustioD•, 10
appear iD LES of COMplu Engilleering tl1td Geoplty1ical Flowl, ed.
B. Galperill ud S. A Onu1. C'~dge UDiwnily Press.

aude IUbpid raodeb.

The developmeDl ollbe pu'&l)eJ limu1atioD model allow• w
10 funbcr uplore uuceady combustion ia a parameter JPICC that
wu UDeeaaOmical ud diffic:uJt to accamplish with tbe available

...-cu oa abe Cny YMP. Funber 1tudy ol combUitioD iulability
WI tbe fuD k-equMioD IUbpid model IDd wiD1 a DeW llp(JIOKh
lbe premiud llame wilhia lhe JUbpid (Meaoa e1 U.,
1993a, 1993b) .ia plaaDed illlbe lle:ld phue ol cbi• ruearcb.
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(a) The ramjet 1eometry

(b) The eompatatioDal pid

Plpre 1. Tbe ramjet 1eometrJ aad tbe eompatatioaal pid.
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flpre 2. Scbematlc of the computational domain.
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flpre 4. Spatial data depeadancy in the computational pi'

3. DllcreCized llaite-volame arid 1D physical and computational space.
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(b) Two-cllimensional partitioniag

(a} Oae-dimeasional partitionin&

llpre s. Partitioning sebemes for 1860 based on spatial dio•ensions.
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Prob. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

.

Grid Size
Domain Domain

01

02

125X32
195X32
225X48
225X60
345X60
t340X90)

t196X64
~286X64

1336X96
336X120
516X120
521X180

4,1
4,1
4,1
14,1

16
t6,2
16,2
t6,2

~4,1

~ 4,1)

~6,2

t6,2J
l6,2J

Table 1. Grid lbel aad logical data

2

3

4

5

6

Time/Step
Mflops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mflops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mflops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mflops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mflops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mflops
Efficiency

16
0.2356
60
1.05
0.3390
60
1.09
0.5717
62
1.14
0.7203
62
1.14
1.1022
61
1.14
1.6423
62
1.16

32
0.1275
111
0.97
0.1779
115
1.04
0.2981
118
1.09
0.3739
119
1.09
0.5623
120
1.12
0.8371
121
1.13

128
8,4)
16,2
16,2
16,2
16,2
8,4)

12,8
24,4
24,4
24,4
24,4
24,4

partitioaJDa ued for the lateiiW.

Intel iPSC/860
No. of Proc.

Prob. No.

1

Logical Data Partitionin&
No. of Processors
64
32
12,4
4,2
8,3
~ 8,2)
16,3
t8,1
8,3
8,2
16,3
8,2
18,1
8,3
16,3
t4,2
8,2
8,3
16,3
8,2
18,1
18,3
12,4
8,2
18,3
t8,1

64
0.0751
189
0.83
0.0994
206
0.93
0.1603
220
1.02
0.1959
227
1.04
0.2931
230
1.07
0.4307
235
1.10

128
0.0460
308
0.68
0.0601
340
0.77
0.0900
391
0.91
0.1088
409
0.94
0.1580
426
0.99
0.2271
446
1.04

Cray-YMP

Cray-C90

0.0802
177

0.0338
419

0.1119
183

0.0456
449

-

0.1903
185

-

-

-

0.0750
469

-

0.2405
185

0.0918
485

0.3598
187

0.1374
489

-

0.5382
188

-

Table 2. Comparison of the CPU timiD& aad ellkieaey of the lmtel iPSC/140,
Cray YMP aad Cny C90 for •arioas pid reiOiutioas with combutloa
ud DO aabpici model.

-

0.2044
494

-

Prob. No.

1

.

2

3

4

5

6

Time/Step
Mftops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mflops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mftops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mftops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mflops
Efficiency
Time/Step
Mflops
Efficiency

16
0.3137
79
1.08
0.4519
81
1.09
0.7653
83
1.16
0.9663
82
1.15
1.4769
83
1.16
2.2172
83
1.17

Intel iPSC/860
No. of Proc.
32
64
0.1691
0.0008
147
249
1.00
0.85
0.2382
0.1324
154
277
1.04
0.93
0.2137
0.3981
160
298
1.04
1.12
0.5013
0.2594
159
307
1.11
1.07
0.7515
0.3913
163
314
1.14
1.09
1.1230
0.5742
163·
320
1.15
1.13

Cray-YMP

Cray-C90

0.1380
180

0.0606
409

0.1984
185

0.0845
434

128
0.0508
415
0.71
0.0795
462
0.77
0.1189
536
0.93
0.1447
550
0.96
0.2113
581
1.01
0.3018
608
1.07

-

-

-

0.3406
187

0.1429
445

0.4230
188

0.1757
453

-

-

-

0.6430
191

0.2626
467

0.0612
191

0.3027
467

-

-

-

Table 3. Comparison of the CPU tim.in& aad ellldency of the Intel iPSC/860,
Cray YMP and Cny C90 for various grid resolutions with combustion
and oae-equatioa mbpid model.

Prob. No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

1/0 Time
(Sec.)
Eft'. Bw.
(Mb./Sec.)
1/0 Time
(Sec.)
Eft'. Bw.
(Mb./Sec.)
1/0 Time
(Sec.)
Eft'. Bw.
(Mb./Sec.)
1/0 Time
(Sec.)
Eft'. Bw.
(Mb./Sec.)
1/0 Time
(Sec.)
Eft'. Bw.
(Mb./Sec.)
1/0 Time
(Sec.)
Eft'. Bw.
(Mb./Sec.)

16
0.3756

Intel iPSC7860
No. of Proc.
32
64
1.2611
0.6537

128
2.2479

0.69

0.39

0.20

0.11

0.4017

0.6809

1.1429

2.4427

0.95

0.56

0.34

0.16

0.5343

0.7532

1.3799

2.6998

1.27

0.90

0.49

0.25

0.4826

0.7936

1.5070

2.5996

1.76

1.07

0.56

0.33

0.5106

0.8711

1.5407

2.8831

2.56

1.50

0.85

0.45

0.6138

1.1413

1.8574

3.2726

3.21

1.73

1.06

0.60

Table 4. Tbe VO time and efl'edlve bandwidth oa the lntell860 for clifl'ereat problem llzes.
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ABSTRACT
Active control of combustion instability in a ramjet
bas been numerically investigated using a large-eddy simulation technique. Various types of secondary fuel injection
controllers have been investigated. The results of the study
show that, in some cases, even when the amplitude of instability frequency is reduced, additional new frequencies can
be excited which are not controlled. This phenomenon bas
been observed in the experiments, and has led to the investigation of advanced adaptive controllers that employ neural
net algorithms. Numerically, such controllers are computationally very expensive to train and therefore, an alternate
approach is sought. Tiae approach proposed here employs a
theoretical model for the dynamic behavior of nonlinear
oscillations with distributed feedback actions. The theoretical model is used to analyze the simulation data (without
control) and an optimiz.ation procedure is used to establish a
criteria for selecting controller gains in tem1s of time-delays
and locations of sensors and actuators. The theoretical
analysis show that the limit cycle behavior of the LEScomputed pressure oscillation during combustion instability
can be reproduced quite well and further, that the theoretically devised controller can successfully suppress the amplitude of the oscillation. This demonstration provides the
L-is for the next step, which is to implement the theoretical
model in the numerical simulation code to develop an adaptive secondary fuel injection controller that will automatically produce an optimum control response to the growth of
the pressure oscillations.

1. INTRODUcnON
Combllition instability in a ramjet engine is an
extremely complex phenomenon involving nonlinear
interactions among acoustic waves, vortex motion and
unsteady beat release. Typically, the instability manifests
itself as a large-amplitude pressure oscillation in the lowfrequency range (100-800 Hz) and is very difficult to control. When the amplitude of the pressure oscillation reaches
some aitical limit, it can cause structural damage due to
fatigue or can cause an engine "unstart," which occurs when
Copyright C>l993 by S. Meoon and V. Yang
Published by lbe AmericaD Institute of A«onautics
ud A.stroaamics, btc., wid1 permission.

t.be shock in the inlet duct is expelled to form a bow shock
ahead of the inlet . This phenomenon of engine unstart is
one of the most serious technical problems encountered in
developing an operational ramjet engine.
In recent years. both experimental (e.g ., Scbadow et
al., 1987; Smith and Zukos.k.i, 1985) and numerical (e .g ..
Menon and Jou, 1991) investigations have been conducted
to detennine the mechanism of the combustion instability.
Results of both experimental and numerical studies show
that the pressure fluctuations in the combustor grow to
large-amplitude, low-frequency oscillations when the
unsteady beat release in the combustor is in phase with the
pressure fluctuation (the so-called Rayleigh criteria). These
studies also sbow.x:l Lhat a large-scale vortex/flame structure
propagates through the combustor at the same frequency
suggesting a complex nonlinear coupling between the shear
flow, the pressure oscillation and the unsteady beat release
in the combustor.
Attempts to control combustion instability using both
passive and active control techniques have also been carried
out in the past. Passive control methods that typically
involve structural (i.e., geometrical) modifications have proven insufficient for controlling the low-frequency instability
(t:ulick, 1989). Recent experimental studies (e.g.,
Langhorne and Hooper, 1989; Wilson et al, 1991; Gutmark
et al., 1992) suggest that active control techniques may be
more effective in controlling the combustion instability in a
ramjet. In parallel to the experimental studies, a numerical
study of active control methods is also being carried out
(Menon, 1991, 1992a, 1992b, 1992c). The results of tbe
simulations are in good agreement with experimental observation. However, both experimental and numerical studies
indicate that the development of a general-purpose active
controller (i.e., controllers that wort over a wide operating
regime) to suppress the instability will require further investigation. In this paper, the various issues involved in carrying out numerical studies of active control are first discussed
and then an app-oach that will be used to develop an adaptive numerical controller is introduced .
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l. ACTIVE CONTROL OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY - UNRESOLVED ISSUES

active control makes development o:f a general purpose controller quite difficult.

Experimentally, two active control techniques have
been demonstrated successfully in the laboratory. These
techniques involve acoustic feedback control and secondary
fuel injection control. Both techniques have successfuly
suppressed the instability in small-scale dump combustor.
Acoustic feedback control involves sensing the pressure signature at some chosen location (using a microphone), amplifying and phase shifting (or time delaying) the signal and
then driving the acoustic driver (typically, a loudspeaker) at
another cbosen location (e.g., Lang et al., 1987). lbis type
of controller changes the phase relationship between the
pressure fluctuation and the unsteady beat release in the
combustor, thereby damping the oscillation. Acoustic
drivers have also been used to modulate the fuel flow rate at
the frequency of the combustion instability with varying
phase shift relative to the instability (Wilson et al., 1991 ).
Results show that the instability level can be suppressed by
nearly 50% using this approach; however, the control effectiveness was limited to a certain range of phase shift angles.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of this type of control system
was limited to low flow rates, for which a single mode instability occurs.

The limited success of single frequency controllers
bas led to development of more complex controllers such as
the dual-loop feedback control system to suppress bi-model
instabilities (Gutmark et al., 1992). The results were somewhat successful; when the two frequencies were han!lonic,
the controller succeeded in suppressing the amplitudes of
both the frequencies, bowever, when the frequencies were
anharmonic, suppression of one frequency resulted in
amplification of the other. More complex systems currently
under development involve application of neural nets algorithms (e.g. Bowman and Powell, 1992). This method bas
the potential for application to realistic combustors but
requires that the neural net be trained on a particular
combustor before it can become effective. The training process itself requires a series of experiments (without control)
varying one parameter at a time while recording the
combustor response. Typically, the nature of the pressure
oscillation (frequency and amplitude) and the energy output
from the combustor is recorded as a function of various
operating parameters such as fuel flow rate, flow velocity,
equivalence ratio, and inflow air temperature. The neural
net algorithm then attempts to minimize (or maximize) a
prespecified cost function (for example, minimize pressure
amplitude and maximize energy output) by introducing
appropriate control signal (e.g ., acousrjc waves or secondary
fuel) into the combustor.

Numerical studies have essentially confinned these
results. For example, simulations using a acoustic feedback
controller showed that the controller is effective only as
long as the cross-correlation between the recorded pressure
signature and the driving pressure signal was negative
(Menon, 1991; 1992a). Although, these experimental and
numerical results were encouraging, in realistic ramjet
combustors, acoustic drivers are not practical due to the
hostile (bot) environment in the combustor. In addition.
realistic combustors operate in the MW range and the large
power requirements for the acoustic drivers makes acoustic
feedback control an impractical means for controlling instability.
Active control techniques which use secondary injection of the fuel as the controller have shown to be more
practical in controlling combustion instability. at least in
laboratory dump combustors (e.g., Langhorne and Hooper.
1989). This approach achieves control of the instability by
directly manipulating the unsteady beat release in the
combustor using a ~ontrolled supply of secondary fuel flow
into the •;ombustor. Since this approach also bas the potential for increasing the net thrust of the engine while controlling the low-frequency instability (Langhorne and Hooper,
1989), this method appears to be the most promising one for
full-scale ramjet engines.
Practical application of such a controller in a fullscale combustor bas yet to be demonstrated. Studies using
laboratory combustors show that control using secondary
fuel injection can be quite complicated, in part due to the
fact that in high flow rate combustors, combustion is irregular, and, multiple frequencies are amplified. In this case, the
dominant instability mode can shift in frequency depending
upon operating conditions. When active control is
attempted using secondary beat release, even when the dominant oscillation amplitude is suppressed, additional new
frequencies can be excited that are not controlled . This
phenomena bas been observed in both the experiments
(Gutmark et al ., 1992) and recent numerical simulations
(Menon. 1992b, 1992c). The switching of the dominant
mode of instability from one frequency to another during

Although such a training process bas been demonstrated in the laboratory, from the computational standpoint.
it is clearly impractical due to the extensive computational
resources that will be required to develop the operating
map. Therefore, it is necessary to seek an alternate
approach that can be used economically in a numerical
simulation.
In recent studies, a theoretical cmalysis of active control of nonlinear combustion instabilities in combustion
chamber bas been developed (Fung and Yang, 1992; Fung
et al., 1991, Yang et al., 1992). This approach involves
application of the generalized wuve equation which
describes the dynamic behavior of nonlinear oscillations
with distributed feedback actions. Control studies using
secondary fuel injection, with its instantaneous mass flow
rate mt Julated by a proportional-plus-integral controller bas
been studied. Analytical studies using this theoretical
model bas demonstrated a capability to study the behavior
of nonlinear oscillations and bas enabled a systematic examination of various characteristics associated with secondary
fuel injection control in dump combustors. More importantly, these studies demonstrated an optimization procedure
to establish a aiteria for selecting controller gains in terms
of time-delays and locations of sensors and actuators.
It is the eventual goal of this collaborative research to
utilize this theoretical framework to both analyze the simulation results and to develop a numerical secondary fuel
injection controller that can be coupled to the simulation
model so that when the instability begins to manifest itself,
the controller will automatically develop an optimum
response and suppress the instability. In the following. the
pertinent features of tbe theoretical and simulation models
are summarized and then some of the n~sults obtained so far
are discussed.
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3. THE THEORETICAL MODEL
The lheoreticaJ analysis of combustion instabilities
under active control actions follows the general formulation
described by Fung and Yang (1992 ). Briefly stated, a wave
equation for the acoustic pressure is first derived with
expansion of the dependent variables in two small parameters wbicb measure the Mach number of the mean flow and
the amplitude of the wave motion. The wave equation with
its boundary condition can be written as

1

2

V P' -·

if,,

-.=..L..-

a 2 01 2

= h +he

(1)

P'(r, I)= p Lll,.(l)\f,.(r)

where 11,. are the amplitudes of the nth mode and \V,. are the
normal mode function satisfying

V 2 \f,. + k;'V,. = 0

=

..

lln

where

RMie [
-;,;2C.,

omu.U-t> R(r(t), 1-tJ
01

(3)

mu. (I) is the injection rate of the control fuel at time I,

a is speed of sound, Mlc is the beat of formation of the fuel

(per unit mass). R is the gas constant, and C., is the specific
beat at constant volume. Further, R(r(t), 1) is a spatial distribution functioo characterizing the fraction of the fuel element burned at position r with a time delay t in respect to
the moment of injection. For the convenience of formulation, the distributed control action is approximated by an
assembly of M point actuators; each supplies a control excitation b• U..(l-'tt') at a position r•. Thus. the above equation
leads to

hc(r,l) =-

f[b•uu.(l-t•'~ ~r-rt)

(4)

•=I

2.
+(I)

•

11,. = F,.

(9)

If the nonlinear contributions urise only from acoustic wave motions, the forcing function F,. can be expressed
more conveniently as follows (Fung, 1991 ):

F,. = -

i:[ D,.;~; + E.u11J
r=l

To establish a closed-loop control system, the source
term he is related to the mass flow rate of the injected fuel
by means of a generalized time-Jag theory (Fung et aJ .•
1991 ). If the multiplicative effects of the acoustic field on
the control input are ignored , he takes the form
hc(r,t) =-

• (8)

with n · V'V,. 0 along the boundary. Substituting Eq . (7)
into Eq. (1), multiplying the result by 'f',., and integrating
over the entire volume, we obtain the set of ordinary differential equations for the amplitude of each mode.

(2)
where h and f accommodate all influences of acoustic
motions, mean flow, and combustion response, under conditions without external forcing. The functions he and fc
represent the effects arising from the control inputs . Their
explicit expressions depend on the specific controller under
investigation.

(7)

11=1

+ V .. (t)
where the coefficients D,.; and E.u represent the influences
of linear processes, and A.u1 and 8,.;1 result from the nonlinear coupling of acoustic modes . The control input to the
nth mode, U11 (1}, can be shown to be (Fung et al .. 1991 ):
U,.(l)

=

2 Itt [
-=--2
L b•uu.U-tt' Jj \V,.(rt)
0

pE,

(11)

t=l

where E,. denotes the Euclidean norm of the mode function.
To complete the formulation, the state of the acoustic
field must be determined. In the numE~rical simulation, the
instantaneous pressure signature is monitored at a fixed
location, for example, at the wall near the downstream
diffuser (Menon, 1991 ). Mathematically. this can be interpreted as a point sensor, located at positjon r s and having an
amplification factor c. Thus, the sensor output y(t) becomes

..

y(l)

=c P'(r, t) =PL11,(1)\V,(r)

(12)

11=1

with

(5)
and

(6)
where AV(rt) denotes the volume of the discretiud element
at position r •• ~r-rt) the Dirac delta function, and 'tt' the
time delay associated with the kt.b point actuator.
Since the source terms in Eqs . (1) and (2) are treated
as small perturbations to the acoustic field, within secondorder accuracy. the solution of the wave equation (I ) can be
legitimately approximated by a synthesis of the normal
modes of the chamber. Thus,

Following the idea discussed in lFung et al. ( 1991 ), a
proportional-plus-integral (PI) controller is proposed for
modulating the mass injection rate of the secondary fuel.
Because it is the time derivative of the fuel injection rate
that exerts direct influence on the acoustic field, the PI control law is equivalent to introducing a proportional-plusderivative (PD) control action to the feedback system .
Thus, from Eq. (5), the total acoustic pressure input produced by the combustion of the injected fuel becomes
Uj,.(l)

RMie
omu.<'>J
=- [ --a2C.,
ot

(13a)

where e (I) is the error signal between the desired system
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response r(l} and the measured pressure output y (t) . lbe
time delay between the sensor output and fuel injection tc•
accounts for the actual time required for data acquisition,
signal processing. and dynamic response of the fuel injection mechanism . The coefficients K,. and KD are defined as
the effective proportional and derivative gains of the feedback control loop, respectively. The above equations (Eqs.
11-13), in conjunction with the system equation (7), provide
a complete description of the nonlinear acoustic flow field in
the combu.o;tion chamber under distributed PD control
actions.

3.1. Selection of Controller Parameters
The goal of the controller design is to determine the
actuator inputs so tLat the amplitude of the pressure oscillation can be modulated within a desired range according to
the prespecified requirements for control-input energy and
actuating duration. From the aspect of hardware implementation, the only major parameter to be determined is the
instantaneous injection rate of the control fuel. However,
for the distributed-control system treated here, the effectiveness of the control actions depends not only on the controller gains K,. and KD, but also on the time delay and the
spatial distribution of the external forcing associated with
the burning of the injected fuel. Thus, strategies must be
established to optimize the controller parameters. under
constraints imposed by the distributed combustion of the
control fuel.
For a distributed-input system, the integrated effects
of all the constituent actuators must be taken into account in
determining the controller gains. Unfortunately, the spatial
variation of time delays associated with these acuators.
tt(k - l. ... ,M), prohibits the use of simple formula to
satisfy the following aiteria: ( 1) the performance of the
controller is least sensitive to the variation of the actuator
time delay; and (2) the energy of the control input is minimized. Since the optimization procedure intrinsically
involves contributions from all the point actuators, an arithmetic average of the optimization condition for individual
point actuators can be carried out (Fung and Yang, 1992).
Thus. the opti.mizt~ controller gain ratio for a distrihutedinput system becomes:

(1),~[ u,.sin(O>n"'•~
=-

~[ V,.cos(O>nttj

(14)

Using this relation along with the assumption that the acoustic mode amplitudes are of the form
11,.(1)

= ea..' sin( (Cl>,. + 9,.)1 +

y

(15)

the gain parameters K,. and KD can be determined in terms
of a,. and m.r. Here, a,. and 9,. are the linear growth constant and the frequency shift for the corresponding openloop system (i.e., without control) and can be determined in
terms of the linear terms D,.; and £,.;. Once the gain parameters, K,. and KD are known, the secondary fuel injection
strategy for active control can be determined from equation
(l3b) in terms of the sensor output.

4. THE Sf MULA TION MODEL
The eventual goal of this research is to utilize the
theoretical model described above in a numerical simulation
model to analyze and devise appropriate active control algorithm to suppress combustion instability. Tbe simulation
model used to simulate combustion instability bas been
described in details elsewhere (Menon abd Jou. 1990;
1991 ). Briefly, the full, unsteady, CODlp'essible NavierStokes equations are formulated in the axisymmetric coordinate system. The numerical technique is an unsplit fourthorder-accurate. finite-volume scheme based on the
MacCormack's method. The modeled ramjet combustor
consists of an axisymmetric inlet duct connected to an
axisymmetric dump combustor by a sudden expansion. A
convergent-divergent nozzle is attached downstream of the
combustor. Figure 1 shows the typical ramjet configuration
used in these studies. This configuration is similar to an
experimental test rig currently being used for active control
studies at the Naval Weapons Center, China Lake (Wilson
et al .. 1991; Gutmark et al., 1992) except that in the simulations, a convergent-divergent nozzle is attached downstream
of the combustor. This is more representative of a real
operating ramjet configuration. The flow through this nozzle is choked. and the outflow at the downstream computational boundary is supersonic.
The combustion model in the simulation code
employs the thin flame approximation and a model equation
for premixed combustion in terms of a progress variable G
(Kerstein et al., 1988; Menon 11nd Jou, 1991):

d~G
al

+ .f-pUjG = - p uF :VG:

(16)

cJX1

where p is the density and Uj is the fluid velocity. Equation
(15) describes the convection of the flame by the local Ouid
velocity and the flame propagation into the unburnt mixture
through a Huygens type mechanism, uF IVG I. Here, by
definition, G = 1 corresponds w the premixed fuel state,
G = 0 corresponds to the fully burnt state and the ftame is
located at a prescribed G = G0 level surface, where,
O<Go < 1. For laminar premixed combustion, the local
flame speed uF is the laminar flame speed SL which contains
the information on the chemical kinetics and the molecular
rlissipation. When Equation (1:5) is applied to turbulent
ftows, the local flame speed uF is taken to be the local turbulent flame speed ur. where ur is a prescribed fWlCtioo of
local turbulence intensity u' and the laminar flame speed SL·
The implementation of the thin ft1me model as a part of the
LES transport equations, therefox-e, explicitly requires the
specification of the subgrid turbulent kinetic eocrcy to
determine the turbulent flame speed. This is accomplished
by explicitly computing the subgrid turbulent kinetic
energy. The details of the implementation of the combustion model and the subgrid kinetic energy equation is pveo
elsewhere (Menon and Jou, 1991; Menon, 1992b ), and will
not be repeated here.

S. SIMULATION OF COMBUSTION INSTABILITY
The theoretical model for combustion instability control fonnulated in Section 3 is applicable only for situations
when the instability is caused by the acoustic modes in the
combustor. Combustion instability due to the acoustic
resonant modes in the combustion chamber have been seen
in both the experiments and numerical studies. lbereforc,
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lhe theoretical model can be applied to study and control
such types of combustion instability .

flow field but that only one mode may dominates at any
given situation.

However, experiments have shown that, in some
cases, the instability mechanism is not purely acoustic in
nature and may include a convective component wbicb is
related to vortex motion in the combustor (e.g., Schadow et
al., 1987; Yu et al, 1991). Nwnerical studies of both cold
(Jou and Menon. 1990) and reacting flows (Menon, 1992b)
iD ramjet combustors have also shown that a coupled
acoustic-vortex mode can exist in ramjet combustors. The
frequency of this coupled mode oscillation is different from
that of a pure acoustic resonant mode . The theoretical
model does not include the convective effect and thus, may
not be appropriate for developing active control strategies
when coupled-mode instability occurs in the combustor.
Further research is required to extend the current formulation to account for convective effects.

A simple criterion developed by Yu et al . (1991) can
be used to demonstrate the nature of the instability. They
suggested that for a coupleJ acoustic/convective mode to
exist, the instability period is the sum of two time scales: a
time scale associated with the motjon of the vortexlilame
structure in the combustor ('tv) and a time scale associated
with the time required for a pressure wave to travel from the
sonic throat (which acts as a downstream acoustic boundary) to the upstream inlet duct boundary and back to the
dump plane ('t111 ). Here, we choose 'tv= 4/u"''' where, Lc
the di <tance from the dump plane to the sonic throat and u,1
as the characteristic axial velocity at the inlet boundary.

In the following. we briefly describe the pertinent
characteristics of ooth types of comhustion instability that
were recently numerically computed. More detailed
analysis of these simulations was reported recently (Menon.
1992c).
Figure 2a shows the characteristics pressure trace at
lbe base of the step for a simulation with a reference Mach
number of 0.32 and Figure 2b shows the computed pressure
spectra. A low frequency oscillation with a peak-to-peak
level of around 30 percent of the mean pressure is seen.
The pressure spectra shows a dominant frequency of around
234 Hz and also shows its higher harmonic at around 458
Hz. The amplitude of the dominant frequency in the inlet
and in the combustor was computed and the axial variation
of the amplitude showed the presence of a standing halfwave acoustic mode in the combustor (Menon, 1992c ). A
simple determination of the acoustic frequency hy using the
relation/= a~ with L; = 0 .711 m and using the speed of
sound a based on the temperature at the inlet gives nearly
the same frequency. Thus, it appears that the inlet duct acts
as a long-wavelength acoustic resonator. The theoretical
model described earlier can, therefore. be used for developing a controller for this instability . This is described in the
later sections.

The convective mode instability was seen in another
simulation with a lower Mach number of 0 .17 (obtained by
decreasing the inlet velocity). All other conditions were
maintained the same as in the earlier Mach 0.32 simulation .
Figure 3a shows the pressme trace at the same location as in
Figure 2a and Figure 3b shows the computed pressure spectra. It can be seen that with the decrease in the Mach
number tbe dominant frequency shifts down to around 87
Hz. A higher harmonic of this oscillation at 178 Hz is also
seen in the p-essme spectra. The peak-to-peak pressure
fluctuation level remains relatively unchanged from that
seen in the earlier simulation (figure 2). Since the acoustic
mode frequency lbould remain uneffected by the change in
the flow velocity, this indicates that this type of instability
bas a convective component. Decrease in the instability frequency with lhe decrease in the inlet velocity bas also been
observed in experimental configurations (e.g., Yu et al..
1991). The acoustic oscillation at the 244 Hz -frequency
seen in the earlier simulation is no longer dominant in the
combustor; however, the pressme and the axial velocity
spectra in the inlet do show the p-esence of this frequency
(Menon, 1992c). Tbese results indicate that both the convective and the acoustic resonant modes are present in the

The { acoustic

=

L;

time

1

Lc

Jale

is

determined

as

2--+ -- .
The instability period
a 1-M 2
a-unf
T; = t., + 't111 was computed for both the Mach 0.32 and 0.17
cases. The frequency for a coupled acoustic/vortex mode (if
it exists) for the Mach 0.32 case was found to be around 115
Hz willie for the Macb 0 .17 case it was around 90 Hz.
Clearly. the numerical.Jy computed frequency of 244 Hz for
the Macb 0.32 case is not in the range for a coupled mode;
however, the frequency of 87 Hz obtained in the Mach 0 .17
simulation is close to the frequency obtained from the simple model.
't01

The theoretical model is now used to analyze the
simulated results (the acoustic mode instability) and to
determine if a controller can be developed to suppress the
instability . A more simplified control algorithm has also
been used in the numerical simulation to evaluate its effect
on the pressure oscillation . These results are summarized
below .
6. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE SIMULATED COMBUSTION INSTABULITY
The theoretical model summarized in Section 3 is
implemented to analyze the calculated pressme fluctuation
in the combustor. The simulated instability shown in Figure
2 was used for this purpose. Emphasis is placed on the nonlinear coupling of acoustic oscillations . With the aid of the
method of time averaging, the time-varying amplitude 11,.(1)
l -: '
-plit into two variables: r,.(t) and ... (r) representing
the amplitude and phase of the nth mode, respectively .
Then, using a functional form : T'l,.(r) = r,.(r)sin[ro,t + ... ].
Equation (9) reduces to a system of ordinary differential
equations characterizing the amplimde and phase of each
mode (Fung et al., 1991 ):

dr,.

dt =a,.r,.

(17)

and
(18)
Here ,
cl>l
cl>3

~ i:['Yu.sincl> 1 +<Ju.sincl> 2 -l;.,.sinci>J
2r,.

=.,. -·; +·i-fl'

=... - ·~ - .,. -i.

~

i=l

=

<Ju. = r1r1.,.,
~
r1r,._ 1,
«1>'2 = ... +·;-·i+n•
and
The coefficient ~ arises from the

'Yu. = r1r;_,.,
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second-order nonlinear acoustic interactions among modes.
Since the simulation results show only two modes (Figure
2), only the first two modes are used from these relations .
Rewriting Equations ( 17) and ( 18) for the first two modes
and setting the time derivatives to zero, the result can be
rearranged to obtain the explicit expressions for the amplitudes of limit cycles:

h"-ala2

(19)

1
=---a,
~cos«l>

(20)

~cos.., 0

0

(21)

The subscript 0 denotes values in the limit cycles. Because
the amplitude r 10 is real, we must have a 1a 2 < 0. This is
the neccessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
limit cycles in a two-mode system . If one mode is linearly
stable, then the second mode must be unstable. Examination of the simulation data suggests that the first mode (234
Hz) is clearly unstable.
With a judicious selection of the linear parameters,
the calculated pressure oscillations presented in Figure 2
can be faithfully simulated. Figure (4a) shows the amplirude of both the computed modes showing the existence of a
stable limit cycle. To obtain this result the amplitude of the
pressure Hucruation, the dimensions of the combustor and
the fuel inlet temperature (needed to compute a) from the
simulation were used to inversely solve Equations ( 19)-(21)
to obtain the linear growth parameters a 1 and a 2 . Then the
amplitude equations for the first two modes, Equation ( 17)
are solved to obtain the growth of linear disturbance into the
finite-amplirude limit cycle.
Once the conditions (i.e., the linear parameters) for
the limit cycle behavior are determined, they can then be
used to calculate the controller gain parameters, Kp and K0 .
The ability of the derived controller to suppress the instability can then be investigated . This is described in the next
~ection along with the results of the numerical studies.

7. ACTIVE CONTROL OF COMBUSTION INSTABILI1Y
Active control of combustion instability using secondary fuel injection bas been studied using both theoretical
and numerical methods seperately. So far, the eventual goal
of coupling the theoretical model with the simulation model
bas not been acbieved; however, research in that direction is
currently underway. It is worthwhile noting that the process
used to obtain the parameters (in Section 6) is essentially
what needs to be implemented in . the code. Here, we
describe the results of the theoretical and the numerical studies that were carried out without direct coupling.

7.1. Theoretk:al Results
The theoretical model bas been used to d4,!termine the
parameters that reproduce the limit cycle behavior seen in
the numerical simulation (Figure 4a). Subsequently, the
gain parameters for the proportional-plus-integral controller
were computed and the behavior of the pressure oscillation

under the influence of this controlle1r studied. This involves
using Equation (13) in ( 11) and then solving Equation (9)
for the first two modes . Figure 4b compares the amplitude
of the pressure oscillation of the two acoustic modes with
and without control. The results show that with control the
dominant mode amplitude is decreased by around 35 percent clearly suggesting that this type of controller should be
successful.
Further work is planned in the theoretical study to
investigate and fine-tune the secondary fuel injection parameters, such as, the time-delay, the location of the fuel injection and the gain parameters to understand the behavior of
the controller. This would help in understanding the
behavior of the controller when it is implemented in tbe
simulation model.

7 .2. Numerical Results
The numerical implementation of the secondary fuel
injectiOJ. controller involved some simplifications. Tbe
secondary fuel is introduced one step height upstream of the
step in the inlet and normal injection is modeled. Thus.
when secondary fuel is introduced in the inlet. the primary
and the secondary fuel streams are both (cold) premixed
fuel and the net effect of secondary injection is a modulation and an increase of the total mass How into the combustor. This makes it difficult to interpret the time delay 't or
'tt' used in the theoretical model to represent the time
between the injection and the actual combustion process.
To determine the time delay 'tc (see Equation 13b)
associated with the time between the sensor output and fuel
injection, a cross-correlation between the sensor signal (the
sensor is the wall pressure near the downstream diffuser)
and the pressure ..;igt~ature at the base of the step was carried
out to determine the time delay for peak negative correlation. (The use of such a time delay was quite successful in
the study of acoustic feedback. control, Menon, 1991 ).
A proportional fuel injection controller was chosen
for the simulation:
(22)

m..

where, 'tc is a prescribed time-delay.,
c is the secondary
mass How rate and p,' is the unsteady sensor output. Ga is
a transfer function can be related to the beat content of the
fuel and the mean inlet speed of sowad using the theoretical
model in Section 3. This controller was simpler to implement numerically than the PI controller (Equation 13 ), and
was therefore, first investigated. A. PI controller of tbe
form:
m ..c

= Ga 1

ap,

1

(1 - 'tc)

at

-----

(23)

is currently being implemented. lbte gain parameter Ga 1
will be determined in terms of tbe theoretically derived
coefficients Kp and K0 . The results of this approach will be
reported later.
In addition to prescribing the secondary fuel flow
rate, additional conditions are necessary to implement tbe
injection bound~y conditions. Details of the injection
boundary conditions were described earlier (Menon, 1992a,
1992b).
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Figure Sa sbows the pressure signature at the base of
tbe step during an active control study of the Mach 0.32
simulated instability. For this simulation, the controller,
equation (21) was used with a time delay of 2 msec and the
secondary fuel injection was carried out whenever
p. 1(1 - t) > 0 . When the sensor signal showed a negative
value. tbe injection was turned off. Thus, the controller
modeled here was a pulsed unsteady injection system . For
these values. tbe secondary mass flow rate was approxima&ely 10 percent of tbe reference mass ftow rate a1 the
inlet. The control simulation was initiated by restarting the
previous (uncontrolled) simulation (figure 2) at an earlier
time. The results sbow that the pressure oscillation is controlled with around a SO percent drop in the peak-to-peak
pressure fluctuation level (or around 35 percent reduction in
tbe rms levels). This is similar to the level reduction
obtained in the theoretical analysis and also similar to the
e:aperimental results of Gutmark et al. ( 1992).
The spectral analysis of the pressure fluctuation at
tbe ba.~e of the step is shown in Figure 5b. The dominant
oscillation frequency seen in the uncontrolled simulation is
still present in this spectra . This suggests that the inlet duct
acoustics is still controlling the combustion instability. A
low frequency of around 75 Hz is also seen in the spectra.
At present, tbe source of this mode of oscillation cannot be
determined since this simulation bas not been carried out
long enough to obtain sufficient data to spectrally resolve
this low frequency.

I. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper. the formulation of a theoretical model
to study combustion instability and active control is
described. The primary focus bas been to develop the
theoretical model so that it can be implemented within a
unsteady simulation model. This would allow the use of the
theoretical model during the simulation to determine the
parameters that govern the behavior of limit cycles. This
bas been demonstrated by using the numerical simulation
data to obtain the growth parameters in Section 7. Subsequently, tbe controller gains will be determined and used to
control tbe introduction of the secondary fuel into the
combustor. Preliminary analysis of the controller sbows
that it can r .xluce lbe amplit~e of the limit cycle.
Numerical simulations using a simpler version of the
proportional-plus-integral controller (investigated theoretically) bas been carried out to control combustion instability
in a ramjet. 1be results show that the instability amplitude
can be reduced by around 35 percent using a proportional
controller.

There ue a few parameters, such as, the proper time
delay, tbe sensor and fuel injection locations, etc., that will
have to be optimized using numerical simulalions. However, it is boped Chat this combined approach will prove to
be computationally more efficient tban the neural net training process (being used experimentally) for the development of adaptive controls.
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Figure 2. The pressure oscillation signature and the spectra at tbe base of tbe step for the Mach 0.32
simulation. Combustion instability is caused by the acoustic resonant mode in the combustor.
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